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1. OCCASION OF WRITING. This study grew to its present
form out of a belief in the value of music in causing certain
physiological and psychological changes in human situations.
This belief was based upon the writer's own experience
prior to this year of intensive research, upon the scientific
investigations of others, and upon a terra of study and exper-
imentation definitely planned to establish his own thesis and
to clarify and comprehend the contributions of other workers
in similar or related fields.
The inquiries reported here lead to conclusions for
which we hold no claims of permanence, ^ch day brings chan-
ges and new materials which may alter the entire situation
and make necessary the reorganization of such techniques as
may have been developed.
The relating of music in psychotherapy has given rise to
the word, •Musico-therapy*. Included in this term are such
procedures, techniques, and materials as may be needed for
the treatment of human situations by the use of music in any
or all of its branches.
Music o- therapy will be set forth here as comprehensively
as possible, but always bearing in mind that it is but one of
the several therapies available to the psychiatric social
worker, the psychiatrist, the psychotherapist.
Certain conclusions have grown out of the work of the
last dozen years in a musical ministry. The work of this past
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year has intensified the convictions held prior to its incep-
tion. This work has been reinterpreted in the light of its
implications for the psychotherapist. The ministry of music
has at all times held a challenge for the writer, but in the
light of this new element it has gained a meaning far deeper
in importance both for society and the musico- therapist.
2. CrENSBAL FLAN OF TREATMENT. In presenting this subject
and its problems, we shall first consider the common aims of
psychotherapy and rausico-therapy . This discussion will be
followed by a description of approach, technique of procedure,
and factors involved in rausico-therapy in the light of this
relationship of common goals. It will then be logical to
sketch an outline of such experimentation as has yielded data
illuminating the principles enunciated by actual practice.
The next main section will afford a summary of what has pre-
ceded and a statement of conclusions which grew out of this
study. In the closing pages, has bean incorporated a complete
bibliography and a practical handbook of addenda for the actual
practice of rausico-therapy in the fields considered.
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3PART 0N3
THS COMMON AIMS OF PSYCHOTHERAPY AND MUSI CO- THERAPY
1. THE THESIS. It is not the purpose of this treatment
to debate the existence of function. Music does things.
'*With wonderful deathless ditties
We build up the world's great cities,
And out of a fabulous stojpy
We fashion an empire's glory:
One man with a dream, at pleasure.
Shall go forth and conquer a crown;
And three with a song's new measure
Can trample a kingdom down.**^
"For there is, apparently, wisdom in song2--a wisdom so deeply
satisfying that no other approach to life has ever fully dis-
placed the singing approach. 'Bitter wisdom' comes almost
invariably by way of an emphasis upon specific frustrations.
Its most profound Injunction is not to expect much of a world
in which one's personal desires are repeatedly thwarted. It
fortifies one against the exigencies of life only by rendering
one increasingly insensitive. But what of the widdom of song?"
Song-wisdom is the wisdom of refusing to let the inciden-
tal loom so large that it shuts out the broader view. It is
the wisdom of creativeness. Song makes of language an instru-
ment to bridge the gap between the human being and his envir-
onment. Through the imaginative power of song, one may master
many an object which, in actuality, stands aloof. The song-
maker is able in a measure to fashion his own universe and to
locate in it courage and meaning. The singer becomes not only
the master of language-material, but a significant force in
*0'Shaughnessy, Arthur, *Yle are the music-makers"
^Wilkinson, Bonaro, "The Poetic Way of Release", Chapter 21
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directing the actual courses of events toward a more adequate
satisfaction of human needs. Song is able to carry man's
thoughts forward toward increasingly finer conceptions only
because it is itself forever growing. •Song-wisdom" is the
wisdom of measuring life in terms of potentiality rather than
of the already achieved.
On the contrary, it is the purpose of this work to observe
and describe the place of music as an agent functioning along
with others in psychotherapy in cases of personalities requir-
ing re-education. "The whole secret of corrective psychology
consists in freeing the original nature of its blockages, and
helping it to flow into the constructive outlet.*^ It has
seemed that music possessed a subtle power to accomplish this
re-education of personality through effecting stabilization of
emotions, self-discovery, full expression of freed self, and
through becoming the vehicle by which disturbed minds and per-
sonalities might ride into the clear air of normal experiences.
Thus, there is a "Musico-therapy* whereby certain of the
goals of psychotherapy may be effectively, efficiently achieved.
2. PSYCHOTHERAPY. It is important that we pause here to
define briefly how we shall consider psychotherapy. Psycho-
therapy is the treatment of persons suffering from mental ab-
normalities, maladjustments, neuroses, emotional disturbances,
disturbances in volition or judgment. . .in short personality
disturbances in part or in toto...by psychological means.
^Seabury, David, •Growing Into Life", Chapter VI
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5The psychotherapist is faced with individuals who repre-
sent differences in sensory equipment, behaviour patterns,
abilities, disposition, intelligence. He is confronted by
personalities in conflict involving native urges, desires,
emotions; he looks upon the present state of the individual
with respect to such emotions as anger, fear, wonder, love,
sexuality, and these things he sees in the light of a ruling
passion and the most repressed emotion; he measures each one's
degree of development on such points as self-control, self-
knowledge, patience, social adjustment; he observes the nature
of the chief conflict or impasse; he studies the inherent abil-
ities to comprehend inhibitions, conditioning patterns, mold-
ing influences, impeding habits, disturbing attitudes.^
"The aim of all modern methods of psychotherapy is to
produce a healthy, whole, or complete man. *2 •There are three
principles of psychological and moral health:—Know thyself;
accept thyself; be thyself."^
Psychotherapy recognizes a different norm for different
individuals. It does not try to pour any two individuals into
the same mold, but it hopes to achieve in its drive for indiv-
idual completeness that unique normality which characterizes a
given personality, and it aims at intelligent growth for it.
j
It may classify patterns of thought and behaviour, but its deal>-
' ing is with individuals and not classes. It is accomplished by
observing one person, evaluating his present status, and by
bringing to light significant factors pertinent to that status.
^Dresser, H.W., "Knowing and Helping People"» Chapter 2
Hadfield, J.A., "Psychology and Uorals", page 169.
"^Idem, page 234.
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6by emotional release and transference, by explanation and in-
terpretation of some of the causes of disorder together with
a frank facing of situations, and by readjustment to situations
of daily living, in family, office, institution, society, world.
This readjustment is not to be achieved in one fell swoop, but
by taking the next single step in the direction of the heaven
of perfect freedom through perfect integration.
The psychotherapist accepts for himself the attitude of
the physician rather than that of the moralist. He is dealing
daily with morally diseased human beings who do not desire their
condition, cannot control it, and are unable to recognize by
themselves the causes of their disorders. He meets the hys-
teric, the neurasthenic, the psychopath, the pervert, the de-
linquent, the neurotic with equal patient understanding and
scientific interest. He is constantly in the presence of re-
pressed forces fomenting and bursting forth as impulses, ob-
sessions, fears, and neuroses sweeping before them the feebly
protesting will. Psychotherapy seeks to make it possible for
the client to exchange a repression which excludes the com-
plexes and instincts from the self, for a self-control which
sdmits them as part of itself and thereby brings them again
under its sway. It works toward a peace of mind which can
never be secured by rejecting passions which are uoruly, but
only by recognizing, accepting, and sublimating them. The
ultimate gbal of psychotherapy is happiness for its clients...
a happiness characterized by freedom from repressions: a hap-
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instincts.
The different processes and results of psychotherapy are
knowi by a variety of names: re-education, reintegration, re-
construction of personality, personal research, character-re-
habilitation, reformation. But the one supreme aim of the psycho-
therapist is to establish on as firm, as secure a footing as
possible a healthy, normal, growing personality in its totality.
3. MUSICO- THERAPY. As we consider musico- therapy
,
we must
again remind ourselves that we are not attempting to compare
musico-therapy with psychotherapy, for it would scarcely be
possible to compare one's hand with the wrist that wields it.
Musico-therapy is simply a psychotherapeutic use of music. It
may be looked at as one of the special techniques of psycho-
therapy. It requires specialized administration. The musico-
therapist is dealing with the same individuals with their dif-
ferences, conflicts, varying degrees of development and inher-
ent abilities who faced the psychotherapist
.
The importance of musico- therapy might appear to be less
thanvpsycho therapy if it is to be considered as a kind of a
curtain-raiser for the latter. One might as well relegate the
work of the anaesthetist to one of unimportance, or in the same
manner to treat his fxinction as a sort of superficial overture
to the real business at hand. Musico- therapy is specifically
indicated in cases of psychogenic disorder of functional type.
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8"Every neurotic symptom emerges during life as the result
of an emotional conflict."^ Music o-therapy is a means of anal-
ysis. It is indicated wherever the principle of free associa-
tion is involved. It affords quick, easy access to periods of
a client's life and brings into consdiousness factors surround-
ing the situations of accidents, shocks, frights, illnesses,
conflicts. It has the power to fseshen emotional colorings in
present experiences, thereby exerdising a wholesome prophylactic
Influence.
This branch of psychotherapy finds its clients on every
imaginable level of the social stFUdture ranging from the most
respectable files of church-goers to the most depaaved crim-
inals; from the class-rooms of ill-fitting retarded children
to the court-rooms of juvenile delinquency; from the settlement
house with its ranks of under-privileged to high-bred circles
with their throng of over- indulged neurotics. The psychother-
apists' clients come to him as rule, as those seeking help.
The musico-therapists ' clients are found in their natural grou|
environment first, and are then treated through the group,
eventually being given the necessary personal attention required
for the healing of their disorders. This fact has an important
role to play in the technique of the musico-therapist. He must
begin with group analysis and work towards individual analysis.
He must deal with the forces of the mass as well as with the
individual situations making up the mass situation.
Here we shall seek to answer questions such as: Can delin-
^Hadfield, A. J.
,
op. cit. page 174.
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9quency be affected by this use of music? To what extent is this
activity a means of mental hygiene for under-privileged children?
How may musico-therapy develop situations nurturing people in
normal experiences of factors needed for personal integration?
Can the various human problems requiring solution by intelligait
adjustments just the general run of problems one meets in what
is outwardly our normal urban life, but underneath the surface
a seething mass of conflicts and disappointments—-be answered
more adequately with musico-therapy? Can it promote domestic
peace, simplify social problems, and give birth to normal situ-
ations in which groping personality may climb to higher levels
of human experience?
If these questions can be answered, the value of music in
psychotherapy will be obvious.
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PART TWO
METHODS AND PROCEDURE OF MUSICO-THERAPY
1. FUNCTIONS OP MUSICO- THERAPY. Music o- therapy is a means
of fulfilling personality needs through musical organization,
participation in musical experiences, and the development of the
organized self through directed musical activity.
Musico-therapy first sets about to create a situation in
which personality needs may be recognized, diagnosed, and treated
This •situatinn'* is realized in the program of the ministry of
music in churches, in the educational ventures of musical activ-
ity in Ihhe community, and in the corrective and preventive use
of music in relationships with social agencies and institutions.
In this situation, once established, musico-therapy proceeds
to analyze the concrete problems which are observed among mem-
bers of the group. Musical activity is used as a direct means
of observing and meaauring abilities and aptitudes. Emotional
complexes are revealed in the manner of performance of musical
materials. Our procedure usually begins with group analysis
and group test, and later undertakes the evaluation and diagno-
sis of the several members of the group. An understanding of
the group as a corporate entity through the study of its forces,
modes of expression, common interests, key-attitudes, natural
tendencies, and group objectives illuminates the understanding
of its members, giving background and aseociational qualities
into which a specific program of treatment may be built.
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uals who are members of the group, the musico-therapist now is
ready to undertake some treatment of the ills which confront him
Some people are predisposed by heredity and environment to cer-
tain manifestations of personality. Musico-therapy must be pre-
pared to exercise preventive measures which will guide them
into normal experiences and expression of instincts at the
various levels where they should become dynamic. "In the in-
dividual, every instinct is present at birth, but lies latent
until there comes the call for it to play its part on the stage
of life. During its phase of dominance, each petiod of life is
characterized by the emergence of some instinctive tendency
which dominates the life of the individual. At the end of its
period, whether it has been only partially expressed, it must
give place to the next emerging Instinct which claims the stage.
The efficiency of the functioning of musico-therapy depends
upon several factors: (1), the extent to which the rausico- ther-
apist understands what he sees as he observes the group. He is
chiefly concerned with the psychological description of the
human situations which he attempts to analyze. (2), the extent
to which music can help men achieve their ultimate self-reali-
zation. Being able to diagnose the human situation in its
collective and individual aspects is the first importan step in
procedure in musico-therpay . The second step is being aware (f
the limitations of musico-therapy in helping make this goal of
self-realization possible a step qualified by the nature of
musico-therapy, and by the prognosis of one being treated.
^Hadfield, A. J. op. cit. page 144.
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2. TH3 UUSIC0-THBRAP3UTIC SITUATION. Musical activity
demands people. The teacher is not a teacher until he has
someone to teach. The choir is not a choir until people unite
in skilled cooperation for a common end. An organization is
not an organization until it is able to point to its members.
People, therefore, are found grouped together for a com-
mon goal: a musical performance, a minstrel show, an educational
objective, or for personal growth. The English people have
developed a taste for singing classes the common goal of which
is the pure joy of singing well together without an audience
or other incentive than just the delight of choral activity—
-
musical recreation. In some of our social institutions, people
are brought into class-rooms or c|ub-rooms for community sings
as a matter of routine procedure.
At any rate, wherever there are people, there are h\iman
situations, relationships, and the whole round of problems and
needs that such situations present. Any collection of people
as a body of singers or players may be used as a "rausico-ther-
apeutic situation*.
From this point of view, a church choir or singing class
unconsciously practices rausico-therapy. However, there is con-
siderable difference between the situation presented by a choir
organized for the obvious objectives of music for a religious
service, and that of one in which musico-therapy is purposefully
planned. In the latter case, both the roembers of the choir and
its director share a much finer motivation than iin the former.
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\,J-ivxJ‘ox> Ijj'^orfo To xrfglieb saJ" J’aa;, Hijrfj evi^.iceni "renJo to
.jlqosi^ , eixciJ’JJj i j 3x*x Ixsiooe toe Tc ejiice al .ixeiJ Betoet l uxio:.;
V i ixioixn.oo tol snioot-rfoio to exiioct-we^io oJi.! jflaxxctrf et>3
.etobeootq ei.iXJ'oot Tc toJ-Txi::: o eo
.iOLiO'rf eta eteriT ,©iqcijq oto eteriO tevo'iorfw toJiSt - •
L:a-: c.teldctq To baLiot elorir; orfT broj ,aq xrieiioijiibt ,ei.cx0oojxa
t^Iroeq Tc aoiJooXIoo 'iLVh. .J-tiesetq eiioiJx.jj'Tid rfooe j-OilT ebecxi
-terfj-o. X sL/.u’' a 2 JC b&iiU erf steY^-^q 'lo etogAiia To *> ex
.** liOiTaOj XB wiXToeqjB
BBoXo tiorfo riotorfo js ,'vexv To jiiioq eirfJ- ..ioTT
-iioo el otbrfT ,tev8wc!I
.
Yqjxterfj-c jitoxi. seoiToxtq ^
tioric « Y^ o&T::oe©tr aoxTooTxB erfT neewTvd eoaeteTTlb eXdotebiB
exoxgliet o toT oieuni To eovxToof.ac eooivefo ueiJ toT b8i:Xa >gto
YlXLrTeeoqtJjq el vqotorfj--ooleij:i; rfolrf#< al eao To j^rfj bn* .©eivt^^s
bnii tlorfo arfT To BterfjtxHTT saT rflorf ^eeiio teTTal erfT Xii .benit*Ic
-te.irroT erfT ixT: naxIT aolj--.vlToin tenXT rfooin * otsriB toToetlb sTl
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Gradually any group organized to form a musico-therapeutic
situation may become conscious of such factors or objectives as
self-realization, true ideals, right choices, re-birth, trans-
ference of emotions from old to new ideals, the claims of the
law of completeness, and the group may adopt these achievements
as its raison d * etre . Culture societies, personal research
clubs, community expression clubs, achievement clubs are the
outgrowth of this sort of group consciousness. It is an ideal
situation where the entire group, or even some of its members
will cooperate with the leader in consciously striving for
' such achievements and goals.
3. OBSJSRVATION OF THE GROUP. (See Analysis Charts—Ap-
pendix A). The musico-therapist must depend much upon his own
intuition and his own reactions to group situations in making
his deductions. But is it not possible to make certain routine
observations whdch might form a preliminary basis for the prac-
tical evaluation of a given situation? The following are some
of the factors regarded as essential in considering the group
as a collective unit:
1) Group consdiousness. Is there a group conscious-
ness? Is it conditioned by name, motivation, conwnon interest?
To what extent does it formulate personal enthusiasm within
its influence? Is it identified with positive or negative ideals?
8) Membership limitations. Are there any qualifica-
tions for belonging to the group? Is membership determined by
c,2 J'JJaqa'iorfJ’-ooi.c.Lni ^ anol oj besin^jiTO qJ>io^Ji l£i/bxi's{)
2ij ^:evi uoetcfc tc «iTojG''/i rl0A;d lo tuoiGEiioo ©iaoofcd noxJ«,x.‘jxa
iiidTid-^T .eaoxcffj jrl^xT ,8i6©bx ©xnd ,fiOXJ'i-2iijij-i-'iIye
OffwT lo air.x;3io eiiJ- jEl^Gbl w©.*! oj dIo nio'il e;ioIj-o«:9 lo ejii&io'li
ej-nexievtjxrfo:^ ©aadJ" J-qobB qx«o'ia ©rfJ" bne , eEQfieJelqmco 'lo wbI
riGiBsesT; l^uoQtac^ ,2 . Ijeljoa e'lx/jxij’w . o i J- 1.- * b ^icex sfi e«
er'J’ adii^o ^ iier.eveiri o.i ,3cfi;io aoisao'xqxo ’iiJ-XiiX.fnr.iOG ,&dLij
Isebi iij* ox J-1 2«s.i£J-cx oanoo quoT^ lo J’los aidJ lo riJ-iVO'ifeJ-wO
^^edn6*.: BJ-x Ic bfncB nevo “xc ,';XfO'i3 ©Tiji^o gx-J oiorf.v iiCxJwjJJ-XB
~o'l sni-/2'AJ-B ’/I ojjox GBiXOO .ii TeoBel ©rij rlJ-xw oJBieqooo Illwr
.alBOji aJ'ii&:nev^lr{j^ lijus
-qA—snerlj 3i8^iIB^o. oo2) .lUOHO i.*HT "50 viOlTAV/UabcO .0
awe sxd XiOqjj r'oL'a baeqeb J’oxfin J8xq£5ior;j--ooxaxin ©ifP xibaeq
3ai>i:Lii.: iii £i:oi j’BijJ’ is qiGcag oJ" SaoiJjBoa liWo air! bXiB 1*0x11x11.2
eallijoa o:luzi oJ’ -Idissoq loa J-x si Ixfd .3..cxloxbeb axrf
-o/.;'ici GflJ icl oiaod ''i'HiiiiinxIeaq b nnol irisxn: ri-brlw eac ilBV'xoeJo
&:io3 ©aii ^iiiwollol oiil' iaoxi^xJ-xe aevig b Ic aoxJBuiijV& Ix,oil
qx/OTg e:!! gaxaeblaaoo al IjdXJrieea© bb bebiBgea aacJ-w-Bl erll lo
ijxiix eviJ-ooIiOG « cb
-axfoxoaaoj -xoag b oaeril si seeiisuoibsiioo qxc.aCi
.iseaoliiX nor.ifuoo ,.-oiJ- aviJ-cn tfaaaa boLioiSibcioo Si si 'issoa
iixriJiw nEijxaax.'jad iBXiosafcq ©J-Bldr.nol J-x ooeb liidixo liL-riw oT
slsebi ©viJ-jagen ao evxlxaoq riJ-iw byiliJiiobi li si ?eGat-xfil*:i eli
-iuoxlxlBiip Xiisj, o'lQiiS ©TiV . saoi J-.ol xmi I qirlBaecfiueli (S
Yd bexxxaneieb qxffsaedi-ieiii el Tqoo'is erfl oJ- gaiaxiolod lol saoiJ-
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'sex, age, mentality* social status? Is membership voluntary,
automatic, or petitioned? Are there unique common character-
istics among its members? Are there any typical or distinctive
^ members? Ifllhat is their influence? What are their peculiar
traits or characteristics?
3) Key Attitudes. Does the group have a code? Does
it recognize authority? How does it regard its place in society?
Does it consider its existence as important, or necessary, or
of specific value? Does it hold to any traditions? What are
the possibilities for building traditions around its nature and
,
associations? Does it forbid or taboo any specific practices?
Are such "bents** constructive, or do they tend to promote false
idealisms, repressions, or phantasies?
4. OBSERVATION OF INDIVIDUALS, a) Prelifarainary observations.
Personnel lists should include the regular routine information,
name, address, age, school, church affiliation, religious pref-
erence, scholastic rating. A standard questionnaire has been
provided in the first appendix which suggests a method of filing
complete information necessary: hereditary factors, constitu-
tional makeup, mental and chronological a^e, personality ratig,
family status and relationships.
b) Further observations. Systematic efforts to understand
^ and diagnose each member of the group should comprise the more
important phase of the diagnosis. Test blanks have been worked
out for recording the data of personal research (Appendix A)
qide'iedinoni -li I*iiuoE ,\'J
.
etc;
-'laJ'O'aTarlo uo;iuaoo eupiiix. ©loriJ o^.\ ?bonoxj’iJ'eq to
,
oi^
evijoaiJ-eib "lo iioiqvJ- vuis eTerfJ- a'lr.. .'a'lecfoiern cJi oji/sx
•iiiXXx/:^eq 'lierij- o^is ?eonoL Ili-iX 'lisri^ si J-srl..' VsTedir-sni
. e aiJ-siToj- jo'iiirfo 'ic slxo'^d
secy.j *seboo «VBff qiJo^3 erfj sooCt . sobjjj id (£
;dfei ycB i;x du^elq adi D'li^ao'i di St^ob woi! x«^^i'iojrIixja eiilaacjo”! Ji
•10 .^liisaeoefi to ,di;Sd'ioqfi:i a ;3 ©onajaixe edx TebiE;;c-j jx seoC
GTo d^rf// 'ianoidxb^’td od bloxl dl aeoG ^gajIjsv ox'ii-j'qE lo
bn .8 :^-iL'djsn adi b*iiJo^^ ^^10idib-^d '^^xblix.cf 'lol seidi Ixdxssoq arid
Vsaoxdoaiq oxliDsqe ooefiad "ro bxd'io'x di sao^ ?Err. xdiiipcaa:;
ccla'i cdomo-iq cd buad ob to , avid aXiTdanco '’sdaaJ*’ ri,.ofc tiA
?et. xc^dni»riq to .L^ioxBac TqeT
,
s-i.^il^aox
a a 0 .. d aV Tu ari o iO iiOix •»
.acid.-iniTo'iiTi .:iiidX;C*i TaxogaT arid ebi/Xoax bXxioria adaxX XarxioaTa^
-IxTc aiJoI;jXl:>T .acid-xli'l'ij: rioTxrrio ,Icorios ,e3~ tCaeTbbxi
need SA-ri 6T i;ii\.*v ids ex/p bTA.oa-d8 .saldxiT oidaaXorioE ,ouixeTe
.Ain lo boridOk;: a aj 28^:^X;E rioiria xibueqcB dSTxl arid ui bebivoTq
-LdxdSiioo jETcdOkil VTxjjibaTeri ivTiiaaeoexi xioidiif.iTo'tAil adaXqr.oo
t'lid^T ^idi iukiiOBTaq Xiioi joXoiioTri-> bk.o X4dii-vLi
,
.x,'a>ii>n: Xxuicid
. ac iriSiioid xIgt baxs axdi^je x.Xi.ja'l
fan.sJaTabiiXj oi sdTc'llo oiduxaedavc . ak*oid-^VToado TaridTL x
aTOii :..'id aaiTq.iOo bXijoxia cxroTS ®^id 'Ic Tacixam riojoa eson^xsib U.o
bs^iTcv naaJ evdri c^Ifixsid dsaT . aiscajaii .'f+ 'V o eeariq d.ixdioqini
V/-. ;;ibiToqq/-.j rid:-jaLiaT Lt^nacihc 'io tejjcb arid anibTooQT "'I o'! Jj- O
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Ideally, each memher of a given group should he charted and
data tabtlated, but practically, this is very difficult, es-
pecially if the group is very large, i.e., more than ten persons.
In the first observations of individuals, then, an attempt is
made to note:
1) Differences in sensory equipment. Grood visualizers?
Differences in memory types, visual and auditory?
2) Differences in behaviour patterns. Quick-motioned,
responsive, alert, slow to react (in case of reclusives)?
3) Differences in abilities. Manual, mechanical, executive,
' musical, artistic, speech, writing, following, leading, imi-
tative or creative?
4) Differences in disposition. Sunny, spontaneous, adjust-
able, surly, cooperative, disagreeable, degrees of nervousness?
5) Differences in intelligence. Measurement in terms of
intelligence quotients?
5. PROGNOSIS. In one way, the evaluation of the possible
outcome of treating members of a group, and the limitations and
extent to which they may be able to accomplish the desired
results is a significant part of the diagnosis. Much damage
cannot be tolerated by clvunsy administration. People who will
never be able to achieve certain types of activity with any
degree of success ought not to be urged to pursue that in which
they obviously cannot excel. A question not to be overlooked
when planning the activity for a group is whether or not that
« 4 O <^0bri-3 teJ'i-iilo oCf tlucffE ruc“t£ 'lo '.wcius.; ,''Iiii4<bI
-C8 , J-Iuoillilb \;'ioY si eirii , vlliioiJo.j'ic Jt-'d
aos-taq j njifiJ- ©Tcsn x^QV ex .•L'o^3 edi li
ax as ,iX^dd .al-.ucivibnx Ic snc xdiiV'isadc J-btII edd lu
I C'J' Oii oJ" ©bjoUt
?8Tasii ^ijsxv bco€ , ia6:.:qix.f-© f;i 2 <?o.;eT©lliu (X
Vx'xoJ-xiDioiS bn^ IxiXiciv ^aeqx^ vicineai ax Eboac-io'l'XiH
, beiXoxJ-om-Maxi/^ .E.neJ-J-iiq 'iLoiv«fIod ni etoa ‘'it'iii..





i^ix/aaii .saxj'xlxd* ax seoxit t -• i*iCl
-i.ii ,£nifaB©I .9ais.'cXXol i^'fi .rfotoqe .oidEid-ix. .Ixjoiaaci
?£; viXiiOa© 'SG fcviifij
-j’Sij'tbJb , EX oaaxidaoqa .xoaxii ..ioid iaoqeib i.i a©jaeabma
^BBciiaxovaea lo 86©'X9©5 , ©Idiiooi^xel b , evid<^i«qoo© jV^Iaxs ,eldi5
Iq aiaiai ux jii-jireix aiiail . 3o:i©aiXXejai ui Eacut'Xb'i'iiu ‘sC
“v aJauidcx. © oac^illsdax
elbxaaoq edJ Ic aoxJ-^uIjiva orfi .X-^w ©no .\i .2
bxiis aiicidavTiaxI ©rid bais ,qxo't9 s 'ic aiwOLien; yfixi t-oad Ic ©nioodx
bo^xseb t;rid risiXqi.;c©o;;i od exoa ad X'*^^*’ riyirlY.' od daad,'-;
o2©n'.i.b rixc-:* .Eisc.is^ib Drld lo da^iq dii^oi -iriL,i2 *5 adXxae
Xlivv oriw aXqoeS. .iiOxd/s^dsxaiII:bx x^^t’-^'Xo x^ bojisiylwd ©b dean©





doiriw iiX darid oxencxq od bca^L ©d od don drisx’o aaoeDue lo at~a0b
beriocX'i&vo ad od doi^ ncidooxo .Xe©x& jOiX.ao X^'*-'X
d©rij Joii lo lariderfv; si qi-on^ ^ aol ^divide© and 9ixi.:*uiXq nori'.?
Iparticular activity may prove to be a discouragement and thus











The objectives of a program outlined for the retarded chil-
dren of an Expression Club will naturally not be the same as
those for children whose personalities need reeducation in
self-control. In one the aim is successful activity, in the
other it is the strengthening of the will to be intelligent,
through acceptable gratifications of the pleasure-principle
or effecting a compromise with the reality-principle.
This difference in program has been ably illustrated by
the work of Dr. Willem van de Wall, director of a Committee
on the Investigation of Music in Institutions dm the state
of New York. In one program devised for the women's reform-
atory in Bedford Hills, N. Y.
,
five entirely different plans a>f
action were projected. The women were divided into five groups
by the authorities. These classes were differentiated by dif-
ferences in the condition of the inmates. With one group the
problem of discipline and social control was met by creating
a musical situation whdch would emphasize social behaviour.
A “Ladies' Society* was formed for singing. Membership depend-
ed solely upon ability to "act like a lady." In another of
the five groups, the women were collected for the first months
of their prison experience. Their characteristic level of
thought was conditioned by the thought of being imprisoned be-
hind bars, and thus restrained from society. This group neede<3
to become aware that they were in the institution because of
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iii dJ- "i-iii J--T.::r.3 3jt> ixjooeib b ©J evoTsq \J-ivlJ-oB
-iBliJuiu 'iBq
.ebiiG awo aj-i j-ijoleb
-lii-j bebT^jj-sT ©rfj- b<JailJ'Uo rnB'xgo'iq jcj Zo eeviSoeido ocCT
ci-ri on:^^3 ©fij . tf J"ca J[ I*; TL j'Bi't 1 1 iiv cftilo aoisE©^cx^^ na Zo
ill i^ciJ-BouceeT bean. eex;^xlBao&Toq ©dOffw a©-ibIin'o ^o'i oactiJ
©dj i.i ^vslvi^D^ li/^anoocira sx l. 1^ ©r?j ©ao al , Ici^nc e-ZSes
t :icf oj" Iliw “io sa-a. .rfj^;^i; 3 'ij<x erlJ ax Ji Tari^o
© Iq X oaiaq-eax.' 3i: 9 X'j ©dJ" 1.0 t-itox j box XxJ’jsts ©la'^iJ'qooQB rigijoxdj
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J’xr.'-.:jija a lO xoj ao'ixb ,IX.. »/ ©b ii^jV j:eIXi« .'ivX lo daci. c, d-
orij ai aax
i
ni axai/fi “lo acxjBslxa© vxil .eriJ" .10
-i.rrTSljT e'*ie*uc ; adJ" ~icZ bozLvab r.i.x'ivciq ©nc xi- .^toY iO
Zi .aalc J-naioYYi*-' '{XaiiJa-© ^vi'i
, .d.sXIXH b-io'lbaw aX ' tcJ-b
acocTjj ©V X X ''. 111 b©X/vib « 10 ?/ ii©t;:yw
.-'^rfl' « bt. w o© ^ caq ©'X©# aoib^s
-txb ^(i LeJ’jji jTie'i.'^l'lxb ca©iv ofaeaaXo ©Berfl . aeiJ' i'lodJ’LB adJ
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-*io riJ'iH .sa^/s rxix ©dd xioidibaoj ©dJ" xjI awoae're'i
gaiJ-ae-rj \{d + 0:^1 Io'I^hqo ii.loca bna eaiXqxoaxb Zo n&Xdoiq
.Taoxvaried X:.i3C'« ©siaadqn:© blLOv: riocdw xicibaijbXa XBoxajJa. a
-buecQl qida'isdin
-: .{.axgx.Xa tcT: bt^' /ic't eaw "\;jexaoa ’aelL-J."
iO T'-abcaa a. ‘ .qb©! b
-.dll J-oa** cj- \{j-xXxdx i.cqjL' vi;^IcL b©
a/.j’XiOnr la'll x. cinl "ic*! beloaXXoo aiew neuio.v oxil .aqi/oig tviY odl
iO loveu. 0 j laiiel DB'iBd j Tiarfr . ©aneiToqx© xioai'iq 'iXodl “lo
-3d baxfcai'rqail gxiit-d 'ic Jrf^uc.’J- sdl qd benoXlibiio© ebw idguodl
bebaea cxjoig axxfl'
.
{Ir+iooa xio'!*! beaXjb'iJae'i LBdJ ba© jaT..:© b.;id
'io eauaosd iiOXl].fJxi3iiX
_dl ..i rri-tev/ Vt-xfi j ^di ©'ixiv/B ©raoooJ ol
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the preying of society upon them, and that those bars outiide the
chapel windows were to prevent them from further depredations by
a society at large until such time as they were building up an
ability to maintain themselves competitively without such pro-
tection. Obviously the songs which Dr. Van de Wall used for the
first group must be different from those used in the latter. The
former needed songs expressing fine quality, dignity, and person-
il pride. The latter needed materials giving assurance, comfort,
tenderness, and the virile qualities of power, sustaining strength
and self-confidence.
The musico-therapist continually holds iin mind the central
goal toward which any activity he plans must lead, namely, self-
realization. . .that "harmonious expression of all the vital forces
towards a common purpose and end--the ideal, capable of divert-
ing instincts from original ends and re-directing them to a
common purpose; the craving for fulfilment and the urge to com-
pleteness being the most potent force wdiich drives us to live
and strive with persistent energy, till the ultimate goal of
self-realization is reached.”^
His prognosis depends upon his diagnosis of groups and of
individuals. He may not possibly measure self-realization for
any two individuals by any other yard-stick than the nature of
their peculiar dispositions and sentiments. Thus it becomes
evident that the therapeutic program of music bears a most vital
relation to this prognostic inquiry.
6. THSRAPJSUSIS. Musico- therapy progresses along two func-
^Hadfield, A. J.
,
op. cit., p. 87.
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esor:^ ,uerit noqt; x:Jeic:oci *^0 ^r*J
'j;d 3aolJfibii^qe/b ^b'f^:r'rii•'i nioil a.oiU Jiieve'iq oj- e^a.? c'.vobaijv Isq^tio
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tional processes; (1), it provides an indirect contact with cliH
ents who are engaged in activities whdch may or may not be direct-
ly related in their own minds to the objective of the rausico-ther-
apist. The indirect contact is not only important, but absolute-
ly necessary in some groups. One of the experiments described
below would have been entirely unsuccessful had the men suspect-
ed the motive of therapy. But cooperation was guaranteed by
the obvious goals of the musical situations "for fun", "for the
minstrel show next Mondgry, " "for the larger avenues of personal
expression". The therapeutic program, therefore, trie;^to create
situations in which the individual can function characteristic-
ally without inhibiting his personal expression. The indirect
approach also permits an unimpeded projection of the worker's
personality. He is not \Anfavorably emotionalized by members of
the group. He is accepted as a necessary part of the project,
just as the piano and the chairs. However, indirectness is not
always necessary to the accomplishment of ends. Whether this
approach is used or not depends upon facts revealed in the
early part of diagnosis.
As the program of therapy advances, the group may gradually
be led to incorporate an attitude of positive cooperation in t©
achievement of a therapeutic goal. Direct cooperation on the
part of each person is desirable and hoped for as soon as it
is obtainable naturally.
(2) The second of the two functions of rausico-therapy is
the achievement of those results which musical organization, ji
Ifliici J-iio rjivv jOo*aoD fi« oebivc'ic; St «\.I) :a6S38vO'i.^
^w>6tilj ucf J'c.i ':o xikJ*.; :isjhrvt coiJtvtS'j.- rti oq^^'^uo o 1^ cr.w
'•terfJ'-o j£c,i-.n gi.j vij;jt;,Ov cj- 8fc;\ir.: r/.vu lic'^v £ii:
-cJ’jj / cecf:. jLu
,
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musical experiences, and directed musical activities are peculi-
arly capable of producing when used to gain the ultimate goal of
musico- therapy, namely, self-realization through the organization
of the self toward a common purpose.
The very nature of singing stimulates enthusiasm and nor-
mal healthy attitudes. An interesting study could be made of
the influence of music upon the negro race. Here one may observe
individual evolution in personality development, and also the
formulation of a culture involving racial characteristics. The
philosophy in Harry Lauder's song, "Singing is the Thing To
Make You Cheery" is fundamentally true. The psychotherapeutic
use of music reads into that word "cheery" its ultimate goals,
the achievement of the only basis for happiness, the integrated
personality.
7. PROPHYLAXIS. The procedure of musico-therapy includes
a program of prevention as well as one of cure. Under-privileged
children may be saved from the repression of instincts and the
exclusion of complexes from the self, thereby preventing the
heart-breaking experience of a personality whose actions and
conduct are at the mercy of the disintegrated parts, the un-
controlled instincts and impulses.
This function in the musico-therapeutic procedure is ad-
ministered by leading children into normal types of experience
through musical activity.^
8. PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN MUSICO- THERAPY. Certain ref-
erences have been made above to psychological functions and goals
^See "Tabulation of Experience Types", Appendix A, Section 4.
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in psychotherapy. Let us next consider an uncontrovcrsial hut
practical description of musico-therapy from a psychological
viewpoint.^'
a) Psychological description of personality. Heredity and
environment are the fundamental character determinants. We in-
herit temperament, and instincts. Everyone, except mentally
deficient, has all the instincts, though probably not in equal
measure. (The classification of instincts by Freud^in two great
divisions, the "Eros, or Life Instinct" and the "Desttuction"
or "Death Instinct" is not at variance except in the matter of
terminology with that set forth fey Hadfield.) Each instinct
has a biological end which may be re-directed to a higher end.
All instincts are latent at birth, but do not emerge and become
dynamic until certain stages of development have been reached.
It is in the environmental conditions of early childhood that
we find the key to the origin of abnormalities of character.
The combination of instinctive emotions with environmental con-
ditions form three kinds of psychological constellations: sen-
timents—consciously accepted constellations, dispositions.—
unccnsiiously accepted constellations, and compl exes--cons tel
-
lations that are rejected as unacceptable, and tend to be re-
pressed. A person consciously identifies himself with an ac-
ceptable constellation in the development of his sentiments.
The unconscious acceptance of constellations makes for spon-
taneous activity—the response appears to be "second nature".
The sentiments combined withthe dispositions in an organized
In this description compare Hadfield, A.J., "Psychology and
j
Morals"
'Healy, Bronner, Bowers, "Structure and Meaning of Psychoanaly-
sis", pp. 72 ff.
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way to form an integrated or ""organized self". I
Complexes are commonly named according to their dominant
emotions, such as a fear complex, a sex complex; or by the name
of the nucleus round idiich the emotions are grouped, as a mother
or Oedipus complex, a war complex, a religious complex. They
may be restrained, suppressed, or repressed—restraint being tiie
conscious inhibition from expression in conduct of a recognized
complex; suppression, the voluntary inhibition of a psychologi-
cally repugnant complex; and repression, an unconscious process
of inhibition. Emotional complexes are repressed in three ways:
(1), In the straight conflict between two instinctive impulses,
one may be repressed; (2), one phase of instinctive expression
may be repressed by the persisting influence of an earlier phase
of the same instinct; and (3), complexes are repressed by the
self. Restrained complexes or suppressed complexes affect our




Neuroses are the result of a conflict which is always endo4
i
psychic (within the soul); they are unconsciously desired. Com4
plexes are subject to projection and objectification. "Our
relation to the outside world is determined by our relation to
our own complexes.* Complexes are revealed in the tendency
|
towadd overcompensation.
Psychological habits (of especial importance in the pro-
cedure of musico-therapy) are aroused by emotions. Mental or
physical structure undergoes a change when mental or physical
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Ifunction ^Res" place. . .a change which facilitates recurrence of
the action. But the inspiration of an emotion is required to
initiate its action. No good habit is worth much unless it be
backed by a large and healthy emotional disposition. If bad
habits are due to compleses fed from an emotional source (as
Hadfield maintains) they can be adequately and effectively re-
moved only by eradicating the complex, the complete removal of
which will immediately cure the habit. This is a most important
principle in control of habits: Re-organization of emotional life
through discovery of complexes result in immediate eradication
of habits .
Four classes of disorder: Organic diseases , those having
physical sometimes mental symptoms, whose cause is physical;
Functional nervous disorders , those having physical sypptoras the
origin of which lies in unconscious conflicts of the mind; Moral
diseases , those due to unconscious repressed complexes, whose
symptoms are disorders of moral conduct; and Sin , resulting from
deliberate, conscious choice of self, depending upon a low ideal.
Differentiation between phantasy and ideal: A phantasy is
a complex centered around extravagant concepts of self, and may
be seen in all degrees of consciousness and unconsciousness
. |
Phantasies in conscious experience are commonly called ”fancies'*i
or "day-dreams". In unconscious life, or subconscious life, thqy
are regarded as phantasy. Phantasies are extravagant, more or
|
1
less unconscious; we identify ourselves with them as though we i
!
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of character and also of nervous disease.
Phantasies are extravagant, ideals are modest and attain-
able; phantasies are the result of morbid repressed complexes,
ideals are part of consciously accepted sentiments; we uncon-
sciously identify ourselves with our phantasies, but not so with
the ideal; the effects of phantasies and ideals differ: phan-
tasies may have morbid effects upon character; they may develqp
into nervousebreakdown through failure to live up to them; and
they inhibit moral endeayor. A true ideal is a consciously
chosen sentiment, stimulating the will to endeavour.
The Law of Completeness: every organism is impelled to move
toward its own completeness. (Freud speaks of the death instinct
the nature of which is to return to a state of inorganic inac-
tivity, but there is little clinical evidence to bear out this
idea.) Physiological completeness is health; moral completeness
is self-realization through the expression of the instincts.
The self is an organism moving towards its own completeness.
The self is an organized unit unified by the principle of its
being integrated by the direction of sentiments and dispositScsis
toward a common purpose. As soon as self ceases to function as
one, it ceases to be one. Self immediately begins to disinte-
grate, andour actions and conduct are again at the mercy of the
disintegrated patts, of uncontrolled instincts and impulses.
The self ceases to be a self as soon as the will ceases to func-
tion.
Will is a function of self. Antagonism between the will
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and the impulses continues as long as complex and instincts axe
excluded from self, and until some way is discovered of libera-
ting them and uniting them to the self by some common purpose.
This is the task of psychotherapy.
The absence of an adequate ideal causes impotence of the
will. The deciding factor in the conflict between will and the
impulses is whether the self or the impulses are more strongly
stimulated.
The ideal as a stimulus to the will. Adquate stimulus of
will, the stimulus which is peculiarly adapted to arouse the
self into activity, is the Ideal, that is, the idea or object
which leads to the complete realization of the whole individu-
al. Right choices, true ideals make for happiness (an affectivo
state) and completeness of the self, enlarging the freedom and
scope of self and increasing the power of the Will. When emo-
i
tional complexes are liberated whether of wexual emotion, fear,|
I
or ambition, the liberated instinctive emotions are brought und^r
the dominion of the will and organized into a stronger self.
The true ideal has never yet been determined. However, it
is whatever will secure ultimate happiness. The right ideal isj
one that can, by attracting all the instinctive emotions bring
harmony to the soul; by stimulating the will to a common purpose,
weld the whole psychological individual into an organism having
purposive conduct; and by satisfying the craving for completeness
secure self-realization and happiness. What the will requires
for its strength and development is not training but inspir4tion.
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In true ideality, there can be no repression. Self-reali- '
zation demands the expression of all the instincts. It Ss the
aim of all modern psychotherapy to liberate the emotions attached
to morbid complexes and then enable the self to realize itself !
completely. Thus instincts are expressed by the completely in- .
tegrated self in channels of activity which lead to personal an4
social good. One's self-assertive ambitious instincts are ex- '
I
pressed in a man's professio^i, sex instincts in marriage, pa-
j
I
ternal instincts in his family or benevolences, curiosity in re-f
i
search, instincts of display in speaking, writing, painting, aondl
his pugnacious instincts in defending his cause.
!
Just pure expression of instincts, however is not the aim
of psychotherapy. Every organism, the human mind included, is
I
working towards a syhthesis, and not merely for expression. Re-
pression leads to neurosis, moral disease, and poverty of char-
acter; expressionism to psychological and moral chaos.
The processes involved in achieving self-realization are
those natural processes of (1) Re-birth or Transference; (2),
Organization of Self; and they are those curative processes
i
known as (1), Analysis—the discovery of repressed complexes an^
the liberation of suppressed instincts; (2) Dis-association--th^
I
splitting up of complex and detaching emotions from morbid at-
tachments; (3) Re-association--linking the nucleus of the complex
I
(idea, event, or person) with a new emotion; and (4) Subliraatioli
(or compensation)—modification and re-direction of instincts
to new ends
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In re-tirtir we observe the passing away of one psychological
stage and the emergence into life of another. In transference,
^
the emotions are released from old objects and sentiments and
are transferred to now ideals to form new sentiments. In the
organization of self, we note four stages: (a) the development
of the self-consciousness at the a^e of theee (the period of
infancy); (b) the development of the will, when the self-con-
scious self becomes able to act as a whole (the period of Laten-
cy) extending to puberty; (c) the age of idealism, 16-18 (late
adolescence); when the ability to seek for that ideal through
which the organized self may be made complete is developed;
and (d) the age of development of character.
Curative process: Analysis. Whenever material is brought
up into consciousness and recognized and accepted by the self,
it immediately comes under the control of the will. We cannot
control our instincts as long as we repress them. The will has
no direct control over any impulses of the mind, except those
which are constituted as part of the self. To the three pro-
cesses noted on page 20 whereby complexes are disposed of, wo
add a fourth—Self-control.
Re-association. A morbid complex is a group of emotions
around an object or idea. In analysis we fering this complex
into consciousness and so under the control of the Will. This
I
breaks up the complex. We then take the object or idea forming
' the nucleus and associate it with healthy emotions— "Re-associ-
I
ation". And finally, we take the emotions liberated from the
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Sublimation. This is the process by which instinctive emo-
tions are diverted from their original ends and re-directed to
purposes satisfying to the individual and of value to hhe com-
munity. Instincts may be directed in three ways: (a) to their
natural ends, (b), to perverted ends, and (c), to sublimated
ends. The instincts which are the more important for our con-
sideration are: (1) Fear, (2) Sex (that group of impulses whose
natural end is reproduction) including self-display, self-asser-
tion, submission, creative impulse, curiosity, and the maternal
instinct.
Some of the important factors insublimation are; (a) we
I
cannot sublimate unless we have material to sublimate; (b) everyj
sublimation must be satisfying to the individual; (c) every sub-^
limation must be of value to the community; (d) sublimation is
really second-best to the natural uses of an instinct; and (e)
I
sublimation does not destroy an instinct.
For practical consideration of rausico-therapy, we shall
have need to refer back to the above outline suggested by Dr.
Hadfield. We now turn to regard the relation of rausico-therapy
to psychological principles referred to above.
b) Relation of musico-therapy to psjrchological prindiples.
1) iiarly environmental conditions—the key to ab-
normalities of character. Music may be used as a device for
inducing free-association, Just as the ^'reudian method of hyp-
nosis, automatic writing, unconsious drawings, or observation
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of ink-b4ot designs are used in direct reductive analysis. Play*
ing or singing a song brings back incidents and emotions with
whihh the incidents were colored at the time the song piayed a
part in an emotional experience. The music of a given period
corresponding chronologically with an incident accompanying an
emotional conflict is sometimes all that is necessary torecover
this conflict and point the way to the origin of complexes in-
volved. Mood music of general nature will continue the therapy
by tracing emotional reactions in the present, and interpreting
emotional qualities, or patterns. Knowing these patterns helps
in analyzing the emotional disturbance that occured in the past.
This procedure is an attempt to identify the inc4dent or object
about which the emotional conflict originated by performing music
or otherwise reproduciiiggmusical situations corresponding to
the various stages of development. If the client is twenty-five
years of age, the stages reviewed in this manner would be (1),
his age of idealism covering a three-year petiod from 1926 to
1928; (2), his early adolescent stage, pubertal period, varying
with different individuals, in general, possibly a period of
several years beginning about 1923; (3), his period of the be-
ginning of latency, about 1913 or 1914. This musical reference
should include, (a), selections from popular music of the years
mentioned; (b), music of the school curticulum for the first
two stages mentioned; (c), sacred music corresponding to his
dhhrch experience and church school experience if any; and (d),
miscellaneous music which the therapist may have reason to be<B
I
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lieve would recall situations at these three levels of experience.
Mood music may be used as another method of approach in this
same method of procedure. At another interview, the piano, pipe-
organ, reed-organ, or victrola may be uaed to present to the
client's mind various moods around which he may associate emo-
tional reactinns and patterns. These will be observed in ex-
tennal signs of posture, facial changes, tone of voice, lines
of face indicating restraint, nervous tension, refinement, sen-
sitivity, placidity, symptoms of repression and conflict; in
personal presence or atmosphere and the emotional outreaching
' which this sphere bespeaks.^ Does the music stimulate signs of
evasiveness, guilt, shame, symptoms of suppressed grief, tender|
ness, rage, or fear? Is there an overt irritability, or impati--
ence? Do you note evidence of a struggle for inner control?
Ihe musical materials for this analytical procedure are
manifold, including nearly the whole literature of music both
poor and fine in quality.
2) Eradication of habits. '•Re-organization of emo-
tional life through discovery of complexes result in immediate
eradication of habits."^ Music is applied therapeutically as
a means of re-organizing the emotions. A situation is created
by organizing a group of persons for some musical purpose in
which the members systematically express themselves musically.
The group may already have a natural haiis for organization wlt||i
certain unique group mores. The therapist may be trying to
awaken corporate emotion or enthusiasms. The congregation of
^Cf. Personal Research Charts, Appendix A.
^See Page 22 above.
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a certain church habitually refuses to sing the hymns. Individ-
uals in the group love to sing, but they are spppressed by a
complex developed in the personality of one member of influence
who demands that the music of the church must be performed by a
professional soloist or quartet. Warm, popular participation is
discouraged by the meticulous perfection of the professionalJ.y
polished singer. The ordinary man and woman develops a baneful
habit of fear that he might rush in ""where angels fear to tread",
I
or be humiliated in public by his unpolished attempts at praise.
The re-organization of emotional life in this case depends upoi
the cultivation of group enthusiasm for congregational song. A
chorus choir of members of the congregation is trained to lead
the singing of the group.
The habit of defeatism is met in a group of men in a gov-
ernment camp. Unemployment, economic depression, have made them
bad-tempered, callously indifferent, given to dissipations, andd
morally unstable. With them the situation of being unable to
support their families, having to wear worn-out clothing, being
physically hungry have combined to create a complex of inferi-
ority and defeat. Musico-therapy re-organizes their emotional
life around true ideals of courageous thinking, of self-control,
of self-confidence in their ability to sieze and make the most
of every opportunity. It takes songs of a popular character
i
containing texts which burlesque their conditions and which
dramatize their doing something about their situations--songs
|
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these songs, affirming positive identifcations
,
singing what
deep down inside they know to be true for themselves changes
the whole emotional tone of the group. Its members one day com-
prehend the complex that produced the mental habit of defeatism
and a new and positive attitude takes its place. Musical activ-
ity in the group has cultivated a wholesome emotional dispos-
ition, a "second nature" disposed xuiconsciously to habits of
I
feood will, capability, and productivity. Habitual bad temper,
|
insensitiveness to moral qualities, and dissipations are no long-
%
er needed to express the depression-complex.
3) Organic diseases. We make no claims as to the ability o^
musico-therapy to cure organic diseases. Bheuraatism, tuberculo+>
sis, inflammatory conditions, have not been healed by music.
But the state of one's thoughts, and especially emotions are
|
elements which affect the metabolism of the body. Hope stiiaul-|
ates the circulation. Musico-therapy can affect the state of
j
I
mind of persons suffering from organic diseases. The study of i
endocrinology shows how the entire constitutional makeup of a
body is reorganized by the stimulation of the adrenal glands.^ !
j
"In the 'emergency function' of the adrenals we see the physi-
!
ologie basis for the old aphorism, 'Worry is worse than work' . !
When circumstances permit an appropriate physical reaction to
the cause of worry the result is likely to be organically wholet
some."^ Musical activity stimulates glandular activity, result^
j:
in establishing normal circulatory functions, regulates the pulse
and encourages respiratory adjustment. Musico-therapy tends to
|
>
^Hoskins, R.G., "The Tides of Life", pp. 25 ff.
^Idem, page 41.
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to develop physical health so far as its influence can be exer-
cised.
4) Functional diseases. Functional diseases represent sit-
uations wherein the mental and emotional life have gone wrong.
They are due to repressed complexes. The use of music in the
treatment of functional diseases occupies an important place
in the investigations of medical research during the last two
hundred years. Nervous disorders arise from deep conflicts in
the mind. Muslco-therapy creates an emotional situation in
ihich herd instincts, and sex instincts are given expression.
Pleasure and happiness accompany the expression of instincts
and instinctive emotions. All of the instincts may be dramaticf
ally presented by those singing the song and thereby expression
of them obtained. The expression of the instinct, of the instinltt-
ive emotions, is thus projected in the song. Repressed complexes
centering in these are discovered and relieved
5) Moral disease. The morally diseased person suffers from
unconscious repressed complexes. He cannot respond to the idea
which he sees and understands, because of the morbid complexes
which give rise to uncontrollable impulses. The moral disease
is undesired, uncontrollable, and its cause is unrecognized.
The sex-pervert, the alcoholic, the perverted homosexual, the
exhibitionist, the sadist are morally diseased. The business
of rausico-therapy is to provide harmony both literally and
spiritually within the soul where the conflict between two im-
pulses is taking place. Of its sheer beauty, it appeals to the
i
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soul and creates an atmosphere of peace. In the case of moral
j
i
disease, two instincts or two complexes conflict resulting in
j
I
the symptom of sex-pervession or some physical, mental or raoralj
symptom, of a localized character. In order to heal the mor-
|
!
ally diseased he must react emotionally to his failing. Music-
al treatment offers a manner of reaction which carries full
emotional tone with it, sufficient to release the emotional torjie
of the complex causing the disease. The reference method of
musico-therapy referred to in the recovery of early environ-
mental conditions makes it possible for the client to re-live
the experience which made it necessary to repress the complex
which it had developed. This re-living of experience in musi-
cal activity brings material up into the consciousness and
makes a situation in which it is possible for the client to
recognize, accept and bring it under the control of his will.
The musical activity of an evening with a group may be
directed to the problem of but one member of the group. In
this manner, situations are dramatically presented through
musically planned expression. Music changes things. Conscious-
ly used to change things for indi^'iduals suffering from moral
disease, it becomes musico-therapy.
6) Sin. Sin is due to wrong sentiments and is caused by
a deliberate and conscious choice of the will moved by a 'fals
or wrong ideal. Sin is under the control of the will. To
repress an impulse means to lose control over it. To sing a
song that expresses sexual attraction, such as "Hinkey Dinkey,
>
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Parlez-vous" helps one to admit and accept a situation. It
also reveals the repugnance of the sins it brags about. It
brings into play the psychological principle of psychological
expression. In the same breath, the singer must express the ir
expediency of such crude sexual expression by the story of the
famed •mademoiselle" in the song because »he not only typified
the crude expression of sexual instinct, but she also had the
faculty of typifying the sort of preying of such women upon
the soldier that robbed him of all his resources when he startc
back to the States. Sy admitting the situation we are enabled
to control our impulses, and by accepting a situation we are
armed with great foresight having instinctive power. Singing
about sin robs it altogether of its lure and attractiveness.
Once de-bunked, it holds no appeal.
Musico- therapy, however, is able to do much more for the
sinner than de-bunk his sins. It is able to hold up an ideal
through its positive imagery in such a way that identification
with the ideal is not only possible, but so colored with an
emotional desirability that only lack of intelligence will per-
mit him to persist in his sinning.
7) Phantasies. Musical experiences are created by musico-
therapy which are normal conduct. Wien one sings songs of
work, songs of love, songs of play, and songs of worship, he
is living in the atmosphere of normal experience. He is vis-
ualizing and expressing the possibility of becoming what these
ideals represent.^ The reference system of musico-therapy
^l>r. itdllard Dickinson of Columbia" Universrty prepared a series |
of services based on these four ideals expressed in Dr. Richard
Cabot's book, "What Men Live By*, which revealed in emotional
power, the virile drive of these qualities. 1927.
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whereby analysis of the origin of morbid complexes which were re-*
pressed is made is also indicated in helping the victim of phan-
tasy to understand and realize its basis.
8) Law of Completeness. Musical expression, particularly
song, demands every bit of energy and personality concentrated
upon one end. People cannot sing well unless they do it with
abandon, that is with the cooperation of every muscle, breath,
pulse, emotion. Love, fear, anger, may be dramatized in the
musical act of song. Singing re-directs surplus emotional ener-
gy to sublimated ends. •This energy, by being re-directed, give}
rise to civilized life".^
9) Inspiration of the will, •l/ilhat the will requires for
its strength and development is not training but inspiration.*^
By providing a means of expression for the positive imagery con-
tained in literary and musical materials, music o- therapy makes
identification with the ideal not only possible but actual. It
leads its clients into experiences characterized by immortal
purposefulness, the social urge to rightness, and conscious re-
lationship' with the socially good, and constructive. It achieves
the projection of newly realized powers of expression for social
good. It develops wholesome, powerful
,
emotional stimulation.
Its experiences continually reflect the ideal. Its activities
are deliberately calculated to stimulate body, and mind, and
soul in an integrated performance. It fosters the natural pro-
cesses of achieving self-realization. It transfers emotions
from one object to another as the individual passes from one
-
^HadfieM, A. J., op. cit.,p.
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stage of development to another, thereby proving music to be a
vehicle of expression for the actual placing of the new affect-
ion. The normal experience of passing through the stages of
human growth is described in myth and song and story. The mys-|
tery of re-birth is encouraged by the normal risualization of
its forces and its function in singing this age-long story.
Musice-therapy thus holds to the central goal of self-realiza-
4ion for its clients.
10) Curative processes. We have already described how mus-
ico-therapy assists in analysis. Our groups are organized to
experience re-association of emotions around healthy emotional
instincts. Emotions liberated from morbid complexes are re-
directed by musical activity to new ends. In this way, sub-
limation takes place. Situations of m^sico-therapy make sub-
liiimation particularly easy in the cases of some of the instinct||s
Self-assertion may be sublimated through musical experience by
men singing and consciously adding the male quality to the
chorus. Likewise, the tenderness and love experienced in wom-
en's chorus work expresses the submissiveness of women and
their natural maternal instincts. The musico-therapeutic pro-
gram makes possible the projection of these instincts. The
creative impulse is sublimated in the activities of creativity
in the making of musical instruments, the putting into poetic
frames ideals and ideas and setting them to original musical
compositions. Even the expression of the instinct of curiosity
is to some extent satisfactorily exercised in the lure of strarge
I
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expressional effects to be experimented with in musical renditla
In the above paragraphs we have tried to summarize the raor(
important relationships existing between musico-therapy and the
psychological principles of interest to the psychotherapist.
9. PRINCIPLiiiS IN THE SELECTION OF MATERIALS. It is
quite possible to accumulate a body of materials for musico-thei
apy requiring a skilled technique of selection of itself. Four
general principles suggest the elemental factors which the mus-
ico-therapist should keep in mind iin the selection of materials
for his work:
1) Music selected for group singing must produce a sense
of exaltation, of expanded awareness, and freedom of the habits
ual self to that intensity of experience which the sensitivenesj
of one’s psychic equipment will permit. I
2) All the musical activity should aim to make possible
identification of self with ideals upon a hfeher level of living.
3) Materials must permit normal expeessional experiences.
4) On the whole, materials for musical performance should
not involve high technical skill for satisfactory rendition.
Clients are to be guided in such a way in the use of materials
as to convey to them a sense of confidence and assurance and a
desire to progress. If the process involves too high technical;
walls, they become discouraged and the aim of rausico-therapy is
j
defeated. Technical development is not the primary pursuit in
the musico-therapeutical situation, but rather the facile mus-
,
ical expression and freeing of natural emotions and instincts.
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SUMMARY TABl^ OF PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
IN MUSICO- THERAPY
Psychological factors
1) Analysis of Early
EnviroEunental conditions







Reference Method. Mood Music I
Re-organization of emotional life
on different level. Cultivation
of group enthusiasms. Stimula-







Free expression of instincts
Discovery of repressed complexes!
Provide endo-psychic harmony
Reference Method
Liberate complexes by emotional




8) Law of Completeness
De-bunking of sin. Musical frames
of psychological acceptance.




Stress normal conduct and attitudejj
through life songs. Release com]*
plexes through recognition of thj>
ideal.
i
Singing with whole being. '
Re-direction of surplus energy
|
to sublimated ends.
9) Inspiration of will
10 ) Curative processes
Positive imagery
Foster natural processes of
re-birth and transference.
Reference method. Re-association
by liberation of morbid complete 8.
Sublimation of instincts through
men's and women's chorus work,
etc .
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Free expression is of great importance in musico-therapy. Ma-
||
terials must be so selected as to reach the largest possible
number of people, and this principle will not be realized by
materials which by virtue of their difficulty eliminate a large
proportion of those we are trying to reach.
10. THB PROJiSCT MiSTHOD IN UUSICO-THERAPY. The musico-
therapeutic program of procedure moves through a series of carejf
fully arranged projects, musical in character, progressive in
design.
The term "project** has been defined 4n a variety of ways.
Professor Marie Cole Powell has compiled a list of definitions
that offer illumination on the subject. The following quota-
tions of definitions are somethat adapted to describe projects
of musico-therapy:
A project is a problem, the solution of which results in
the production of some object of knowledge of such value to the
worker as to make the labor involved seem to him worth while .
It is a problematic act carried to completion in its natural
setting . It is a problem that requires the use of material in
its solution. It is purposeful activity. It is a completed
purposeful experience. It is wholehearted purposeful activity
carried on in a social context. It is on activity which is proj)
lematic taken in its natural setting, involving the use of con-
crete materials particularly in a constructive way . It is learnU*
ing that goes forward in which the learner does a mature piece
of work in actual conditions of life for compensation. It must
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represent a body of subject matter of known value in life out-
side of the therapeutic situation. It is a group enterprise
originated bv the members of the crouo. encased in wholehearted-
ly by them, and directed toward the achievement of their goal.
It is a single unified experience utilized because of its social
values which can be entered into with a whole-hearted purpose,
and which is representative of real life situations, making for
control of new experiences as they are met.
Projects connected with musico-terapy will be better under-
stood by their specific application in the actual experiments
which will be treated in a later section. In its larger sense,
the whole program of musico-therapy might be regarded as a pro-
ject extending into a variety of fields.
11. THE SINGING VOICE OF ORDINARY PEOPLE*. That which
includes in its activity the largest number of people will be
of the greatest value. Only a proportionately small number of
persons in a group of ordinary people in a community are able
to play pianos, organs, violins, wind instruments. Bach of the
instrumental interests treated in the public schools such as
instruction given in orchestral instruments or in piano classes
loses most of its value as soon as the student graduates. (This
fact ought to be capitoliaed. . .small orchestras formed, ensem-
bles of like instruments organized; these make up projects havir
motivations of continuous development of talents on some instru-
ment., .and this array of potential musicians could bo utilized
in the community with great benefit and satisfaction.)
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Si-XVi.fl sJoetoaq cu ©a.an ccBrlb ;bosXiii>aic oxii lo 'd‘?Xd
-caJ’arii on'OL uc eJael-ib lo Jaoi.'^cXsveb sccE.iiJTioo lo ec.cx J'-jVi jom
boiiXXXj'i/ ed blo'oj za^IgIzIj;., .aij-aeloq lo q:.nc cXfld oa'...J..t>a
,
.*:cx + c£l8Xj _£ bc--i J’Xlof.ed rl-'-Xr qj- Xic-aii;oo cdi ai
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But the human voice is the one instrument common to all
people. For music o-therapeutic ends the voice is the common
meeting-ground involving the largest number of human beings.
The problem arises as to how many people in an unselected group
can sing.
Speculations as to the truth in this matter led to four
years of careful research in Kansas City, Missouri and vicinity!
A movement was instituted for the standardization of choral wor|
in churches. Prospective members and regular members of choral
organizations of every sort and description were sent to the
offices of the Supervisor of Church Music for an "interview'".
People as they appeared were given tests. ^ Large Sunday Schhol
classes of young people and young married people were given pri
vate '*interviews"(as the examinations were called), and these
consultations often suggested the line of possible impooveraent
of latent musicianship.
Nearly a thousand such interviews were conducted within
the four-year period. The same tests were usdd throughout the
entire procedure. Although this number is hardly large enough
to claim any degree of standardization for these tests, these
interviews did accomplish the following results; (1), they
brought the individual into personal contact with the wne givir|g
the tests for observation in a controlled environment; (2), the
carry out certain voice and musicianship inquiries according tc
more or less arbitrary standards;^ and (3), they served to poir
out to the applicant his vocal problems and his possibilities
|see "ChDPistry Qualification* test forms: Appendix A.
^The outline for this inquiry, however, was suggested by no le:
than the renowned conductor from St. Olaf's, Dr. Christiansen
Li^
' lie oJ’ nonr.ioo oao ei eoiev arjiieri oriJ JeH
nc.iUTiOO Drfw^ zl aolov o'iS fcbxio oi J-JJ'sceTsriJ’-coiiJJia to' .aicooc
* * A
,33iiiec^ nernij'rf xo gnivlovai bAiJjc~i8-ji^.iw 5t)m
quo^s b&J-oeIo3i'X ne iii &Ir;Ooq weri cJ" ae assi-ie fiieldoiq uiiT
• 8* i ^ ^ 4i ' iO
'leo'i cj- be! loJ’*^,':! eir!^ r. i erf* oJ" ae et'.oxJ-i..XjjoocU
. one InLceBil; secneJi ai rion soeen li/'ivneo 'ic enea^
:^^'Iow Ie~£oiIo Ic .fnij’fisxbnebneje s/flj’ nol beJ’jJi'iJ-aiii ueiv J-aainovom a
leiorio lo enao'ciem nali/sen biXe, axedmam avxJoeceor’I , .jr'onixrlu ni
ofij od Jnea anew noijqixoaab LXiJ- jxoa ^.xtv© 'lo aaoiJ-rJiiae^xo
."v.'eivxej-fii” ne nol oiax'i: rloxxrnL lo noExvxaqxc. odd Ic aaoxTio
lod.IoC •^.EdaeJ- novig baxeaqqe -*> aXroo^
-Inq asvig exaw eXqoeq boime;.. snJxc\; bne aXqoaq Ic aoSO/xXo
eeerfd bno ,(boXXeo ©now aiiold ;nX.v.exe axIJ- ae^'’ awaX vx»jl:i’' adev’
j i.ieiisevotjqx':! aXdiaaoq lo o.;XI edd bedaa^b^"^ liedlo aaoXdi.jXaaixc
o
t‘'X£fa*i>>^X0xcij«ndx4©dxiXAC
aXfldiw bedoiabnco o‘xe« bA'uXvxodiii d-jua biieaxorij a ql'ieeK.
arid dxodaiiCTrid beaxi axav/ adaed a;;xj3 arfi' .boixaq xoa'^-xeol arid
flaocne ©s'^eX vXbxeri ax xedfiujn axnd rl^xcndXA .anxrceooxq axldi.a
eaond ,ad£^d caedd nol ncldesibnebneda Ic tan^ab vne u.XeXj od
’^erld ,(i) ’.adXi/ao'i gniwcXIol eild rlEXlqmoooe bxb a;/civxodnx
^ivi^ e^iO add rfdiw do:>daoo Xenoexeq ojxii XeJj 1.1 vxbiix add driijiJO'id
vodd ,(fi) ; diiorroioxi vna baXXcxdnoo e ai xioidev'iaado xol cjaed ©rid
od gxxxbxcooe aaiTlwi-ni qiriaaeioiajjirj bxxe aoXov niedxoo dxfo
»
dxiloq od bevnea vsrid
,
bne ^jabnebaeda '^XA'ididna aaoi no enom
aaidllidiosoq aid bne anxaXdoxq leoov aid jneoilqqe arid cd doc
. A xifcneqqa ; aimcl" daed "ncideoxli X.iO, /idaiaa :!*’ e&oj
aael on bedaesgX'a ejv.v ,n©vfetvoii air'.d lol eniXdX/o axlT^
.nasneidaind- .nC «dc nonl lodoobnoo oanwonen add nedd
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for satisfactory vocal expression in music. The interview merely
I
attempted to establish a post marked off to measure musical and
||
vocal stature. As many people as passible were asked to pass b^
that marked post that they might be observed with reference to
it. The knowledge thus obtained merely indicated whether the
individuals seemed taller or shorter than the mark on the post,
j
Arbitrary as this method is, it revealed some startling
|
figures upon which the direct application of musico-therapy to
the voice as opposed to instrumental musical expression depends.
84.6 % of the men and 92.3 % of the women who passed through
this test showed themselves capable of choral achievement of
acceptable merit. Individuals were marked according to the
following very general classification: above average, average,
and below average. Some intervening degrees on this scale gave)
a somewhat finer evaluation. Thus:
1- represented Superior ability
1 Ability above average
1/ • Outstanding ability
2- Ability better than ordinary
2 " Average ability
^ ” Ability less than ordinary
3- * Ability having serious defectsB
3 ” Ability below average
3/ '* Little or no ability in this field.
The proportion of people of acceptable merit seemed to most)
persona qualified to judge, unusually high. However, the tests
were not easy, and careful marking of the reports would have
tended toward conservative results rather than toward generous
marks. The proportion mentioned above would mean that apparentllj^
one person out of ten would be ruled out by this method as being
v^e^o^^ weivTeJTii erTT , oiEJjr.: ni noisca'rqxe I^oov oiilsi J/is To'i
biis Ij3ox8i;;j e'lxja.ieci cJ- 1‘io beJiTein jaoq Si riExXdjiJ’as cj bedqjnojdfi
^cf «3^q od beriSd uiew oldie^^q da elqoeq xnam du .e'lWJijde i^oov
oJ- eor.dTolc'T rldiw bevieado td Jdsx.'n d.-srfJ' Jeovi oeoiT/iin derfd
cdd "leriJeriw t<jJ-.iolbxii 'il&'rt'i.i bonx. J-dc ^x.'r'd oj^bolvoiiji Sifr .JX
.deoq ex^d no jinxiiTi srfd a^rld 'tej'ioriE ic "iclliid bor^ewo oleKfcivXbnx
Snild'i-dE ejncB bel^even dx ,3x boridoiii elrid sii xdTA
od '^q.z-'redd-ociiai.'rn 'ic aoid^ioxlqqx: doenib fe>rld riolrlw acqx; etj'ix.'gi'i
• Ebneqeb iioiaae'iqxe lEoxajjni IsdiibXjj'idciXii cd bosoqqo da o-Icv &dd
rl^LO'trid btoEE-sq ciiw ner.'.cy/ erfd Ic C.tiG bii^o nem t?v* 'lo 'Z c.i'b
xo dnoinevexdo La'icii'j 'lo oIdx;qtio EbVio&r.rerid bt-.vodi. dLttj sidd
Oil'd od saib'tOQo.o beyi-iam onew dl*Mblxibiil ^jizdz. tXJ,idqoooA
.esanevxi ovodxi :iioid*jOX'lxBax$io Ixnexie-a \^':fcV
evxi^ '.>Ii3Q3 Eirid no a&5':3et' aiiXx'iovTedni enc^i .oaiincov-tj v/ol^d La.s.
'laXfff*' » .40xd.-j^l*^V' jijdwuuiOE a
vdxiidxi -loiTeqJJf- bedXioae'iq j'T -x
ogS'ifcViS ovodi5 “
vdilidxi afiibnxidsduO ” \I
^'T^nibTo fxwrid 'i&d-od '{dxlxdi. **
vdiIid-3 eg^iTcV.-y. " 2
\^'ifinxb'To n*dd 2 sex \diXldi^ ” V
Xadoslob sxj jines anlvxifi \;dll-.di. " -5
woXed '^dilidA " £
. bleil oxdd fix '*dxlxd-: on to elddi- *' \£
d'ciGiu Od bo(::eoa dxTe.ii bxdtd .dooji "lo olco&q lo iiLXJToqoT:. eif-
F.deod orld .Tovr-wo!: .rigifl .ogbix^ od beilxI.xWi^ SucaTeq
o-Vxafi blLio// adToqoT oa'd lo anx^Tfcnj Itilsixio bXi-M
,
laso dou oTow
dwo-iOiio^ b'l-iwod r.-ifld ToridxT edlo-aoT evxjavToaxioo oT^iWcd bebn&d
vIdii?T-iqqxi dfirfd axsOi-n bixrow evcba boaoidueiu noxdToqonq orfx .a^iTxsn:
3niod za boridoi.^. aid'd vc doo boIuT od bix/ov; ned lo dxio aoeneq sue
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a positive misfit in church choral ensembles. Could a church
I
I
depend on nine out of ten persons for choral leadership in its
services? Ihe tests said '^es'".
Bight different churches were willing to make an experioani
with their church music leadership on the basis of this inquiry.
Volunteer choirs were formed in eight situations by this method
of selection. As soon as twenty qualified singers had passed
the interviewer's inquiries satisfactorily, rehearsals were
begun. Pink duplicates of the tests were filed with the respeci-
ive churches. Suitable music was selected according to the ca-
pacities of the singers. In five of the churches cooperation
in this experiment meant the use of a volunteer chorus for the
first time in their history. In four of the churches, a regular
permanent choral organization of any sort had never existed at
all. One church had employed three professional singers to pro-
vide trio music for the services. To this trio later, a tenor
had volunteered his services making it a quartet.
The eight choirs met regularly each wekk for rehearsal and
presently began to appear with their ministry of music. That
their work was effective and productive of helpful results is
borne out by the fact that afct the time of this writing, all eigli
of these choral bodies are flourishing and doing fairly credit-
able work.
t
Various writers have voiced opinions as to the number of
people who can sing. Perhaps none of them has a more valid rea
son for his conviction thannthe writer has for his belief that
dotJJflo jg bli/oC .=6lJnioEno ffo'rjjno ni ji'iaii., o.viJ’isoc a
sj-1 nt cirfETobwsI lA>Tor(c ir'x e*ioeioq neJ’ Ic j-ijo ei^ia nc bnoqeis
w 2^,^ ;:i£,e ajafcw ed: TEe:;ivToe
^J'liaei'ieqxa ria a;^u(n oJ- giillilw ©t:.\iv aerioiL/fc; jiioTo'^lib
,v":iLqii' sirfj- Ic elE-Gd eriS ao qi:fe“rc.DijffI ^icijm ricnurfo Tiorfj- rfj-iv;
borfj'cr. eiriJ" ’^cf 2*i0iJ’:X'J'iE wi'Igie ai bacnc'l eic:: eiiorfo TeejTiJJloV
boeajiq bi.ri aTagaie vj^.-av.* oA aoos a.. .-iOxiosX&e 1t&
eaow Blaa'jiierltj'i a ' 'it'weivasJ’n j erf*
-j-oeqaea er^J- :'j-iw belli &isw aj-eej* or'l lo aeJ-aoiiqxib Siiil
-oo ef^+ cl 3fii.b'iociOG beloeloE sew olL;ja oidjclixiv.
. sarij'iL.io 9vi
iiciiET^qocc! 2erio'?c..^o erfj lo ovxi iX* .ii':fe‘>.l2 trfl io oiljiji-q
erfl acl EXjaorio aeslaulcv jt lo joL' edl jiu. 3 aj J-acr.i-iaqxu- alr^i ul
;ifi Tior'l ai. c-.ix ISTilL'-QO"! a , ';»rfo'ra;fo drfj lo IL'Ol *il .'{TOO 2 f
-« bol El,<e leVc'H baxf It ox \^aa Ic i.oiiiij:ii:i,3Tc
q 01 ETe^aie X saciEEclo':q Ow irfl bavclv.ea b.^r!
J" -o ,T3lieI olTl sirfi Ol . -i8 iVTGS eifo TC ‘
i;* 11 aooivtua c. Irf beat/ alax; lev bi.r(
l.aJi IbETEeffai lol vIiBlusoa Sbx aaiorfo l.isle erfi'
iJBi’T . Dlt2x/n lo qaleiniiu Tier?!
3l Elixfao-T iL'lqlfcif Ic evlloabo'
"Nyie 1 1..-:
,
vail law eiifl lo ^ail orl
-vlboio vlii^l g*:lcb bna-
lo
-ladnujn orll cl oc, eacii.iqo b€
-.voa oiliiV ©*icn: E-jd ;''.oai lo orion .anisi erfv; fclv.ee
Icufr le-lloci eiri lol &x5n tel la;/ erfj.-axsrfl aoi 1 v-ivnoo airi *101
Iw T-.eqca 01 VxJ'ilfc'C.oI
bnxi evil ..,.11 0 3iA/ :r;ow Tienl
1 l- .fl loul efil qcf iLc of* “ oc
1 oTa uL'ibod’ ixiTOriO fcEfc rfl lo
. x'tow fcl i ^
OV CV^jrf GTll iTv; EL ci’iaV
acE
nine out of every ten persons between the ages of eighteen and
'I
ii
thirty have good singing voices which they enjoy using under i|
l!
proper circumstances and under the proper direction.
These voices may not be cultured, and their owners may no1^
be capable of reading notes, or uniformly to sing with even gooild
jidiction at the beginning of their terms of service. They are
||
the more apt to remark when approached on the sub^^ect of choir
!|
membership: •Oh, I don't know one note from another", or "I can’jjt
carry a tune in a basket! " But these very same persons found tl
I
themselves in the discovery that they could distinguish with
dependable accuracy between high and low pitch, that they couldj
i
remember musical phrases and unusual intervals as well as the
|
easier ones, that they could master musical notation without
|
j
a groat deal of difficulty in five or six weeks of application,!
that they no longer needed to be classed with the musically
illiterate, that their vocal organs and breathing apparatus
were normal and effective for song, that they possessed a norma|f.
and perfect sense of rhythm, and most of all that their humble
and hitherto under-rated talent could be used in the noble min^
istry of music in their respective churches.
In this section we have observed rausico- therapy functionin^f
as a meaes of fulfilling personality needs through musical or-
ganization, participation in musical experiences, and the devel
opment of the organized self through directed musical activity
After establishing “^usico-therapeutic situations'* in the forms
of clubs, societies, and other otganizations, its procedure fol
bn-\' neeJrfj^is lo eiU xioov.'J'&cf eiioe-ieq iiOst ^.c J-i-o 6fii*i
•Tcbiiu g.:i 2i; \^oi,nfc> rloirf?/ deoicv gaxgnia bocg vJiXflj
.*.oiJ‘Q©'ii b 'tu^o'iq orfJ’ ^6CfIi; ba^ 2 0Da~J'3nu.'cTi a i^qciq
J'Oii aTe.'.wo TieiiJ- baxi .be'iL'^Iac od doa vxrfli s^-oiov jco.dT
boog nfcV9 rfdiw ^ais od vln/xc-ia.j ao .oedoa ^.iib^ea lo eldaq^tso e>d
j-:3 qarfT .eoiv'iee 'to Bmcd aJ-©dd lo ©rid dx; aoidoic
aicrio 'to doe^dLo ©rid no berfo;3cacqi> -tarf» >'dJ-r.ieT od dqjs ©rid
d'a^o I" nc , '‘aoridcn^ fnoal ©doa ©no v/Oi-di d’aob 1 , riC* : . iriaaodnern
d brcj-ot oficanoq or.<o 2 osorid dud *’!d;?{2 x>d ai o*tLd jB vnn'io
.;div.' ricinsalduxb oIjjoo •'^©rid d^^rid qaovooait ©rid ..d ©c-vleasior.d
biLc o ven'd d^rid ,rfodi;q v.’ 0 l 5-:-^ rigiri aecv/v- ad ^o^'txojc yIai.on6qQ5
erfd ujs ilcw E.i aixDvnediii 1-^L-iUijj bn a aeasTriq Xsoiai-.n
dncridiv; acXdsdc*i ixioiao^n 'lodajsi'.i bli-o© qerid d.irid t8x.ac 'loioot
,aoidooilqqi3 'to :i>iOow xxa *ic ©vI* ai qjluox'i'iib “to i^ab j.xeig ix
q !I -ioisun: erid lij'xw boee. Xo ad od b^boen 'le^acl ca '^orid jxirid
sndi^ i^q-^ij ga.Irid-ie'id bn« erxiigio Ixsoov 'liarid d -aid jJ xIII
IxjH'^va: ii bfaaaeaaoc qorid d^rid ,saoL ncl evxdos'l'ty Cii^ .'ic;;
oldiTL'ri Txarid d©rid Iix> 'lo doon; biixi ,t.iridxrfa Z.o tznnd doe'lnoc bna
--iini oldOiX ©rid nx baea ed blxro;; d4i&l,.>d rj£ dan- i©b*jj odibridiri bnx,
.eerio'tiJrio ©vld joo^qe": liorid .:i v^ieiw..; 'xc '^~do-.
qaiaoidoi'i^'t qqxi'ierid-ooxeuin bGvnteJc ©v :ri dw iioidoca BxriJ .a
- :.o Ix;oienr.i riguc-irid sbscn ‘^d xlfiaoeieq
-
*^0 cnx»erij ^ Cx.
-_©vob ©rid baxi ,eeon©lT6qx8 Ixioi.aJjr.i nl acxdxiqi ax ,acxdiisinjs5
.qdxvidoa X£.oxEXfm bedoenib rigooTrid 'tXae bexi.iaa'ic erid 'tc dueirqc
smo't ©rid ad ‘'.iaEidaLdxe oxdtioqj.'iorid -ooiBafit" sairisi Xd/^jdaa tod't.-.
, Baoidxjsxaxigio larido bnx* .ueidoxooe ^sduXo 'Ic-lol enub©oo^q rdx
lows the well-founded methods of modern social work in the four
directions of diagnosis, prognosis, therapeusis, and prophylaxis
Its task depends for the achievement of its goals upon an under-
standing of individuals by a psychological description of per-
sonality in which musico-therapy is specifically indicated. The
materials by which it seeks to gain its ends are selected and
used for meeting the needs of those to whom it ministers. Its
experimentation follows the project method as understood by mod-
ern educators, and it depends upon vocal activity for its group
response. Its methods and procedure will be revealed more cleaijlly
in the section on experimentation of musico-therapy. (Part 4)
liTo' eriJ- fii Jf-iow 1^1^02 msbow Ic abo.icTeai bebm/c':->;-. 3 ^/ orlJ' ^iwol
/elx^I'Ctlqo'ic n.ia . 3i uU9q£i;.;iJ- .eiecriao-ic .e /3Ci-i2i,ib
lo tnci-^o&tifc
-'isbritJ n« ’--^L^oh ^ j-nsni6V^irio£ erfJ- 'to": abnoqvb
oJ-I
-'*6'. lo nolJ-ciToccb I^olaclodovec ii 'ccf cl^bivibni '^;o ^aibnsJ-a
e-xfl’ . bej--9ibi;;i vll^oilioaqa ei vq^^€^:«+~^ oxeum rloirfv/ ni
\:>llionos
bn^ bbJ-u^?l9S acao sJ-x oj- a^ees J-1 noirl';; vd J-
<.n;
edl , oalaii 1 j- .'noriv? od oaci'c; lo ebaea add ^iiideon "iol baeij
-bcm qd hooda'iGbnii as boddor. doero^q er.d av/cllol ncid 2dfiemi"ieqX9
cL'O'i-' adi: 'ic'i \;dxvi.da-' Ij^ccy ac';L' afciijqob dx fane .eicd^owbe ine
Yi-iatjlo eTun belaevoa od e'njbovciq bnii aborfdam edl .ssiioqaaT
die-'l) .vqe'io d-ooxati^; lioid^dnoniii&qx© no acxdoea ©rid ni
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PART THREE
THE SPECIFIC APPLICATION OF MUSI CO- THERAPY 5
'I
1. THE SCOPS OF MUSICO- THERAPY. There are many possible 'i
fields of activity where musico-therapy is indicated, but for 1
purposes of limiting here the scope suitable for the treatment ij
I
of such a thesis, we are suggesting three fields where it seems
jj
to function most naturally: the religious field, the educational!
field, and the field of social service. These are the fields ini
which some data has been collected for this thesis
the fields in which Inhere seems to be the greatest promise for
|
development. Let us consider them in order:
|
2. MUSICO-THERAPY IN THE RELIGIOUS FIELD. Ihe ministry of
music is no stranger in this field, but a recognized priest vest-
ed with accepted privileges and duties. In opening its channels
of contact to clients in the community at large, the ministry
of music is able to claim desirable and legitimate expansion of
its program. From the viewpoint of musico-therapy, its program
is so intimately tied up with the purposes and goals of musico-
therapy that it must occupy a place at this point in the thesis.
In the church, the musico-therapist is the minister of music.
He projects himself through his choral organizations to the larg-
er body of the congregation. His work does not end when he has
trained choirs and soloists to sing their parts well in the pub-
lic services of worship^ nor when he has prepared great organ
music with which to lead them in their acts of devotion. In
addition to these functions, incidentally, the functions for
aaHHT
alcfisEoq xnsm e'Zio eToifl .Y^IAJIcilTT-OUltUl! 'lO t^iOOS iivHT .1
'lol J-ud ,b8di3oibai r.i -ooIgL'jh eTedw x^-^vijo^ lo abXeil
j-nefiid^jeTd erlj "tcTc &Xd-3dljJE eqoou ariJ fciorl snljimil 'lo ^e 2 oq^l;q
staeea d'le.Xw sfcleil ^aXdeo'^giJE oiis ev/ .siaerfj- a rioiue lo
be odd .bXeil 8i/oi 3 iX©'< end : x^iJa^JJdi>n jscai ciol^oau'l od
ni sbleil erid e'ljs ©eerTX .eoiv^ee iJsiyoE lo fcXeil ©rid b'lB jbleil
yTa ©aerid b.iJS .aiaerid cXrid toI bedoeIXoo n&t'Cf siiri iid©b ©moa rioiriw
'lol ©sitnoiq dsodjaena ©rid ©d od EiriesL ©'loriiK rioiriw iii sbleil ©rid
nebTo ni a.erid 'itjbiznoo e^- daJ .dnetnqoXoveb
lo \.^deiui.'^ oriT 2L-vl01^i-/; .:^HT K1 Yl^dlliilT-CcXi-Uk* ,S
-daev daei'iq besingooe'i a dird ,bl©xl e.irid ni "i©8£^Ji"id8 oa al oiauoj
alenn^rio edi laniaeqo nl .aoidoo cits aea©Xivi^q otdqocos ridXw b©
.egTsX d:;, ®rid ai adiiailo od do^udaoo lo
lo acisxiiiqxf; ^rdjer.ridiasX ba^i ©Idii'iieeb mioXo od ©IdA ai oXeain Ic
fr.Ju’x^oTq sdi
,
YO'^Twrid-ooXeuin lo dn^oqwcXv orid slo'i^ .^nG':^o^q edi
-oolua^'. Ic alsoa on© aeaoq'iaq erid xJdiv; qo beid vledatiidai oa aX
• sie^rid erid ai dnioq cirid dc eojaXq xs xq^uojo dLi/in di dcrid s^c^iiorid
'iiean lo 'ledeiai.Ti trid eX jaiqfi'ierid-ooieam arid ,rioiario erid al
Qrid od aaoidssin-ia'^® isiorio airi rfguo^rid IXeamXri sdoetciq ©H
e^ri erf neriw bae dca eeob riTcw aXH .aoidjs^eivfioo ©rid Ic \^bocf ig
-riaq erid ai IIsw cdi^q Tierfd gala cd sdeloXoa boc a'liorfo beai-tiTd
a 3*10 dxse'ig beitoqe'tq n&d eri asriw 'ion -Xiirfeiow Ic aeoiv'iea oiX
nl ..icidoveo lo cdos nierid ai ."nerid bxieX cd rioiriw ridiv^ oleur.
lol encidonul ©rid .YXXiidnefcioaX .a^ioidonul eeerfj od ricidXfcb^
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whfch his work is recognized up till now, and for which he is
paid a salary, he is charged with the •cure of souls”. He has
a personnel job to perfonm regularly requiring of him pastoral
insight and sympathetic approach. He does not permit less than
the best in musicianship to exist in his professional leadershiji
and in his expectations of his fellow-workers. As a rausico-ther
apist, he immediately realizes how imperfect music in the del-
icate situations of congregational worship may become the origiri
of repressed complexes colored by emotional conflicts resulting
in functional disorders or moral disease. And of ill people, he
must be one of the last to cause these situations which it is
his avowed purpose to avert.
The church is the organization in the religious field par
excellence for the development of the rausico-therapeutic situa-
tion. When properly organized, the church, no matter what its i
nuBtobership or size will plan its musical ministrations from thre
viewpoints; (1), the viewpoint of professional leadership; (2),
the viewpoint of the skilled performance of volunteers; and (3),
the viewpoint of the less skilled performance in the general parjji*
ticipation of the larger body of its congregation.
a) Professional leadership. Ihe entire musical program of
the church should be under the central supervision of a thor-
oughly trained minister of music. As minister of music he will
,
have had special training in church and community music and be
able to hold his position in good standing as a musician. He
will know the fundamentals of choral administration, be familiarl
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with the materials, methods and technique of choral instruction
;
|i
of adults, girls of junior age, and boys before and after the :
ll
maturing of their voices.
:|
li
As a minister of music he will have the training of the the^
ological school, and be ordained as a minister of music and re- :
I
ligion. He will be at home in the church school, understand itsj
li
methods, problems, and possibilities, particularly its musical ji
I
needs, and he \iill be conversant with the program of religious
j
edueation through music. He will be grounded in the art of min-|
istering to people. He will be one of God's anointeddpriests,
called to minister to others in a special way through his musical
talents, and accepted for his specific qualifications in some
church to perform the special task to which he has been called.
As a muslco-therapist he will have continued his education
into the field of psychotherapy and social work with his major
in musiCO- therapy.
His position is that of a full-time professio^i, and will
not be attempted on a basis less than such.
If the church should be able to afford still further muscial
leadership of a professional nature, the minister of music toget !•
er with the music committee should select a dependable, well-
bledded mixed quartet which will be responsible for the solo
work and provide the nucleus for the choral ensemble which the-
oretically at least includes the last man and the last woman of
the church congregation.
The minister of music should formulate as early as possible
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a music council which includes the official music committee of
the church. Serving on this council should be one person rep-
resenting each division of work of musical activity in the churcjh.
The coundil*s business is to act as an advisory ^oard for deter-
mining policies, projects, and ways and means for gaining goalsj
and making such recommendations to the church board as they may
deem wise. This inner circle of workers and leaders must be
as efficient both as individuals and as a group as it is possib|6i
This body of people will be systematically trained for leadersh
in the ministry of music in various departments of the church.
Not the least effective of these departments will be the divisicjln
organized for mus ico- therapy
.
b) Skilled performance by volunteers. Where are the sing-
ers to be obtained for vol\mteer service in the ministry of musl
The minister of music must look for cooperation first of all fr< ra
the constituency of the church itself. The selection of quali-
fied choir singers should make use of the Choristry Qualificatii^
tests described above. ^ Careful evaluation of choir material
made in this preliminary inventory is the first step toward
skilled performance by volxanteers. The leader is thus able to
identify himself as the minister of talents laid on the altar.
He is able to note unusual ability that might otherwise (indeed
too often actually does) lie buried, and to recognize and bol-
ster up weaknesses in the choral tone by systematically provid-
ing instruction and guidance to such applicants as may profit
by it. The first unit to be built will be the Service Choir
^Cf. Section 11, page 40, above
.
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able. It is charged with the responsibility of ministering in !
the regular services of worship of the church. In passing, it
should be pointed out that in addition to the trained quartet
forming the backbone of the unit, not less than twenty persons,
twelve women and eight men, carefully selected and trained should
comprise the volunteer choral organization.
The second unit will be an "unvested choir" of approximate-
ly thirty yonng men and young women of senior high school age
and under-class age in the college group. These people will be
'I
selected by their willingness to sit together by common agreement
in some advantageous spot in thecongregation to give body to the
congregational tone, thereby encouraging hearty congregational
participation and inspiring musical confidence in the l^en
attending the services of worship. The members of this unit
would not be required to undergo the Qualification Tests offered
for entrance to the first unit unless they cared to take them of
their own volition. These yonng people may be used to advantage
occasionally for musical responses from their congregational
position.
The nHxt choral unit to be developed is the choir of Junior!
girls, age 9 to 12 approximately. Thirty-five j^irls are require^
I
to make this a worthy unit. Smme simple admission requirement
j
should be imposed. Rigid attendance at all rehearsals and public
services will be insisted upon to maintain standing. Vacancies
should immediately be filled from waiting lists. The matter of
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loyalty is of apparent importance in this type af activity. If
i
the child realizes that three absences automatically displaces
|
him from his position in the choir, he will develop habits of
|
regularity and punctuality which are essential to effective cho-i
ral production. But in every unit, the real leverage for atten-
dance loyalty and ideals of service comes from the group itself
in which there has been carefully fostered a consciousness of
group performance on a high plane. A person who is absent from
the rehearsal, or most of all from a public performance owed an
explanation to the group whose effectiveness he has impaired by
his absence.
This girl*s unit should be permitted to sing infrequently
at the hour of public worship of the church, and regularly at
the church school service of worship.
The next unit to be organized in the c hurch is the male
chorus. Composed of the rank and file of older young men it
will become prepared to perform special musical service at oc-
casional meetings and the principal service of worship. The mal
members of the Service Choir may or may not be included in its
list of members, preferably not if the men's chorus can provide
twenty or thirty fellows who are willing to cooperate in this
activity.
j
The last unit to be formed in the church for skilled per- i
formance is the Boys' Choir, composed of no less than thirty
boys of junior age, approximately 9 to 12. This group requires
the most careful training of all. The boy's voice needs unique
e
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technique in its handling. Three and if possible four rehearsal
per week are necessary for the fine results in boys' work, and
regular appearance for service in a manner commensurate with the
boys' ability to respond to high expectation. Much must be ex-
pected from this group in order to challenge it to its best ef-
forts.
If the church constituency is not sufficiently large to pro|-
vide enough recruits for the various units, we are reminded of
the unlimited resources in the immediate community. Witihin a
radius of some fifteen to eighteen city blocks from the church
will be found from betwenn eight to ten thousand persons who car
sing if properly directed. Perhaps five hundred of these are
legitimate choral material. That is, they are not working in sojlne
other church, or are too old, or too young. There are within a
stone's throw of the church where the work is to be instituted
five hundred persons who may be induced to enroll their talents
if properly approached.
c) General participation of the congregation. What are th^
i
factors which bring about a motivation of congregational singing?
Can large bodies of people be expected to sing together? What
are the elements that hinder and what ones promote corporate
expression?
The very special technique for cleverly winning the unan-
imous support of the group in song must be developed. There mu^t
be unanimity of enthusiasm for the cause of congregational sing*'
ing. This may be stimulated by so slight a motive as singing
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just for the glorious experience of a corporate musical act. I
the group can be made quietly conscious of real reasons for mus-
ical expression through song, it will not hesitate. What are
some of the *real reasons'* thus inferred?
j
(1) Spiritual longing. Group consciousness of:
the presence ff God
need of rightness and integrity befona Him
free expression of praise of God
inspiration of the moment
need for corporate unity in purpose and dedication
of forces
(2) Vicarious corporate action.
A corporate priesthood performed by the entire
congregation by singing some song or part of a
song in the interest of some ideal, or in behalf
of someone in deep need. Intercessory song.
(3) Special occasions for celebration
Birthdays of persons who objectify group loyalties.
Anniversaries. Public achievements, etc.
(4) National occasions
Patriotism. National thanksgivings and petitions.
d) Religious Education Through Music. The church shhool
and the week-day schools of religion represent normal situation?
for the practice of rausico-therapy, in the religious field.
The program as in other situations is built around the nee is
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of the people involved. The personnel responsible for its ad-
ministration is similar to that of the choral ministry in the
church. The minister of music acts as the professional super-
visor of all the musical activities assisted by a corps of spe-
cially prepared volunteer teachers of music, worship leaders,
pianists, and singers. It is possible to develop instrumental
j
leadership by encouraging ensembles and orchestral arrangements !
of musical materials. However, the aim of musical leadership is!
to enrich the environment of worship with the musical atmosphere|,
to give confident encouragement to group expression, and to heigji
en the inspirational qualities of the devotional acts. Many tirale
a church orchestra by its mediocre playing defeats rather than
achieves these aims. This is also true of medioctity in all
fields of musical performance for religion, and is not Idimited
alone to the amateur orchestra. It can be done. Again, if it
is worth doing at all, it will be worth doing in a big way. It
is easier to promote a "First Methodist Little Symphony" than
it is to carry along a straggling Sunday School orchestra.
if the full program of musical leadership can be maintained
as outlined in the preceding pages, the worship experiences of
the children in the church school will be deepened and greatly
enhanced by the musical units developed. The girls* unit and
the ^oys* unit should function regularly in church schhol wor-
ship services. Occasionally, the adult service unit of the
choral organization should be asked to assist in conducting
sqme very special service, such as a consecration service, or a
t'
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decision service, where their presence would make for unforgettaijble
experience. j
Technically, the minister of music is responsible for the
||
arrangement of a graded progressive musical expression of rel-
igious experience extendij^g from the Cradle Roll to mature wor- I
1
ship. While this has not been done in many places, and because
j
ll
of the failure to develop much more than the church service it- :
I
self through its professional leaders, it possibly will not be
an ideal realized in the present generation, yet if such a pro-!
gram were projected in every church whether large or small, !
there would be preserved for musico-therapy a truly scientific
musical reference which could be used for the discovery of in-
cidents in the early environment of childhood and the consequent
liberation of repressed complexes in the interest of ultimate
self-realization.
Such careful preparation of the curticulura of musical ex-
pression of religious experiences is included as part of the
prophylactic measure of musico-therapy.
3. MUSIC0-TH3RAPY IN THE EDUCATIONAL FIELD. In this realm
preparation for musico-therapy is a matter of teaching technique,
a concern of class-rooom procedure and pedagogical method. The
bulk of the public school musical program from the view of mus-
ico-therapy is prophylactic in function. Musico-therapy is in-
dicated in those cases where the need for self-realization is
most felt. This leads it specifically up to the door of the
class-room of the problem child.
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a) Atypical, ungraded, or problem children. The goal of
work in the ungraded class-room is "self-controlled, self-sup-
porting citizenship;"^ and here we perciive two things which will
save children from becoming failures: (1) ""the will to control
themselves, and (2), the consciousness that they can succeed
when they have used their best efforts."^ The development of
fihese factors will not only prevent their becoming failures in
school, but will also help them to maintain themselves in a
competitive society in the world outside the class-room.
With the ungraded group, the practice of musico- therapy
is based on a program of (1} Ehythmics, (2), Vocalization, (3),
Dramatization, (4), Appreciation, and (5), Creativity.^ Music I
i
as a subject in the curriculum of materials for the ungraded I
child comes under the heading of "Appreciation Studies".
|
•Beauty bs most powerful in tts appeal. Beauty of sound, of colOr
line, or form uplifts the soul, and leisure time spent in its
|
4
appreciation strengthens the inner man." One of the norms of
experience which the musico-therapist hopes to induce in chil-
dren in this group is the experience of the beautiful. These
I children are usually much more easily graded in music on normal
I
;
levels of achievement than inother subjects. Slowness in learn*-
I
ing the mechanics of music is to be expected, but this is not
j
musical expression. Nor is sight reading and musical mechanics!!
r necessary to musical expression. But for these children to ex-!
perience beautiful modes of expression consciously is important




'Van de Wall, Willem, "Music For the Problem uniid" Tf
January, 1929.
^Beard, Frederica, "Beauty in Fducation"i The School Arts Mag-
azine, page 67, October, 1922.
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for the achievement of musico- therapy
.
•In teaching music to retarded children, the objectives of!
especial value in their lives must be borne in mind Once
more, we hear emphasized the principal thought that the needs oil*
the people to whom we would minister is the first concern of
j
raus ico- therapy . il
•The health value of music is now realized to be a factor |i
I
in the all-round development of the child. Singing, when cor-
j
rectiy done, requires a good posture and deep breathing. It !
j!
exerdises the vocal chords and contributes toward overcoming
Ij
stammering and poor enunciation. It also develops accuracy
and acuteness of hearing. Another distinct health contribution!
of music, and one o£ which too littleuse is made, is the rhythmi-
cal value of music in connettion with makin g physical and *poi3e'
adjustments. Jerky, spasmodic movements, inhibition of movement,
too rapid or too slow movements, and premature fatigue (these ajre
symptoms of certain psychoneuroses) can be greatly helped if
music is used in connection with certain types of class-room
activities. There is also a certain, though indeterminate,
sense of uplift and well-being that comes with joyous partici-
pation in the right kind of music .. .Worthwhile mental attitudes|
such as attention and concentration, are developed by music.
The growth of promptness and team work that result from good cl
sinking as well as the community attachment that grows out of
being able to sing the songs of the people, enable music to
function in life situations
.
ass
^Inskeep, Annie Dolman, op. cit., page 316.
'Idem, page 317.
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The basis of all the work with this group is the imparling
of the sense of successful life to the child through praise-
worthy activity in music. Svery previous failure has built
up his inhibitions and each failure strengthened his maze of
psychoses. "It will be found that music has a calming, steady-
ing effect on the psychopathic child, relieves Ithe tiredness of
the neurasthenic, and speeds up the dull stable sub-normal...
a dull, uninteresting physical exercise, though possibly just
the one needed for bodily defects, can be made interesting if
done to music.
Musical games are also part of the procedure in musico-
therapy in this situation. The use of games of telegraphing
messages by tapping out rhythm patterns of a melody of some
well-known song, walking or marching with accentuated step
making for evsnness of step and pulse, and nervous children*s
reaction of calmed quietude, phlegmatic ones' stimulation to
be more alert. .. these are glimpses of music o-therapy in the
ungraded class-room.
I




certain features of the program of musico-
Jherapy are emphasized. The program as outlined suggests a I
1
use of music in a systematic, physical, emotional, intellectuai
and social salvage work among these children by providing a
socializing activity, by allowing a spontaneous and exhuberant
release of emotional tensions, by permitting emotional quiet,
i














^Inskeep, Annie Dolman, op. cit., p. 319.
^Op. Cit., The Etude, January, 1929.
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4. MUSICO-THjSRAPY IN THE FINLD OF SOCIAL SLRVICii. In pro-
jecting this type of work into this field, we are introducing a
factor which will make for social adjustment and self-realizatiolhj
two factors which are recognized by the social worker as essentikl
in case work. The situation of musico- therapy is unique in this
field. While groups may be organized with musico-therapy as
the motive for organization, the natural group, with a group con||-
sciousness as such is less apt to be found inthis field than it
is in the field of religion or the educational field. There are
really three types of situations in the social service field
which makes it possible for musico-therapy to function advantage!
ously: (1) Private interview situation; (2), Voluntary group sit-
uation; and (3) Compulsory group situation.
a) Private interview situations. Individuals requiring
social service most frequently come to the agency in the expec-
tation of gaining assistance, relief, immediate help. Social
work does not deny the necessity for immediate relief of an emer|j-
gency, but modern social case work strives to do more than that.
It aims to get at the deeper causation of the difficulties which]
have driven the individual to its doors in search of help. It
holds the belief that no satisfactory disposal may be made of a
case until personal and social adjustment has been accomplished.
To offer only relief is to leave much unfinished business and
this is merely to aggravate the situation and its problems. If
the individual seeking food could only just be temporarily hun^
gry, it would bo so much easier to give him a cup of coffee and
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31 sandwich. But his hunger is caused by a disintegration of his:
personality tracebble to repressed complexes, investigation poinfjbs
out. He needs to discover himself all over again. He is intro-
duced to the music teacher, who practices musico-therapy. And
in the studio, with its lovely hangings, its attractive furni|tur|^
and the big grand piano, the process of musico-therapy is begun. i
The client learns the mystery of poetic release through music, o
"song-wisdom*. He faces himself at every turn and is Jjalked by
his personal failures, until one day the teacher finds him will-j
ing to face the facts, and he makes the discovery of the repres-j
Sion that had no obvious relation to the problem of musical ex-
pression. Liberation of the repressed complex takes place, and
he is on the road to self-realization. Further musical study
thBS guided gives inspiration <to the will, and all the vital
forces of his life are brought under its controlling power. He
goes out into the competitive social order and faces it with hid
complete personality to win, and win he must, because even in
the deppest economic depression, the work of the world must be
done, and the man who offers the world the intelligent work-
manship of the integrated, unified personality is always in
demand. "The truth shall make you free!"
b) Voluntary group situations. Some ofthe social agencies
handle cases of such a nature that the pepple served by them car
be naturally grouped together for a common purpose. Some peopl|
are drawn together by a common interest in recreation, or in
culture, or in self-expression, or in musical activity. In this
airi lo noi il ^ \;d al ^6^ruJn eir,’ jud ii
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way a situation is created in a group nature in the form of a
club or society or fraternity which will permit musi co-therapy
.
Other social agencies handle cases that make it unwise to
bring them together in any form of a group situation. Paroled
boys under the guidance of the Massachusetts State Parole Board
for Boys cannot be made into a social or musical society frr any
purpose. But they can be given musico-therapy in the private
interview situation, and from there they may be introduced into
voluntary group situations as individuals, 6r they might be placile
in other situations where musico-therapy is being practiced ac-
cording to their specific needs. Some would be given this trealij-
ment in the situation of atypical children, or into situations
in the religious field if their special ’’bent” is in that dir-
ection. In this manner they hre indue tdd back into the social
order at levels of experience commensurate with thetr stages of
development.
c) fifompulsory group situations. Wien individuals are re-
quired to attend a class within the walls of a corrective in-
stitution, they are in a compulsory group situation. The per-
sonality of the teacher and his attitude toward his charges is
soon comprehended by them. He can make the music hour the
brightest spot in their day's routine. The spirit of coopera-
tive endeavor for a popular objective presently sublimates the
attitude of compulsion.
In all group situations created for musico-therapy, advan-
tage should be taken of combining people on similar levels of
*,'‘V •.
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ag© and psychology together. This principle should be observed
in all fields where group situations are involved, with the pos-
sible exception of the problem child group. But even her© the
possibility of graded efforts on the basis of levels of compar-
ative achievement is a basis for group combinations.
5. MUSICO- THERAPY INFIELD OF INSANITY. Situations where
musico-therapy as we have defined it is indicated abound in
hospitals for the insane. Although very important data are biii|^
accumulated in this field at important hospitals such as the stJ.te
hospital at Worcester, lilass., it is impossible to undertake
this field in this study. The breadth of the entire scope of
thii subject is so large that it has been necessary to make soroj^
limitations in subject-matter treated.
In this thesis, therefore, no attempt will be made to brirg
into its treatment groups or individuals representing the more
extreme cases of abnormal mental life such as the psychotic, tht
dementia praecoxes, the manic depressive© . These people requir|
a much more specialized study than it is possible to present
in the space of this presentation. For the purposes of this
thesis, w© have purposely limited the field of investigation t»
situations found in the three fields of religion, education, aai|fl
social service.
6. SELECTION OF SPECIFIC MATERIALS FOR MUSICO-THERAPY. We
have considered some ofth© general principles to be considered
in the selection and use of materials above. ^ But inthe specif-
ic application of musico-therapy, it is necessary to not© a mor
^Cf. page 37, Section 9.
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1
dpertinent classification with reference to the specific uses in
dicated. Our problem is to find musical expression through mus-j
I
ical materials which will make attainable the objectives of raus-j
ico-therapy
.
In the religious field this must be done largely through
xacred music; in the educational field it will be accomplished
by the limited materials of the specific activity indicated for
the group; inthe field of social work, it will find both sacred
and secular music for achieving these ends; in the psychologica
usear of music for musico-therapy the materials will be arranged
in their appropriate fields according to the particular functioijis
they may be fitted to perform. In each field materials adapted
to the particular specifications of the field must be arranged
for mus ico-therapy
.
a) Arrangement of materials. The musical materials must be
arranged to accomplish the ptimaty objectives of musico-therapy
leading to the achievement of self-realization. Self-realiza-
tion is accomplished by natural and curative processes. For eaibh
of these processes the musical materials are applied in accord-
ance with musico-therapeutical methods.
After a brief resume of what is meant by the five methods
by which the natural and curative processes may be induced in
musico-therapy, we shall tracd the arrangement of materials by
their classifications in the three fields under consideration.
It is to be expected that these fields may overlap in some re-
spects, but it as also to be expected that certain unique fea-
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tures may be revealed by the description.



















b) Description of Specific Methods used in application of
raatetials for rausico- therapy
.
1) Formative-Adoption Method. It is not to be suppoi
that by singins songs about conditions of life-stages those Hi
stages will be realized. However, by giving a child of three
songs to sing that express the conduct, thoughts, and experi-
ences of his ttage of development, he experiences the organiza-
tion of himself in temms of transferred emotions in the emerge]
of a new phase of life. The effect of the musical activity is
formative, crystallizing reactions on a different level of ex-
oerience. actually constituUnc the adoption of the new plane
first in the musical behaviour, later in actual experinnce.
In the Formative-Adopiion Method, the musical act constitutes
normal experience typical of the psychological stage of devel-
opment in which the individual ought to be passing. The musi-
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cal performance of the hhild was not singinf;^ about being three
years old, but it was ^ctual^y being three years old in imagina|
tion, in conduct, in reality of experience. The problem of se-
lection of materials is then to find music that will permit the
child to act his age, musically.
2) Reference Method. This method is so named becaus4
the musician attempts to use musical literature as a means of
reference to significant personality factors.^ It is based on
the principle of free association. It assumes the existence of
a musical history of emotions and life experiences which the
musico- therapist taps at various points bringing back to consci^
ousness incidents that occurred at the time and the emotions
sirrounding them.
The Reference Method works backwards from the present chro](|i-
ologically. It seeks to discover emotional complexes that have
been repressed by associating incidents with contemporary musi-
cal environment. Thus, by chronological association with musical
environment complexes are liberated from their repressions thro^igh
the realization of the conscious self.
The Reference Method also is a dethod of direct induction
of emotions. "Mood music* arouses certain emotions. It is
often noted that the same emotions are not aroused in different
individuals by the same music. But very few people are totally
indifferent to the influence of music, and with a little exper-
ience in observation of emotional reactions in others, one be-
comes adept in noting what emotions are associated with types
Cf. pages 27-29.
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rauSic, with a given individual. A list of emotional reaction
o music may be listed and suggested ^o the client from which he
nay choose his emotional associations with spec ifid pieces of
Busic. Thus the pattern of his emotions is built up through a
Buccession of such experianants. The rausico-therapist plays the
selections on the piano, or better sits with the client or group
ind listens while he takes mental note of reactions, to select-
ions played by the victrola. Noting the emotional associations
which certain numbers arouse, the worker has built a key to the
personality of the individual. By a few suggestions relating to
the mood music to be played, the emotional association can be
conditioned, and the group reaction more or less cojitrolled.
3) Release Method. When the client has properly re-
visiialized the original situation in his childhood which the
Reference Method has brought to light, musical participation
in appropriate form provides a necessary release of emotion.
Guiding the client in the use of the release of these emotions
is a very delicate procedure. Great care must be used not to
appear to be supervising a spontaneous activity. Properly used,
this method can be a most effective to41 for dissassociati on of
the emotions from an object or nucleus. Inexpertly used, it be-
comes clumsy, inadequate, fizzling like a wet fire-cracker.
Thus the desired expldsive experience is prevented.
4) Identification Method. When an idea, object, or
nucleus has been wretted from its morbid complex by analysis
and dis-association, these thoughts and events must jihen be
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[associatdd with new emotional attitudes that are healthy as con-j|
[trasted with the morbid, unhealty ones with which they were fop-j
merly related. A positive imagery is established by the identi-
fication method, through the participation by the client in son^i
'containing such imagery. If this method is applied in behalf o3
1
one or two persons in a group through the group participation in
the song, it is possible for the ones for whom the activity is
specifically designed to experience the visible qualities which
musical activity is capable of producing: Jbrtissimos and sforz-(
andos inspire the attitude of fortitude; sustained breathing su^
I
gests reserve power; the sentiment of interpretation and diminish-
ing of volume with full-bodied tones induces feelings of tenderf
ness; general attitudes of poise and self-confidence are devel-
oped through good performance and the pleasing of the audience,
which may be no more than the director himself. Devblpping the|^e
emotional qualities around constructive, soul-expanding nuclei
contained in the text of the selections rendered tends to iden-f-
tify the emotions and dis-asso4iatad object or idea in a wholes
emotional situation.
5) Expression lilethod. Nearly all constructive music
al materials may be safely used in this method which is of par-
ticular value for the psychological process of sublimation of
instincts. The most important instincts to be dealt with are
fear, curiosity, sex, self-display, self-assertion, submission,
and the maternal instinc t. . . ""for a satisfactory sublimation,
we should find in what specific form the energy is repressed.
)me
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Ithat is to say, of Instinctive expression, whether raa-
!
|tennal, sexuil, or pugnacious, so that the mode of sublimation
'
-1
Snay be appropriate and specific."-^ Musical expression is a val-
|iaable outlet for pent up instinctive energy. The sublimation of
ithe instinct of pugnacity is the re-direction of that instinct
iinto fighting for a cause which needs defending. Thus the hymn,
I
i"Bise Up, 0 Men Of Grod", or ""Stand Up, Stand Up For Fesus*, used
at the psychological moment tends to sublimate the instinct and
iat the same time afford emotional outlet for the pent up energy
often stored up by the instinct's having been "dammed" up.
The following table shows the instincts viewed from the stand-
point of their impulses and the corresponding sublimations of
which they are capable
:
Instinct Impulse Sublimation








Self-assertion Subduing of the foe
Overpowering of female
by the male
Submission Obedience to herd
Selection of strong
mate. Survival of fit
curiosity Examination of strange
and possibly dangerous
objects
Maternal Care of the young
Desire to secure adrair- i
ation for good work
Beauty loved for its own








Reform for greater socia[|.
good
Indifference to pain suf|j-




er interest of comraunit
^Hadfifcld, A. J. , op. cit., page 200.
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Desire to make self pleas*
urable to tthers
Puberty Homo-sexuality
(Love of own sex)
Loyal cooperation with





Chivalry to those of op- '
posits sex











Fears without an ob-
ject, usually due to




Peaffs attached to ob-




Alertness of mind able
to perceive emergencies
and prepare to meet therai
in any sphere of work,
business, or profession.
i
The opposite of careless-
ness
Reilizatinn of danger, anid





I The Expression Method is cnncerned with those musical raateili-
!
i
ials Tidiich will make for conscious outlet of the sublimations
listed above.
|
c) Relation of ciissified materials to "methods” . In the
following pages, we shall undertake to list the types of musical
materials neede in the application of the "methods” described
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Hymns & Anthems Worship, graded
Christian living
Social consciousness


































Characteristic of age ;
groups in different i
sects and denominations^
Popular Music Ten notable songs for
each year, 1890-1905 :
War Songs World War
Semi-classical ballads Love themes in settings
characteristic of dif- i
ferent periods
Regional Songs Yankee, Southern, Cowboy;
Old FavoDltes Negro spirituals ^
American folksongs
Stephen Foster Sonas
Racial Songs National hymns
Folksongs of the nations!
School Songs College & High School
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Hymns and Anthems 1Repentance
Exaltation
Gospel songs, very senti-
mental
•
Popular Ballads Love soncs. fatalistic
Blues and Jazz Emotionalized states








National Songs National Hymns and
Battle Songs
/



















Secular Chorus & Solo Positive poetic frames
_ Racial Songs Folk Music & lullabies ‘







Love of the Beautiful
Pianologues Positive imagery of
simple poet’s work
Silhouettes
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Inlethod Type of Music General Subject
5. Jtixpression Sacred solos & anthems
1
Dramatic zeal
Liethod Hymns IJonfidence in God and man
Eternal Life
Trust and Consolation
Hope, Activity and Zeal























Music Mastery of which gives









Fighting Music Songs against social
ills; campaign music
Socializing music Home and community
Choir for Children All materials
Men's choir or chorus Especially arranged for
maturing voices of
growing boys
Adult choir All materials
Group and Solo MuAic Positive claims upon
boundless resources
and unlimited supply
d) Relation of classified materials to situations of
musico-therapy . The next step in ordering musical materials for '
musi CO- therapy is to see it in relation to the fields whi ch p_ro
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7. SOURCES OF MATERIALS FOR MUSICO- THERAPY. Having listed
the types of materials and indicated their relations to specific
methods and localized fields of activity, the problem of researc
for exact materials becomes much more simplified. The biggest
part of the work of finding materials to work with is in having
an adequate picture of the purposes of materials needed. Five
sources yield materials:
a) The literature of music. A systematic classification of
the literature of music is sufficient to serve as a guide or
index to this source of materials for musico-therapy . For prac-
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1. Sacred Songs arranged in forms for solo, duet,
trio, quartet, quintet, sextet, solo choir
(double and triple quartet)
Songs relating us to God
Songs relating us to Society
Songs relating us to Self
2. Secular Songs, forms same as in sacred music
Objective materials. . .what we do
Subjective materials. . .what we tihlnk
III. Choral Music (Macred)
1. A cappella choir
2. Service Choir




7. Maturing Boys' Group singing
IV. Choral Music (Secular)
1. Cpncert forms





V. Congregational and Community Music
1. Hymnody, graded for children and adults
2. Popular music
3. Old Favorite Songs
VI. Music Appreciation
1. Records for victrola of mood music (instnuraental
solo and orchestral)
^
2. Radio ... studies, as those projected by Dr. Dararosch.
VII. Music For Rhythmics and Musical Games
1. Victrola Records^
2. Instrumental forms: piano, xylophone, orchestra
3. Game Songs
VIII. Materials for Teaching
^See R C A-Victor Col Incorporated, "Musicapprec iation For
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1. Graded lists of technique, study pieces, solos
for recitals and personal expression
2. Creative studies in composition
Private Instruction and class instruction
b) Literary sources. The musico-therapist must carry his
research for materials into the realm of literature
—
particular-
ly literature that will be of value in the five-fold method of
musico-therapy . Textuallcontents of the literature thus pro-
cured will be characterized by its qualities of positive imagery,
sentimental appeal, popularity, character-building sty|»e, re-
flection of human objective and subjective experience, inspir-
ing idealism, expressions giving emotional tone and reality to
types of normal experiences. It must be the vehicle of expres-
sing states of mind, the vocabulary of personal and corporate
thought. It also must be appropriate for expressing character-
istic attitudes and actions of the situations represented in
the various fields of activity.
li
Poetry, hymnody, song lyrics, and Jryrical forms of prose make
up the fors of source material adaptable. Biblical literature,
the sacred literatures of world religions, and the musical adapt-
ations of great texts and great philosophies make up another
important section of available literature.
c) Correlation With the Pine Arts. Certain related arts
may be called in to illuminate and develop musico-therapy.
Dramatization of music calls for the help of dramatic forms of
expression such as pantomime, the play, and pageantry. CreatlVie
I.
activities require the assistance of the art-crefts and handi-
!
1
craft; for making of musical instruments: wood-working, metal-
£V
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handling, leather-worK; for sta^gingT"""col ic iftliry?
making, and properties building, ^notional stimulus is increased
by the use of song slides which derive their subjects from a
multitude of sources in life, nature, and the world of symJ)ol8l'
Stained glass and the art of symbolization assist in creating
emotional experiences of a wholesome sort, and may be used by
taking groups on expeditions where great works in stained glass
may be viewdd and studied, or by showing slides on the screen, i
or colored plates. Painting and sculpture also have their share
in the program of rausico- therapy particularly in the form of
small illustrative units used to deepen the experience of sing-|
ing and to intensify the emotional tone of the expression being'
made. Architecture is also called upon in a similar manner to
that of stained glass, painting, and sculpture. Some very in-
i
teresting experiments have been carried on in the use of these i
r
I
arts for purposes of mental hygiene. This is particularly true|
in the case of painting and sculpture.
d) Original Compositions by others. A large part of the i
program of musico- therapy is concerned with creative work in
composing music, texts, and the objects made through use of
correlated .arts. Out of each situation, materials spring which
are of value in musico-therapy . Sometimew original composi tionjs
and creatioifts develop a greater incentive for self-realization
|
than those which have the stamp of social approval and the en- :
r
durance of centuries of testing. The musico- therapist will ac-|
i!
cumulate a library of original creative materials as his work i;
-\;T6ric’Oc.
,
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progresses which will be invaluable.
e) Personal Research and Composition. ISvery person has some
creative ability. The worker in musico-therapy must not neglect
his own gifts in this direction. His own activity is a source
;[
of material for use in musico-therapy. We very modestly sub-
mit improvisations, choral arrangements and textual composition,
I
and a Children's Cantata^composed with the idea of visualizing:
and sharing the subjective impressions of the relatives, neigh-f
bors, contemporaries, and friends and followers of Jesus of
||
i|





We have set forth in this section the scope and specific
|
i
application of musico-therapy in the religious, the educational
and social service fields, pointing out teh specific situation^:
I
whiih will permit of its practice, noting also limitations in
|
treatment of the su^^ject. We have taken up the practical prob-
lem of selection of specific materials in the light of the
j
I
arrangement of materials, the nature of specific methods us^d
|
in applying them, the relation of materials to these meltbods, 1
their specific relation to musico-therapeutical situations.
j
j
We have discussed the sources of these matetials in the liter-
1
:
ature of music, literature, and the correlated activity of thejj
|l
i^'ine Arts; the original compositions of others, and in the
j
i
personal reseerch and composition of the musico-therapist
himself.
In the succeeding section we shall attempt to describe the
^This setting is too voluminous to include in this work. It
may be referred to in IviSS to be published later.
'^Cf. pp. 70 ff.
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In describing experiments in rausico- therapy we shall follow
the following order of treatment:
1. Classification
2. General Factors Involved
3. Description of Prodedure
4. Listing of Results Obtained
5. Evaluation of Results Obtained
We have made a practice for many years of journalizing pro-
jects along the line of this approach. While the work which we
are about to report here has not in every instance been performed
consciously from the view of musico- therapy as it has been out-
lined in the foregoing parts of this thesis, we are able to
assemble values for rausico-therapy by observing procedure and
results from the interpretation of our present viewpoint. Much
of the work, however, has been consciously carried on with this
viewpoint in mind. Care has been taken not to report situations
which are not directly related to the aims of the treatment of
this subject: The Values of Mxsic In Psychotherapy.
1* xN THE RLLIGa.OUL Fliiil^.
a) Chapel Experiments. Situation: musical activity in the
chapel of Garrett Biblical Institute, Evtuiston, 111. 1923-1927.
Students in a theological seminary often iook to the chapel
services held daily as a refuge from the class-room dissections
—
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of ill'e-iong tenets ancrtbc tflnal pre judi c e s . iSany a student
goes through a period of spiritual change, and mental developmen*:
in the seminary that is accompanied by seriouw emotional and in-
tellectual upheaval and the development of morbid complexes orig-
inating in early repressions. The student tries to maintain an
I
'
attitude of open-mindedness to new truth, and often finds him-
s61f hopelessly at sea. '•They have taken away my hell, and theyj|
have destroyed my devilM Wiat shall I do?'* i!
The chapel program consists of a musical piano prelude with '
j
an occasional violin solo, the singing of one or sometimes two
j
!
hymns, on special occasions a vocal solo or duet, and usually a
;
brief meditation led by professors and once a week by a student I
upper-classmano '
, A series of three-minute piano preludes were selected and
j
played at the opening of the services. Sometimes, these preludeib
1
were expanded hymn themes based on familiar melody, always avoidjf-
i ing any show of technical intricacy. The music suggested sirapl4l
|!
.understandable truth, through simple artistry. The hymns se-
lected expressed ideas correlated with the specific service thenlie
Results: Unusual attentiveness to preludes and incidental
I
music. Inoffensive interpretation of hymn- tunes encouraging !
corporate performance and united effort. Development of moving
sentiment and the expansion of relating self to the greater con*
cepts of God and the inspiration of actual communion. One of
! I
the more sensitive professors came and thanked the musician for,
the manner in which the hymn, "Nun Danket* had been played. Ini
I;
j 2 , ae’jxbirloiq Ij^al'iJ- ^-ob buJi eJ-erteJ- ancl-elii Ic*
j'..e;iiqcl vvah liiJ'iio.T! ba« ,e<gxii^;io 'ro bci'ioq j;* ri^x/o'irfJ’ EBcg
-111 aiJoiio2 '{cf baifi^'^.TiCoo.- si qT^^iiimes oriJ’ ni
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the case in questinn, the rendition had been very stately and
with majestic rhythmic sweep, and though not very familiar to
the group of young men present, it had gained hearty congrega-
tional response which made a pleasurable emotional setting with
which to recount the experiences which accompanied the use of
,
this hymn:
"Now thank we all our God
With heart and hands and voices,
|
Who wondrous things hath done,
j
In whom his world rejoices;
j
Who, from our mothers’ arms
Hath blessed us on our way
j
With countless gifts of love,
|
And still is ours today."
j




love" anew. Here the heart was quickened as two hundred young I
men sustained the easy B flat on which that word is sung. Here
j
the blood tingled with new meaning in the finger-tips of hands
consecrated to perform holy tasks of ministry to all mankind.
Here there rang out a virile masculine quality of assured con-
fidence in the God we united to praise as the voices performed
the suspension in the cadence on the word, ’’voices."
The majesty of this sort of renflition implied that noone
%
was being hurried. Time was being taken to experience the ut-
most depths of the devotional act of praising God and men's
souls were expanding in their growing awareness of being con-
sciously related to the Eternal One, and the immortal pui^pose-
fulness of His plan.
These yonng men needed normal worship experiences devoid of
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analytical inspections. The warm fellowship which singing to-
gether creates re-established the sense of a former security, orl
the level of the acceptance of new truth.
b) Funeral experiments. As a minister of the Gospel, the
writer has been frequently called upon to conduct funeral services
i
in homes, funeral homes, and in churches. This occasion is one
of pecul4Ar opportunity for ministry to others.
|
The situation: It is not necessary to describe the funeral
situation. Not a detail of the procedure has escaped the atten-(>
tion of" every one of us. This has a psychological significance
Unusual importance Is attached to every detail of the celebrati<^n.
The entire situation is delicatedly balanced upon the crater of
an emotional volcano. All too often, the use of music is the
factor of a huge dramatization of the condition of grief that
makes even the slightest semblance of emotional direction and
control a practical impossibility.
With so unified and alert a group of people as these who
attend the funeral of a friend or neighbor, it is possible that
rausi CO-therapy has an opportunity of unusual promise. In the
presence of the death of a neighbor, relative, or friend, the
group hovers with more reverence and more sensitiveness to
emotional stimuli than at any other time. The more tragic the
circumstances, the more susceptible the group and individual is
to any suggestive leading. The sense of the permanence of this
awe-inspiring change lays a firm hand upon all. The emotional
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tensions and releases in this situation follftw typical patterns.
!Jot infrequently, the ones whose bereavement sttikes most bitter-
ly and severely, have for several days preceding the funeral exei[-
sised a fine degree of self-control. But when the fiorraality of i
'inal rites'* is being observed; when the expected attitude of mourn-
ing is under the gaze of the public, and the emotioaalization of
the moment under the stimuli of syppathy and soft music and hushed
phiepers reached its peak, all restraint is side-tracked, and
I
*ree expression follows the lead of expectation, and social depend-
snce is intensified. Sraotional release at funerals range from
ancontrolled hysteria to philosophical stolidity.
The evils committed at funerals, psychologically, cannot
De over-estimated. The importance of associations formed in
this situation is notably not always appreciated by the musicians
sho are invited for sentiment's sake to render certain hymns
which were dear to the departed. Complexes are formed around
sertain hymns as nuclei at funerals. It becomes impossible to
use those hymns again in their normal contexts.
The opportunity of musico-therapy in the funeral situation
I
is to effect a transference of emotions to objects of social :
jgood, ijjstead of self-pity, to a conscious relation to eternity !
and the beyond, instead of the loneliness of the provincial. This
situation presented the qpportunity for re-birth to a new level:
,
I
jthe level of the larger relationship. By use of the "Porraative-
I Adoption Method*, the hymns used at the funeral should induce
this natural process of growth. Out of many funeral experiences
d8
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the following procedure has suggested itself as a method to he
used by a minister of mi^sic interested in making music mean
something to people in their hours of deepest need, and likewise
interested in helping people to use their experience as a step-




The first step: a personal visit to the family of the de-
j
ceased. The aim of the visit would be to raett these people and
j
i
evaluate their problems and personalities so as to anticipate
||
li
their needs in the funeral situation. A tactful suggestion of
jj
music to meet their needs is often enough to avert the use of
the proverbial "Beautiful Isle of Somewhere." Instead of makin^j
the musical ministry a means of celebrating the deceased, it
!j
might be made into a means of personal growth into the immortal
;
purposefulness of all life. Instead of selecting hymns or solos
which describe the condition of death and the conditions of the i
I
departed, the suggestion may be made that hymns be selected
|
which lay hold upon the vital unfailing resources of the Almighty
God. The musician is not going to play music at the funeral to :
disguise the idea of death, or to make immortality a glowing
phantasy. He is not a decorative piece laid over the entire
funeral service like a wreath of flowers over the coffin. In
direct, sympathetic, but firm manner, help the bereaved to know
that the musician has a function to perform, and that that func-
tion is directly related to the needs of those present at the
service
.
Having decided upon music for the service, the next step
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Ls the preparation of the minds of those who must undergo this
funeral experience, for that experience. Just before the servioe
nand to each member of the immediate family a printed page. Ask
them to concentrate their attention upon the thoughts representecjl
there. Upon the page are printed the words of any hymn or solo
or anthem being used, and some affirmation of the truth which wi^l
assure the one reading it of the everlasting presence of God—
a
God of loving power, able to sustain us in our every need, and
to give perfection to those who trust in him. It may also conta:
a brief prayer stressing constancy of the relationship with the
Eternal, the reality of spiritual nearness of all life to the
all-wise Father of Lights in whom there is no shadow of turning,
jand faith in the one whose everlasting arras are upholding us.
The musical selections may be quieting, meditative, or even
lexalted in majesty. They should never express despondency, or
funereal depression. Hymns such as **Uorae Ye, Disconsolate", "In
the Cross of Christ I Glory", "Sun of My Soul", '"Abide With Me",
"0 Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go," "Go To Dark Gethsemane", if
they are sung with an interpretation of the text rather than an
interpretation of the sorrowing condition, will make the "Form-
ative-Adoption Method" and the "Identification Method" a pos-
sibility.
1) The funeral of Mrs. M. Bill M. was known tn the com-
munity of R as the toughest, most hard-boiled freight conductor I
i
on the whole system. He and his wife had had no children. They
had found a certain amount of pleasure together, however, in
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hunting and fishing, frequently going on long trips. They raised
valuable bird dogs. The neighbors disliked Bill for letting hiii
wife hold the dogs on her lap, for his apparent lack of consid-
eration. They credited him with a great deal of cruelty to his
wife. >Vhen she died, the overtures of sympathy to Bill were veifly
few. He was not a member of any church. His wife's relatives
from a distant point had come to attend the funeral service with
the neighbors to hear Bill get what was coming to him* When Ei!,]
wanted me to conduct the service and provide music for it, I ga^c
him the attitude that he could trust me with the details, and
inspired his confidence by assuring him that I would do all in
my power to include in the service such elements as would com-
fort, strengthen, and relate him and the others present to con-
siderations of enduring quality. There was no instrument in th^
home, so my wife and I sang a duet, "Come Ye, Disconsolate". I
went back to call on Bill the next day, and found him sitting
huddled over a little monkey stove in his kitchen. We drank a
cup of coffee together, and Bill began expressing things that
revealed some of the basis for his uncontrolled disposition.
Repressions of the sex instinct, morbid complexes around the
marriage relation, longing for a family, the paternal instinct,
entered into the case. He could not recall anything very much
that I had said on the previous day, but he remembered the spir
of the song. And then we used the song to help him into somewhat
of a consciousness of immortal purposefulness of his own life.
It is recognized that much more should have been done for
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this lonely man. The rausico- therapy at his wife's funeral throu|^h
a song was one step toward iis social integration.
2) The funeral of B.W. Situation: Funeral of a young woma i
of eighteen. Mother sincere, hardQworking, highly sensitive
nature, but extremely sensible. Father mean-tempered, easily
aroused, emotionally calloused, uncontrolled disposition. The
funeral service was an ordaal for the mother. But as it pro-
ceeded, the interpretation of the music suggested in an inoffen-j
sive way on the printed pa^e seemed to help her to find soraethli|
secure to tie to as she groped bbout for relief from the extreme
tension caused by the death of her daughter. The naturalness
of the musical expression gave a normal expression to the emo-
tions that beat at her intelligence for outlet. The procedure
helped her in her transference of personal emotions to larger er)(ds,
The man was neither impressed or offended. But while he is far
from regenerate in his behaviour, the positive suggestions whiclji
the event permitted music to drive into his stubborn mind helped
him to look himself in the face for the first time in years.
The writer does not lay claim to miracles performed in the
lives of these people in a single situation. But is it not
obvious that the use of music from the musico-therapeutic view
tended to have a healing, normalizing influence in helping solvb
some of the personality problems needing consideration in these
cases? Is it not also important to note that there is a vast
difference between the haphazard use of music and the purpose-
!!
ful, directed use of music made in a musico-therapeutic program!?
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c) Congregational Experiments. Situation: Corporate unifi-
cation in worship in church congregations in Sioux Falls, S.D.,
Kansas City, Missouri, and inAllston, I-Iass; likewise corporate
reactions in young peoples* summer conferences and institutes
in South Dakota, Wisconsin, lOansas and Missouri.
Factors involved. Mobilization of emotions by group musica|.
1
I
activities. A church congregation and a conference session may '
i
not exhibit a social consciousness, but there is such a thing
|
as a social consciousness, or possibly a social un-consciousness.
I
Goals of which the group is aware but dimly are forceful means
j
of uniting the group. Comprehension as a group of certain needs
that cannot be fulfilled except by mass action conditions social!
integration and prophetic insight.
j
So much of the program of church music has been along the
jj
same line that we shall consider only our work in Sioux Palls,
j
S.D., and that from the characteristic view of this paper. In j
i|
this church, the writer held the position of minister of music
||









A first step in the approach to the problems of congregation-
al unity, essential in any corporate approach, was to find some
basis for correlating the program of the musical activities of
,
the church with the pastoral, priestly, and prophetic leadership;
of the minister. This was achieved by a preliminary understand-*
ing between the writer and the minister of a common thought con-
for thw church This thoughts content was definite i
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enough to permit of specific activity, but not limiting in scope
so as to limit either minister in his presentation of musfcal or
homiletic material.
Once understood, every effort of the musical forcescof the
church sou^&t to stress the spirit and direction of this plan ofl
thought outline for the deepening and enrichment of the spiritua!.
experience of the people in the church.
iivery device of printing, lighting, and choral organization
was brought to bear upon this interpretation of the truth to
the congregation. The lines of thought emphasized were steward-
ship, peace and gratitude, personal manifestation of the preseneb
and life-giving power of Christ, intelligence in matters of per-
sonal adjustment, the deeper patriotism, right thinking, loyaltj/
to the undying laws of love and sacrifice, living expression of
|
spiritual realities, self-realization in matters of prosperity,
access to the unfailing abundant supply, health, personal effeclJl-
iveness, growth and fruition.
Included in the organization for developing the group ex-
periments were the following: (1), the organist-director, (2),
professional quartet, (3), volonteer service choir of thirty
adults, (4tf, two young peoples* choruses of forty-five members
each which were situated in the two side balconies during the
services of the church, and (5)1 instrumentalists, and guest
artists, utilizing, violin, piano, trombone, trumpet, and en-
ssrabies of the same.
We tried for united action and hearty copperation in cor-
:
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|orate thought and for the development of enthusiasm for united
social efforts through the fine arts. The achievements of impor
ance in musico-therapy were increased congregational partic ipati|i>n
in hyranody, the development of a church consciousness and this
huilt aronnd the idea of public worship, and the spirit of power
through group integration.
d) Experiments in Personal Adjustment Through Musico- the rapjy
For Individuals In Cjurch Choristyy. Situation* Several hundre||dl
persons engaged in various activities in the church musddal or-
ganization. Easy access to personal problems with people en-
gaged in common goals and interests. Problems comprising needs
for re-direction of sex instincts into natural or sublimated
exptession, repressions clustered about instincts of self-dis-
play, maternal instinct, curiosity, and fear arose in various
individuals. Lack of self-control, restraint, self-confidence,
and emotional stabilization seemed characteristic.
1) Case of Miss C. B. This yonng lady, twenty-four years
old, is a girl of fine moral character, high intelligence. Whe
she entered this picture, she was engaged to marry a young theojf
logical student away at school in another city. At the time he
was taken with an incurable kidney condition. It became obvious
to the girl that marriage to him would prove unsatisfactory.
Her lover professed dependence upon her. Her commitment of herL
silf to him seemed to her a binding bbligation the breaking of
;
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I
:ame more serious. iSverything demanded some sort of adjustment i!
H
that would not be physically detrimental to the boy, and yet woildll
ij
[lake for the happiness of the girl to which she was justly entitljjed.
the girl, being very conscientious, and taking the situation ver}ij|
jeriously, faced a nervous breakdown. She tried to remain loyal !|




for social fellowship with boys of the town in which she lived. |:
The conflict causing her tendencies was caused by the pros-
||
'!
)ect of ultimate failure for self-realization through normal ex- '
iression of sex and maternal instincts.
I
I recommended that Hiss B. take up the study of pipe organ
I
'
»httch hhe did. Opportunities arose for organ-piano duets in i
I:
lublic. Her musical activity also extended to playing accompaniH
I
'
lents for singers. It permitted her to make her own analysis of i'
ihe situation and determine upon adjustment in her relation to ^
;he boy, and it also revealed the constellations which she was
'epressing and the possible outcome. By the application of the
•Release Method” of musico-therapy
,
the "Identification Methdd,"
ind the "iixpression Method", her musical activity gave rise to
*0-association of her emotions, establishment of true ideals
lith respect to her adjustment, sublimation of the instinct of
mbmissiveness through this period of crisis in sacrifice for loy-
ilty to her fiance, and legitimate expression of self in a release
i>f some of the psychic energy which the conflicting emotions had
liammed up. Her own acknowledgements and the confidence of her
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2) L-’ase of lArs* <5, Urs. S. is a middle aged woman with a
highly strung nervous temperament. She had social aspirations
and was sbbject to terrible temper demonstrations. Her difficul]^
disposition had been the bane of my predecessors. Irregularity
in attendance at rehearsal and service, exacting many special
privileges, and her tendency to impose a musical judgment that
was sadly lacking in both professional and musical quality, made
her a most uncomfortable person^ to have in the choir group sitOH*
ation. She wanted to monopolize the position of soloist in the
alto section, for which she was not well-qualified.
In attempting to dispose of Mrs. S. without losing her
cooperation, I discovered that her disposition was due to an
inferiority complex about her musical backgrounds and training.
Other conditions complicated the picture—conditions about which
it was impossible for me from my position to do anything.
But what we did do proved to be a musico- therapy which
greatly facilitated the solutions of the social problem as well
as the personal problems which made her seem to be a queer, un-
adjusted person. I learned that Mrs. 3. had a secret, a care-
I
fully guarded craving for the background of musical training
j
which she lacked. A woman's quartet was formed to meet
ij
three times a week in the morning. I recommended her name for i
membership in this quartet, thereby heightening her esteem of ij
i!
my judgment, and gaining her complete cooperation. At the re- ij
hearsals, no one was spared. Each member wasthere for develop|-
ment into a service organization, and the central purpose was a
j ^ r 1 • u
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T.'cxs <x unifying factor. Llrs. S. learned to face some of her mus-
ical inadequacies and to do something about them besides fly int|j>
a rage when criticised. This work also brought her consciously
in contact with some particularly lonely poetry and music which
led her to self-discovery on the level of beauty and self-expresH-
sion. Insistence upon a oneness of purpose with the other women
in the delicate expression of the niceties of this exacting
work developed in her a certain amount of group loyalty and prid^
in the successsof the group. Occasional opportunity to perform
solo work if it was done well satisfied her ego and helped her
to understand her inferiority complex. The project also estab-
lished habits of self-control through intelligent direction of
the urge for self-expression.
3) iirs. 0. M, iiituation: A fine soprano, with well-devel*|
oped personality otherwise controlled and characterized by men-
tal quiet. 3he developed a complex against singing caused by tWe
sudden death of a young and dearly loved brother-in-law, who wa^
also a musician and singer. She had planned to sing a solo at
the Piaster services in our little parich church. I persuaded
her to undertake the solo by assuring her that she would be pay^f-
ing her brother-in-law a greater tribute by singing, and espec-
ially at iiaster, than she could in any other way. I rehearsed
her song with her that afternoon. It gave her the permission
she was afraid to grant to herself. Here was a method whereby
she could unbare her very soul in the sanctuary without embar-
assraent or self-consciousness. V/ith this new interpretation, iirs.
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What did this mean from the rausico-therapeutic point of vfeewj?
It meant that a complex was broken up by recognizing the tuuth
about it which would otherwise have led to a masochistic ten-
I
dency. By showing Mrs. 0. M, that she was not honoring the
|
memory of her brother-in-law by refraining from musical expres-
I
sion, that she was in reality merely satisfying her own desire
for self-pity and self-display, the meaning of the musical act
became clear, and she sang with a joy and an effectualness that
proved the extent of her personal adjustment.
!
4) J, E. Situation: Popular young tenor, member of a rath«j
I
famous a cappella choir in the mddle west, subject to hysterical^




One evening after church, I was at his home. J, E. indi- !
I
cated that he felt particularly upset about things, "like
screaming", i said I would play the piano for him if he wa3ild
like me to. He sat and followed intently without a word. Play-
ing numbers without stopping, I varied the music from the pop- !
I
ular jazz idiom to the quietest hymnic form. He expressed
|
r
fereat relief at the close of the interview.
In terms of our procedure, what had taken place in this
rather simple situation? I had tried to identify the source
of his emotional disturbance in relating, by my playing, a !
story of life. It was the Formative-Adoption Method. It was
|
^torjy although . I had the fee 1 ing that J.B. *s storynot J. B
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would have been the ideal thing to have traced with the music;
but not Icnowing J. E. 's story, the next best thing, was to im-
provise a fiction by which J. ii!. could project his own experi-
ences and emotions, as soon as he gave his attention to the
narrative, I changed the method to the Release Llethod, express-
ing every mood and emotional reaction which I thought was at al
related to J.S. 's situation, and then followed this up with the
Ideniification Method which was sufficient to tie up his emotioju-
al instincts to the ideals suggested by the hymns and exalted
music played at the close of the interview.
5) iiiss D. Situation; ^ourg matron. Unfortunately married
and later divorced from man who proved to be a drug addict.
Tendency to extreme grif over her situation and nervousness.
Miss D. was urged to devote her attention to the choir,
study voice, and belong to a young women's quartet. In this
way, healthy mental and emotional expression was made avail-
able, relieving pent up energies, and sublimating the sex urge
in artistic and vicarious service for others.
i-ater Miss D. re-married, became the mother of two childreri,
thus completing the adjustment begun for her by musico-therapy<
6) Mrs. J. Situation: Martied Bor fifteen years to a man
of crushing selfishness. Childless. Neurotic tendencies, loss
of weight, and other physical strain.
In High School, this girl had been devoted to singing. Sh
had always been carefree and happy. Her desire to express
herself in music became almost an obsession when she found her
;
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t
married life unfruitful and ixnsatisfac tory . Medicallexaminatio]j>
proved there was no physical or organic basis for her loss of j'
I"
weight and her inability to digest food.
j!
i;
I invited her to come to my church and sing a solo for us,
which she finally did. She continued to sing in our choir,
and began to study voice privately. She sang in church more
frequently, and we were gradu44Jry able to win her husband over.
Of his own volition, he presented her with a beautiful brief
case, and whBn they moved to another city, he preceded to arrang
for her to have a placd in a prominent choir.
DJhile Mrs. J. had studied voice with an aunt prior to comi
to me, the work of musical study with someone in the family had
not been very thorough, and some damage had been done in form-
ing wrong tehhnical habits, but when she undertook the study
seriously, her expression and interpretation and command of
vocal situations iraprSved, developing self-confidence and a
certain abandon of emotional outlet. She began to regain
weight, and fseedom of personality. Her submissive instinct
was sublimated into service for others in the ehoir, and her
sex instinct was re-directed through satisfaction of self-dis-
playand through artistic endearSrs. Her husband's cooperation
added a new dompensation for some of the disappointments of her
marital life, and she was on the road to satisfactory adjust-
ment and ultimate self-realization.
i) Mrs. M. B. Situation: Y/oman of fifty. Fear and anxi-
ety neuroses caused by economic worry and the domestic failure
ig
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of her eldest son. 3he was very attractive and vivacious. I
recommended choir work, and participation in solo parts.
By relating herself to a socially constructive activity
she was able to realize for hersiif the positive projection of
tier pov/ers in the ministry of music. The expanding awareness
j
of the greater significance of life which this project developed!
i




leras. By identification and expression methods, musico-therapy '
brought to her relief from her fears and anxiety by creating
'
I
situations in which she experienced the virile qualities of for-
;
titude and self-confidence; she laid claim upon the unlimited
!
supply of quieting assurance and stimulating power which singing
expressively, tenderly, and again, boldly, makes available.
i|
8) Li. 3ch, Situation: iiiiddle-aged man, violinist, son of
a distinguished musician dnd teacher. Out of practice. Owned
his father's very valuable music library. Hdd developed somethiJiig
of an unhappy anxiety that he might be losing his talent, and
that the closet filled with music from floor to ceiling held
untapped musical experiences which he might never again be able
to remold and re-live.
In evenings together, we played for hours, he on his violin,
I on the piano. He played every Sunday in the church service,
and graduiily the relaxation of musical expression, and the re- !
gaining of technical facility dismissed his anxiety.
The "Festival Hymn"^ was inspired by one of these eveningsj
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and pride in achievement.
9) William Denton. Situation: Young man, 24, schizoid typ^
recently attempted suicide. Several previous attempts had like-
wise been unsuccessful. Plays for girls’ dancing classes. Neu-
rotic tendencies due to conflicts regarding certain ethical ide^s
about relations existing between the sexes.
Work is being done on this case at the time of this writing,
so that complete data is not available. He is singing bass in
my choir, and enjoys organ concerts which sometimes I render to
him alone. He likes the full organ vibrations. He is peculiar-f
ly adapted to raus ice- therapy, and though coming from a musical
family (his mother was an organist) and having considerable amo^t
of musical talent himself, his musical treatement concerns it-
self with a re-direction of musical evaluations and interpreta-
i
tions. Choral activity is placing an increasing sense of ob-
|
ligation to society upon him—an attitude which is essential in|
his case to combat future attempts at suicide.
:
10) Miss B.A. Situation: Young woman. Very little self-
discovery experience. Emotional conflicts over repressed sex-
j
ual instinct and disappointment in a love affair with a young
|
man whom she has known majiy years^;
j
||
By the release method, she is become able to dis-associatejj
i
her emotions from the repressed sex urge and sublimation in ar-^
istic self-expression through music is gradually takingplace.
Her reactions are already very constructive. (Case still in
progress.
)
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11) Miss S.W. Situation: Young woman who stammers. Lacks
jelf-confidence
,
possesses certain ascetic desires. Wants to be
i nun. Rebellious nature. Highly excitable disposition.
Organ study, taacher- training for under-privileged chil-
Jren's club work, and choir singing have been suggested and she
.s partaking of these activities. Musi co- therapy (Reference
fiethod) uncovered an experience which occurred to her in the
jecond grade. Her vision is unusually rapid. Not being able
to read as fast as she could see the words, her eye would out-
run her tongue. The teacher finally resorted to the incredible
seating of the child for her inability, and took her outside and
put snow down her back. The reault was an emotional as well
as a physical shock causing her to stammer. This was revealed
by the re-establishing of an emotional mood with music which en-
abled her to recall the incident with which the nervous disorder
began. (Case now in progress).
e) Experiments with Musicotherapy in Religious Education.
Situation: Differs from that of church choristry situation.
Children and adults met with in this situation are in an educatij^nal
atmosphere involving teaching worship and facts about religion
as contrasted with the work of projecting worship leadership as
in the case of the former situation.
This is an important distinction to make, as the fact con-
ditions the minds of those contacted by these experiments mqkin^
them more amenable to treatment. Children are more at ease in
m
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the fctiniliar procedures of the class-room than they are in the
nystic atmosphere of the worship room, /\dults feel freer to ac-
cept and reject what is set before them and are thus enabled to
jive more careful consflderation to facts presented. Young peopl<
I
respond to the purposefulness of preparation of leadership with
an eagerness and enthusiasm not witnessed in the formal atmos-
phere of the '•led'* devotional meeting. In many ways, therefore,
this department of the religious field affords more attractive
ground for the performance of musico-therapy than any others in
this field, it is much easier to say •listen'* or "try it" to
people in a class-room having the laboratory or experimental
atmosphere than it is to these same people in the sanctuary wher
j
their reactions are taken for granted.
1) Children’s Festivals of Sacred Music. The public schools
in several of our larger cities have recognized the value of
city-wide music festivals where thousands of children combine in
great mass chorus actitity. Some of these values represented in
this type of activity include the values of concrete motivation
for musical excellence in the school, the thrill of an unequalled
musical experience colored by the romance of huge achievement
under attractive circumstances,, and the pure joy of satisfying
herd instinct through group activity.
Having observed some of the very remarkable results in
public school music under the direction of Dr. Mabelle Glenn,
j
director of public school music for the Board of Education in
I
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Kansas City, Missouri, steps were taken for the presentation of
unique festivals of sacred music by children.
The first of these experiments was conducted in Kansas City
Missouri in 1931 through the department of Religious Education
for the Kansas Citj'’ Council of Churches. Approximately three
hundred children were selected from the Week Day Schools of Rel-
igious Education held in conjunction with the public school sys-
tem throughout the city. These children ranged ingrade from the
4th to the 7th, and raeii in weekly rehearsal for six weeks pre-
ceding the festival. Five sectional rehearsals in various parts
of the city were held each week londer central supervision of the
writer, the conclusion of the xix weeks, they were brought
into the mass meeting where they sang in mass chorus the prepare|j3
materials. Much interest had been aroused, and the emotional to|pe
of the affair was worked up to a high pitch. The program in-
cluded "Glorious Things of Thee are Spoken" (Haydn), "Where *re
ye Walk" (from Semele by Handel), "Orod, Thy Might Confessing'*
(Bach), and "Fairest Lord Jesus" (Traditional Silesian).
There were rather far-reaching results obtained whereby
musico- therapy was achieved. (1) Throe hundred children were
given a deepened social consciousness through being charged with
the responsibility of representing the entire body of twenty-
four hundred people from whom they had been chosen. (2), For
six weeks those children were required to concentrate their at-
tention upon the constructive ideas contained in the songs list*
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projection which will form a background of refeeence through the
entire lives. (4) Participation in this activity caused actual
sdilution of many individual differences in social, economic and
personal standings in various communities and sections of the
city, making for common heightening of levels of experience
through the conscious use of fine musical settings performed
with great cere and musical expression. (5j Favorable emotioas
colored the entire experiment making it a constructive factor in
the growing personalities of the children taking part.
The second festival of sacred maaic was performed in the
spring of 1932 in Kansas City, Kansas by children of its Week
Day Religious Eduuational system. This second experiment did
not differ greatly from the first one, except that it involved
approximately twice the number of children selected from a tota
of ovef 14,000 people, and that it added two very important fea
tures not possible in the first festival; participation by col-
ored children, and the beginming of young people’s cooperation
in the Religious jiducational system of that particular city thnjfugh
introduction of a young people's chorus. The program materials
made greater uae of hyranody than the previous program. It was
thought better to emotionalize and immortalize materials to
which the children were more apt to have frequent reference tha||i
those which had only the immediate significance of the festival
for most of them.
This program considted of a Choral Prologue based on a
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Symphony, for organ, piano, and young peoples' chorus; the theme
lymn, ^Joyful, joyful, we adore thee" sung by the children, taken
‘rom the symphonic theme, the hymn by St. Francis 'of Assisi from
ihe "Canticle to the Sun", "All Creatures of Our God and King",
*I^irest Lord Jesus" (this time sung with the lovely descant com-
)0 sed by Charles fieppert in 1929), "Tell Me the Stories of Jesus"
ind "For the Beatty of the Barth."
In addition to similar results listed in connection with the
‘irst festival, one or two others may be listed of importance to
HUS ico- therapy : (1) During the singing of "Tell me the stories
>f Jesus", the entire body of singers had been taught to make a
rery decided, sudden pause in the closing phrase. One little
jolored boy was the only person of the entire six-hundred chil-
Iren whose voice rang out alone at this point. I looked over at
lim and smiled, and the incident knit the group together as noth--
.ng else ever could have done. Thus, too, race appreciation and
social unity grew out of the event. (2), Children who had never
Jreamed of a world larger than their own sijall circle of school
nates experienced a relationship with a civic, national , racial
,
and Christian brotherhood giving their own lives a more importanjt
Function and a heightened consciousness of the value of person-
ality. They were no longer "like the common herd that goes by
Ion the streets below.
8) The School of Christian Hymnody. Situatdinn: Delegations!
of people coming from different churches in Greater Kansas City
|
to a school of Christian Hymnody for the express purpose of en- '
^Comment of Dean Peter C. Lutkin while conducting a rehearsal of
the North Shore Festival at Bvanston, 1927.
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riching the congregational participation in hymnody. The work
of the classes, which extended over a period of ten weeks was
divided into two forms: (1) Lecture period, when study was made
of the historical, biographical, and content material of hymns
since the beginning of the Christian era, and (2), Performance
of singing these h 3nTins in various manners by the group. A care4
fully planned effort was made to bring together for the ten week
period as many laymen as possible regardless of payment of
tuition fees.
Part of each session was devoted to consideration of the
positive imagery contained in hymns, treated specifically as a
mode of expression rather than impression.
Those attending these sessions devoted twenty hours to con*|
sideration of the meaning of the hymnody of Christendom as a
means of personal self-expression of aspiration, praise, suppli-
cation and inspiration. As a singing body, the group conscious-
ness of persons was directed toward a coramnn purpose around
which an emotionalization took place. Experiences common to
the group which are vital to normal people were provided: 3uc4
cessful teamwork, formative expression, vicarious service, leg-
itimate self-expression, physical stimulation and adjustment, ijji
mortal purposefulness, and the virile qualities which singing
correctly produces.
3) ;Vuramer Conferences and Conventions. Situation: The
data observed in this connection were derived from eight differj-
ent summers spent in studying musical reactions of young people
i^r
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in camps and institutes in Kansas, Ivlissouri, Wisconsin, and South
Dakota.
The sunset hour, placid twilight gatherings by lakeside and'
around camp-fires, daybreak gatherings on hill-sides, and in
church-rooms where the first day's dawn-light filtered in throug|h
stained glass provided situations of tremendous moment tO the
musico-therapist. Here and in day-time classes, every possible
constnuc tive affirmation became sanctified and emotionalized in
dramatic fashion. Unforgettable experiences on college campus
and beach were made enduring and lasting in their impressiveness
through music. The simple hymn that was used at such occasions
is invaluable for those who attend these situations for the pur-|
pose of bringing back into the light of present experience greal
decisions, drives for higher planes of living, expressions of
deeper understanding of truth. It is the privilege of the one
charged with the musical leadership for these retreats with
young people to formulate great moments of emotional intensity
and spiritual reality which shall color the entire future exper-
ience of the individuals present. Llany a young man or young won
-
an has re-lived his or her raouiiitain-top experiences with nothing
more than the recollection of the tune of some song in a criti-
cal moment long after he has forgotten faces, words, and places4
4 ) Junior and Summer Choir Projects. Situation: Groups of
children of singing ages and grades coming from scenes of dom-
estic, economic, and social strife and upheavil . Four intervieis
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classes per week were held. During the school year there were
four meetings of the choir per week.
Group results of this activity are similar to those related
in the consideration of the values of the children's festivals
of sacred music. We are particularly interested in those childr
in the situation who required special adjustment or direction.
t^s in the case of the experiments in choristry with personal
adjustment problems, many cases presented themselves for treat-
ment wrnong the individuals of the children's group. We have
selected five from the many who have been contacted in this way.
(1) Buddy. Jituation: Boy, 9 years old. Home dondition:
Mother divorced and remarried twice. Crowded conditions at home
had made Buddy overly curious and morbidly sex-conscious. With-
out supervision at home, he was permitted to read cheap, degrad-
ing magazines purchased for small price at the corner drug store
A church broadcast was plinned designed especially with
Buddy in view. Theme: "’Beneath the Cross of Jesus'". In it the
devotional characteristics of Bernard of Clairvaux and Elizabeth
C. Clephane were stressed. All of the children were given a
prayer to memorize which stressed the ideas that the body is
the pane of glass through which we are all to let in the beauty
of our shining from within. Affirmation was made of the values
of clean hands, hearts, minds, and words. Re-education of emo-
tions regarding sex end morality took place in Buddy through th<
experiences of frank conversation and singing ideals with which
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(2) iJarilyn. Situation: Girl, 11, boystruck, very cynical
ind educated to disbelieve in God and truth and spiritual beau-ty,
originating in the unfortunate murder of her father bydanother
woman with whom he has been entangled. Mother, extremely neurotic
Individual, formerly a public school teacher, but thrown now int<
oareless moral situations. Child had been taught to live for the
noraent. This girl was exceptinaally gifted in expression, but
oareless and highly reactionary, making her very unhappy and
norose at times.
The choir work was one activity which compensated for her
disappointing failure to keep up with her grade at school. She
ignored the religious note always present in our work in order
to keep peace with her own avowed disbelief. Her own initiative
had been suppressed by the over-ambition of her mother (which
incidentally had pushed her ahead of her normal grade in school),
But it had been given new impetus by being given natural oppor-
tunities for self-expression without supervision from the mother,
a supervision which unfortunately always carried with it a cer-
tain fear of failure. She was given a knowledge of her own pow-
ers and capacities for unhampered expression: self-discovery;
and the creative expereinces of originating words and tunes for
some of the descriptive music which the children composed in
}
I
connection with a little play dramatizing the life of "Judas '
liaccabaeus* in connection with singing the voaal parts from the
|
oratorio of the same name by Handel, helped Marilyn to sublimat^
some of her pent up sexual energy just beginning to awaken. i
11
1 -
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This case should have toeen carried much farther than what
I
it was possible for me to accomplish in the time X knew Liarilyn,j
I
but these are the facts so far as musico-therapy is concerned. !
(3v Charles. Soy, 9, mentally retarded, two years. ?itifu|
|i
home environment, terribly conscious of his own short-comings, |!
sometimesgiving vent to his emotional conflicts by mischievous-
|;
ness and lack of cooperation. This condition was aggravated i!
by the nagging of a conscientious, but misguided gradmother.
!
ji
was never seen with his O'jvn parents, both of whom worked in theij
day-time and at night spent their time away from home.
His problem was that of the ungraded child: needing to do
i
something original and do it well worthy of social approbation. :
Charles and Gene (see below) were invited to my studios to study
tone production. They were unusually successful, not to say
^
delighted with the ease with which they were both able to pro-
|
!
duce lovley high tones “"without frownin'". Lius ico- therapy achieved
a joyous experience for Charles by helping him to accept the
i
limitations of his situation, and teaching him "if only a potato—
to enjoy being a good potato. ^
("4) Gene. Byy, 8. From a very poor family. Had grown up '
I
with the street corner gang at the drug store which his older
brother had served some time in the state's prison for breaking,
entering and larceny. x.ow ideals of society and ethical quali-
ty of the state's dealings with its citizens caused Gene much
worry. One morning, he came to my studio alone to inquire of
me why the state would put a man in jail for four years for assault
ISeabury, David, "Grwoing Into Life", Chapter 6.
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Lng and murdering t. girl and then hang him to^^. It s e emed ~uny\Jt'.
iis brother whom he heroized, was also the victim of this same
sort of injustice, because his brother had no part in the theft
of which he was accused— "he was just hagin' aroun' when the
other guys stole the stuff".
What the choir did for Gene was to develop personal pride
in his appearance. He was given a pure white vestment and con-
secrated in it at a special service. His hair was always combed
for him just before he went iin to sing. He was encouraged to
take part in plays, ^^e was given special charge over the music.
The repeated contacts, and regular habits of thinking con-
structively through the singing of constructive ideals and af-
Tirmations in their emotionally powerful musical settings for
two musical years accomplished the development of a personal
pride in legitimate achievement and a friendly attitude toward
in enlarged social circle. This child was potential material
Tor delinquency. V/e feel that rausico-therapy helped him to
nake personal and social adjustments that had a prophylactic
|
sffect. Sut Gene will not be delinquent because he has consciouls
I
'
obligations and compulsions of an unconscious character which hils
Love for idaals through junior choir activity will always imposel,
apon him. i
!
(5) Isabel. Girl, 9, Filipino-Scandinavian. From a dis-
|
i|
tressing home situation. The father was cruel, and possessed
^
I
of several disgusting habits which caused the child much re-
pugnance and embarassment . The habit of going to sleep while
.
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i>ne or his little girls lay at his feet tickling his soles with
iheir finger-nails was most repulsive to this finely sensitive
nature, isixpressions of suppressed hate were not infrequently
ijonfided to me. The mother worked in a restaurant behind a
ijteam- table during the day, and left much of the house-work, ever;
the baking to this older child.
I
The summer choir met five times a week from 8:30 to '$;30
i
iuring the summer months. Isabel was given the leading part in
I
i play which stressed the value of being content with such as one!
las.^ Her part was one of the longest in the sketch, with long !
j!
speeches and much opportunity for interpretative action. She ij
nastered the part and on the eveening of the performance worked ij
i
Like a polished professional. jl
!!
The glow of the creative effort put into this summer's ac-
j
i
tivity has held over through many months and Isabel still speaks ;
of her experience with delight. She was given piano lessons,
|
i
where she learned to find outlet for her emotional tensions.
j




and with the simple musical selections of a beginner, she found
|
emoitional release from obvious tensions. !
I
2. IN TH.2 iiDUCATIONAL FISLD. ilusico-therapy is indicated i.
i
wherever there are cases of personality disturbance. This occurs
in all levels of social strata. VVe are more apt to find a need
,
for self-realization and personal integration in the upper planes
of our social structure than in the so-called lower classes.
Here the situation of dispositional blockages is characteristic
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of over-privileged children corning from homes dominfcited (so far
ttS they are concerned^ by unintelligent governesses and other
hired help. One of the gratifying factors about working with su^jh
children is that there is always a larger proportion ofchance cf
something outstanding in results being accomplished. "A good
birth-right plus poor environment produces a mediocre result; a
bad birth-right plus a poor environment produces a bad result;
a bad birth-right plus a good environment produces a mediocre
result; and a good birth-right in a good environment produces
a splendid result** all other things being equal.
^
a) Experiments with unusually gifted boys. Situation: A
private school for boys, very exclusive. Patronized by prominjit
families from all over the United states. Head-master, a man of
unusual insight and ability; a man who recognized the need for
well-grounded development of his proteges through contacts with
every phase of education. A boy choir was organized as a mus-
ical project in this school. Boys were first selected accordiig
to their interest in music, and secondly according to their
ability to sing.
For the purposes ofour special interest in rausico- therapy
the situation yiedled two classes of boys: (1), Boys who by
their complete dependence upon their parents had developed a
type of social parasitism that was evidenced by habits of prey^
ing upon others. They ""held the older generation in contempt
for its decadent codes’*;^ (2), Boys who had become immature
social cynics, morbidly av;are that they were in the world to
ISeabury, David, op. cit., Chapter 2
Idem, Chapter 2.
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they were in the world to get as mucjj for as little as their
parents were doing.
The program of musico-ther4)y made through the emo tionaliza-
tion of ideals and experiences of the social urge toward right-
eousness and a conscious relationship bf their powers with the
socially good and constructive boys of these two grade® capable
of free expression of emotions and instincts.
3 . IN THa FliJuD OF SOCIAL SLRVICL. In the broader sense,
j
of the many levels of society, there is none that does not need
!
I
the ministrations of "social service". Psychiatric social work ,
is developing new techniques for treating social ills more per- !
ji
manent in their results than the work formerly performed. Toda5j|,
I
the treatment of symptoms is far less important than formerly,
j
li
and social and personal adjustment are ftpproached through causa-^
tions ^y the social worker makes psychotherapy a vital factor in
all social work.
i
The work which has been described in the pagesabove could
I
all be classified as case work so far ss musico-therapy is con-
!
cerned. However, the distinction into three fields, the latter
! being designated "social service" is a reasonable one from the
view of the situations developed. Just as the church and the '
shhool make possibel situations where the musico-therapist meeti
i
persons who are grouped according to their educational and rel-
!
igious interests, social service agencies make possible vital i
contacts with persons in a narrower "social service" setting, o
t
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tlje basis of their respective personal needs.
The projection of rnusico-therppy into this field of human
situations is the most recent of experimental work done by the
j
writer. His experiments are therefore somewhat limited, but the'
results obtained thus far seem to inflicate that the direction of
efforts expended is right, and justify a more intense and spedia^
j




a) ^experiments with under-privileged children. Situation: I
Between forty and sixty children from homes served by the Family
j
lelfard Society of Allston, Sass., ranging in grade from second
j
Ito eighth grades. About one third of these are in the sixth
[jrade; about one fourth in the fourth grade; and tho remainder
are divided somewhat unevenly between the other grades. We re-
quested children from 9 to 12 years ofage. Some of them are
advanced and others retarded, which accounts for the enlarged
scope of this activity. The group is divided almost half and
half febys and girls.
The project for which these people are organized is called
the "Allston Expression Club" having for its unifying purpose,
musical activity and related activities for self-expresion. The
club meetings are held in the primary room of the Allston Con-
gregational church on Quint Avenue. No tuitions, fees, or col-
lections are taken in this group, the church very generously
promoting the project with its cooperation, and the Family Wel-
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The children convene at 9 o'clock on Saturday mornings for *
two hours. Two other helpers assist in the conduct of the work.
One is a school teacher, and the other a teacher-pianist. Seat-
j
ing is arranged at square tables in a horseshoe form about the
|
I
room with an open space in the center.
i
!
Activities. The first morning the children met, each persoili
was given a large inamila envelope, a piece of 8^x11 white paiber ’
and a lead pencil. The pianist was playing "Liarching withthe
Heroes” informally while they assembled and materials were being
passed. The children were then asked to pretend that they were
great orchestra leaders, and with large sweeping motions to make
motions which would direct the piece being played on the piano.
Various patterns were suggestdd by the children. One or two
were drawn on the board, and ret^sons for making a three-sided
figure, or a four-sided figure were stated. Finally, one defin-
ite figure was agreed upon by the group as being most fitted to
describe the rhythm of the piece of music. Every one tried it.
Children who were able to do it immediately were recognized,
also those who were slow or fonnd coordinated movements difficiit
were quietly noted, and watched for further reactions. Then a
game suggested itself. The tables were directed to number from
one to four at each table. Numbe?/ones were to place the arm and
hand on the table on the first count of the song, number twos
v/ere to drop their hand on the first one, on the second beat;
number threes on the third beat, and number fours on the fourth
117
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beat. This was continued 25ong enough to identify people having
special difficulties.
The work for this group follows an outline of (1) Rhythmics
(2), Vocalization, (3), Dramatization, (4), Appreciation and (5>
Creativity.
The vocilization was induced by humming the tune that had
,
been used to the rhythmic game. One boy who seemed better in hJ
leading than the others was asked to come to the front and lead
the group of ’•instruments". The voice was an '"instrument".
S
Creativity was also begun on this first organization sessic
The papers were folded in half and exact key-board charts were
n.
then begun so that all might learn to make music at the piano.
1
The first tunes were made of the first and second notes of the
scale. Thus, *"1-1- 1-2/ 2-1-3.'* proved to be the most popular
arrangement of a tune based on these two scale degrees. Words
about the clock or associations of the different times of day
and night were then composed by the children and set to the tum
On another Saturday, the creativity work was the building
of a bottle organ by stringing up various kinds of bottles to
arrange the further playing of tunes. Dramatization of the !
•"Volga Boatments Oong** yas introduced by a group of the sixth
i .
grade girls with words of their own making. The group is divide
into three sections for this project. One little girl had
trouble in coordinating her movements with the other girld.
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'in sense of rhythm was noted.
'
A few of the other children in the girls’ group thought the
dramatization was merely funny, and giggled so much that they
were unable to enterinto the spirit of the occasion. These same
girls were tried out then with a boy's groip with better success.
A victrola has been added to our equipment and will be used
to develop the appreciation section of our work.
That the project has been interesting to the children is
proved by the fact that it has been attended by more children
each succeeding week.
Having been in existence only a few wekks, the data are
meager, and difficult to evaluate. This project is still in
the •’diagnosis* stage of activity and therefore, not ready to
be judged for its therapeutic values. So far, we have been able
to separate the less apt persons from the more apt ones; we have
instituted certain types of activity upon which we shall be ablei
to build as the club progresses; we have had the happy pleasure
of observing fifty under^privileged boys and girls occupied con-
structively instead of running loose in the streets.
b) jixperiments with adults. Situation: CCU Camp for Veter-j
!
i
ans Company k 394, 1st Corps Area, Milton, ^ass. The writer hasj
I
been in the position of instructor of music in the educational
j
department of the Emergency Relief Administration at this camp
for five months, going to it four evenings each week. The camp
is poorly equipped for any sort of musical activity. A very
bad piano was placed in the officer's headquarters and another
r» ^
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piano in the recreation hall, though somewhat better In that mio^
of the notes played and the pitch was more or less uniformly a
half-step below international pitch, so situatednthat it was dif
ficTtiit to obtain its use without interfering with the interests
!
of those who wanted to listen to the radio which is kept going
full blast in all the leisure time.
There was no musical material whatsoever except a few piecej
of women’s quartet music which someone left in the piano bench '
on some occasiono
The condition of these men was pitiable in the extreme.
only requirement for admission to a veteran's camp is that one
must have had an honorable discharge fromt he U. S. Army or Navy
or I*larine '^orps. Inlost of them have had overseas service in the
World War. All but one or two &re over forty years of age, and
nearly everyone has been out of employment for varying periods
from six months to two years, llany of these veterans have
families in Newark, New York, Boston, and other places in the
New England states. Professionally, they represent a large var-|
iety of callings, the largest number being engaged in manual
labor both skilled and unskilled. A few restaurant men, some
merchants, and still others interested in mechanical trades.
|
iBn intelligence, they range from low morons to superioE
|
intelligence. PVom the view of disease, they represent every
possible degree of psychoneurosis. In their waking hours they
v;ear morbid expressions and lack any desire to continue sus-
j
tained activity of any sort over any great period of time. !
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>orae are happy-go-lucky individuals who never seem to worry aboui
I
inything, while others scowl and frown constantly. Little attemjit
to appeal to the finer qualities of men’s nature had been made '
]
)rior to the enrollment at the camp. Lven then the men were en-
iertained in crude fashion by wefekly vaudeville shows, many times
:!
lisgustingly vulgar, appealing to baser physical passions with
ihe result of a deepening of morbid cqmpleses based on their own
:'epreseed sexuality. But withal, this was so decided an improve-^
iient over their former situations thit it is difficult to imaginS
I
what that former situation must have been like. An educational i
wrograra was instituted by a progressive man experienced in Social!




round '•what the men want*, and the analysis of what men want '
as not producive of a great change from the established program.
Into the chaotic moral tone of this situation, into the !
inharraony and noise of sloveiily, uncouth, roughness, the educatidn-
1
al advisor brought four young men as instructors of arts, crafis,
and forestry. A dramatic club was organized. An armistice pro-
gram of fine dramatic interpretation was prepared by some twenty
cr thirty persons. Responsibility for details was placed upon
the men who rose to the situation in splendid fashion. The
captain himself WaS included in the show, and it was a *natural*.
Some landscape gardening was instituted. Leather-working was
begun. Lectures in forestry were delivered. A class in radio-
engineering and anothhr in sign painting were started. The ex-
periments which deal with situations relative to this thesis
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tofeik place. Today, this camp has the highest rating in the 1st
Corps Area, and is a model station for training other camp work-
ers. While conditions are far from ideal, they are greatly impri^ved.
Definite attempts to appeal to orderliness and decency and re-
spectability have been made. The walls of the mess hall and tie
recreation hall and officers' headquarters have been re-dec orate|(^
and inscribed by the sign-painting class with silhouetted sub-
jects of various man- interests ; the insignia of various battaliojjis
represented by the members of the camp have been painted in the
mess hall. Leather pocket-books, belts, brief-cases, have been
made and displayed with much pride, by thekr owners. A bulletiri
board carries announcements of the day. A pool table and a bil-
liard table have been procured and inter-barracks contests have
created much enthusiasm.
/it a nearby community center, the men were given oppcDtunil^
to put on minstrel shows and musical revues. Those shows were
followed by a dance. Movies were shown weekly. The difference:
in mental attitude was quite noticeable from the very outset !
of this type of experimentation by wide awake educational dd-
j
visors and directors. !
I
I
3xperiments in musico-therapy , The constant blaze of
;
noise from indiscriminate use of the radio, which usually ran i
I
from morning till night was toned down. Selection of certain i
programs was radde, and a better ration of music was heard.
Just before the vaudeville performances is the timiO when the
largest number of men are assembled together in any one spot
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in a situation of any value to musico-therapy . They crowd into
the recreation hall thirty and forty minutes before the perform-
ance is scheduled to begin in order to hold their seats. During
this period the men were given to hearing the rddio indiscrimin-
ately blaring its advertizing propaganda and horror notices called
’"news-flashes'". It took a good bit of nerve the first time, but|
I went over and pulled the cord that turned off the radio about
thirty minutes before the vaudeville program was to begin. A
deathly stillness reigndd for a moment as all eyes turned on me
to see what I was about to do, WiAhout announcement, I went to
the piano and started quiet35|r to playing some harmony songs and
some war songs. One or two men came near the piano to look overj
my shoulder at some music. A few more began to hum the tunes.
Then I stopped and made a simple request for numbers they might
like to hear. A half-dozen requests were offered. They sang.
The psychological effects of this experiment were electrical.
Instead of sitting in characteristic pose, with heads hanging
down, and expression set, neighte looking to right or left as
do men in prisons and in wards of hospitals for the insane, the
I
song gripped their imaginations. Uusically, the effect could
|
bear improvement, but spiritually, there was nothing lacking.
I
I noted that it did not take the first two acts of the show
I
before some enthusiasm was aroused in the audience and atten-
tion quickened on nights when the show was preceded by a com-
munity sing.
iiarly in my work inthe camp, a celeJ)ration of Christmas
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was arranged in the form of e. mimeographed comunity song sheet,
i-v set of chimes waS hung in the door- way. But the community
sing was a complete failure, because it reflected the atmosphere
of disiittegrated personality and the general feeling of physical
and mentil disorder which prevailed.
This fact proves and illustrates an important principle:
Grou^ singing emotionalizes an environment, either good or bad.
Let us contrast the early failure of community singing with the
experience of recent character. Jo many things had been done
to amuse these men by way of entertainment, that it seemed wise
to make every possible effort to rerbove the ersiervating effects
of amusement and in their place to develop activities calling
forth the creative activity of the men themselves. Two reels
of films were presented by the Generali all sc trie Company on the
subject of the manufacture of electric transformers. The men
were seated for viewing the show, the camera started to click,
when suddenly everything was interrupted. The educational ad-
visor, a tall, middle-aged Englishman, arose and briefly but
in a manner that gave everybody no doubt in the least that he
meant what he said, . P. (one of the men in the camp) will
now give a talk on the General Electric Company.” The speaker
arose and made a few remarks in a broken, hesitating manner, but
the crowd of men listened to him. Some said, ’*1 didn't think ‘
he had it in him.” The picture then proceeded. Being a silent
f ilffl^ music was played on the piano. I chose familiar old
waltzes and songs of the nineties popular about the year 1900,
L):,
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' ind played them very quietly. Wiile the operator changed reels,
i
ihe lights were turned on again, and the advisor announced that ji
M
It. K. who is the teacher of radio engineering would explain a 'j
I
'
!*ew facts about transformers. This he did, and no audience ever!'
jave more rapt attention. A soft whistling came from the crowd !
IS one or two men followed the softly played tune, "Bicycle Buill^j
ror Two". Flhythmic expression in the light tapping of feet, and
1;









iiental quiet and receptivity. The men were being given normal
||
'i
experiences af educational growth, a condition which they them- i
eelves had lost sight of, but were thrilled wtlbh as it» wholesomej
expanding working out in practice took place. '|
ii
Individual attainments in music are also notable feature®
|j
ef this program. Private instructinn in music: voice, piano, ij
guitar, ukulele, harmonica, banjo, vioiin, mandolin, and corapo-
;
Jition constitute the curriculum. One singer is so terrible that
tt is necessary for me to accompany him deo a nearby field to con-*
i!
I^uct the lesson where the only reprimand for mistakes is the




teacher. But this very bad singer is encouraged to habits of
i
Ll§anliness and neatness and cheerfulness by the prospect of
|
trying out on araataur night at one of the neighboring towns. In:
pis own way, he will not be so bad, either. Another man, shell-
jiahocked soldier of the World War, a Lithuanian mechanic, studied
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most eagerly and systematically on setting words of f^the pdetXc
release to music of his own. He learned to write notes on the
staff in proper time value and representing the exact pitch of
the tune patterns which he was building. He submitted several i
unique, but quite logical tunes with words in his native tongue
|
I
which he translated into ideas about the love of men for each
I
other and the optimism of the coming spring days.
jj
ll
The preparation of the minstrel show gave a rare opportunitj
l^i
to create eraotionalization of positive habits of thought. In- |i
stead of selecting cheap jazz tunes, the music which was purchasijed
|!
for the minstrel was carefully chosen for its optimistic affir-
;j
raation. •Hits* from prominent musical comedies and screen showaij
were used such as •The Open Road* from "Melody In Spring", •Ovefj
'I
My Shoulder* from "Evergreen, " "/oi Earful of Music*, "One Alone*!
and other numbers of similar quality. For five weeks the membe
of the cast rehearsed these songs, memorizing them, and singing
them in unison. Here was a vocabulary for demonstrating pros-
perity and health and goodness and love and life lived at a
comparative level of fullness, and its use is a factor is mus-
ico- therapy for otherwise defeated and beaten men.
T
c) Experiments in compulsory situations. The two situations
I
described in the preceding paragraphs were of the nature of
voluntary group situations. Time has not permitted the develop*
raent of proper experiments with people in compulsory situations!
I
The writer has performed such case work of the ordinary varietyj
as a volunteer visitor for the state perole board for boys, and!
uIjocc ijiiil "io ebToVf no baa i. jeoni
oL'iS lio aejOii oSi’vn os ov'M'i^el si. ..it'o till *10 jltisin cj eeadltoT’
'io doSlq jo^xa ©rij gni jaeue-i'iCT bna ©ulav ©ciij- loqoiq ai 'i'i-ij’b
XaTfeves beSSiirdiJii oV >w"ori rioiffw er.ioSJuq ©rij“-
feUgacl ein *.X 3^~tc9i dS In tSisLiuS Ltioi^cl iSlLy SL>d .oupiatj
rfjfio iCx n©iu lo i'vcl BdJ Sijcdr ca^bi o^'ni btfjel Ba- nc.t
.8*^ 3b Siixc.oo erlS lo i.iei..a j'-^o ©rfj- t.;*i -ror.jo.
^:i-iiUfnoqqo 0 T.ii a ovag woria loT^Eniii fcrfJ- 'io acij,:T.cq.vTq eifl
i;,
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-liTia oij aii-niJ-qo eJ"! toI aoeorio '{ILul; *it a 8 *^Si’ XoTJ^CaXiu ©riJ- lol
E#oriE i.eoToB bna a.'iasnoo X. axeL':;i j-a«axcr.oTq aioi'i "ejXH** .iioiJ-am
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bi^d^oci crfx aXeow uvi'i Tu"a .•^:j xi 4ot i-iXiinie 'lo lodjo bue
Sr.X-,.TXE bi.i.3 5^ixsiTCi,'^..-i «88;ice ©wc^i oo«t. t.rfei l-eao orfj lo
-aoTq giiiJdTj-Siioiiofa *iol v'TAijj^^,;ocv rs aaw eioH .noeiiio ni nii^rfj-
a * .'i beviX ©liX bii.'j ©voX bf;j eeoaboos ba© dSLaeci baa
-£ on 31 ToJ’ortl 6 32 ©aif ej"! bna ,ec©iilXol lo XoveX ©vx J hT.3qfl;oa
.aonj nej-eed b**x belaelob ©eiwToxlJo lol yr rjiorfj^-oai
-i
8ftoll-30j- is owj- efTT . aaoxi.coj-Xe yToeioomoa ni a^aemXTeqx- vO
lo B'lus erij lo ©Tow eilcei^tinsq gxiibftatjTq ©nJ ni- becfXToaeb
-qoievdb edS beSSlLneq Jon 8/*rf emxT .BnoiJaoJxe 00013 yiiVTaoXov
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the possibilities of rausico-therapy in their cases is more than
a theory.
These boys cannot be brought into social groups themselves,:
groups which would by the very character of membership stress
i
the things that should not be emphasized. There are two ways
j'
of administering musico-therapy to them, however, without such |i
i:
deleterious effects: private interview situations, and situationjib
: I
where individuals may adopt social consciousness of normal socia||.
groups instead of the abnormal consciousness of their own gangs. ii
I,
To the first end, an organization with proper technical and |i
; I
i|
Equipment facilities had to be formed. The Boston LIusical Guildjl
was formed with this in view. This is an organization of teacheifs
of reputable standing in the musical profession representing |'
every branch of musical institution. They are contracted to giv|^
ii
musical instruction ob a weekly term basis, regardless of the Ij
i|
nuraber of interviews necessary in a given weak. As many interviljews
[\
as the pupil can prepare for will be given without additional
J
ii
charge. Standard teachigg of music from a therapeutic value |i
viewpoint at a minimum cost is made available to such persons adj
the paroled boy, the problem child, and the institutional inmata.
All work is carefully supervised by the writer as the director
jj
i|
of the Guild. This establishment operating in the buildings of;|
|j
the Boston University College of i«usic will provide a means of
II
practical application of the principles of musico-therapy in th^
i'
private interview situation in the future.
ij
The second end may be accomplished by inducting one or twol;
nsffj- e":o:i el eeutiu \:; .s'lerfj -ooi eec.i 'ic eollllidl ’cco hxLs
,
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3
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I
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of these individuals into other group situations of a voluntary
character such as the Allston Expression Club. If their effoctsj
here prove satisfactory, then they may be •promoted* into a
I
young peoples' group where the situation demands more of the in-j
i
dividual. Handling this type of case in a group of boys from a
state institution outside the walls of the institution might be
possible, providing it did not create a destruc tional force rath|#r
than a constructive agency. The organization of an •Achievemeni
Club* made of the boys whose parole experience seemed to warranli
a bit more freedom through mutual help in mataing the adjustment:
to natural social situations is suggested as a direct means of
creating a voluntary situation for boys more or less under the i
i
\
constraining influence of the parole department. Such an organ-^
ization might provide self-governmental force with good citizen4
ship as a central unifying purpose for the organization. Mem-
I
bership in the organization would be on the basis of good be- '
!
haviour and constructive achievements. It would be purely vol-
j
I
untary, and would be designed to salvage boys who had "been
I
i
away*. In such a situation as this, musico-therapy could be
j
I
maintained as a definite approach to the psychological problems
I
of these boys, to say nothing of making an approach to spiritual
and personal needs.
As we look toward future developments in this type of sit-
uation, we are led to believe that the establishing of a musico-
therapy for these boys before they are placed on parole in the
community would be a means of developing their personalities
1 jjI ov c 'lo Biiox j- '.i.'j- ia ' ^ct^ vSi\i a i '-'ij o i; v . Ui ; i ss.^riJ 'lo '
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il
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,
i. ja.~.
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/
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within the confines of a controlled environment. Within the
state institution, this type of work could be carried on in an
ideal manner, as a part of the regular curriculum of training.
How important that these people of all the cases met should
have the health-producing, socializing influence of musico-theraj^y
I
What a valuable and un-resented contact could be maintained dur-
ing the parole period following commitment through musico- therapy
in the semi-voluntary or voluntary or private interview situatioil.
through the existing organizations mentioned in the preceding
pages I
6rfJ nirfj-x-;/
..J-nonutoTiv£id boI^o^J^oo & lo Eeniliioo erfj- iilrfj-iw
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Thus the story of rausico- therapy is begun . The story is faij
from complete. Every day of research and experimentation will
add new chapters and new data to its fascinating approach to hu-
man problems. It is only in its embryonic stage. The musico-
therapist will have to be a pioneer, one who is capable of sens-
ing the thrill of new conquests.
I
,
tousico-therapy is one of the psychological means at the
Jisposal of psychotherapy wherein the fulfillment of personality
leeds is made through musical organization, participation and
ictivities directly related to music. It seeks to make possible!
personality integration and the salvation of humanity by means of
Its formative influence in the case of normally growing persons,
I'
ind by its reference to specific instances and events, and erao-
|
tional comparisons in the situation of those who have suffered i
1
disease and shock of organic, fxinctional, or moral nature. It
1
,
definitely goes about to free emotional energy from objects and
I
ideas comprising repressed complexes, to identify this energy onci'
released with personal and social ideals that will motivate the
I
will of the conscious group and the growing individual. It triesj
to give to men an expressional channel whereby normal, wholesome J
experiences may be shared, instinctive powers sublimated, and
;
human hungers legitimately satisfied. Musico-therapy tends towaii'
I




work in the four steps of diagnosis, prognosis, therapeusis, and
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prophylaxis. In actual practice it joins hands with drama,
literature of all forms, handicrafts, art as expressed in stainejja
glass, wood-carving, painting, sculpture and architecture. Its
appeal is always constructive, creative, purposeful to the singly
end of human happiness through the avenue of self-realization.
In presenting the conclusions which this study points to,
again, we are reminded that •the story is only begun*. What we
hold to be true this day may be vitaily changed tomorrow. But isj
this not the situation in every field of investigation which is '




victions which evolve from research and experimentation no fin-
ality. It hardly seems worth while to formulate these convic tiojlis
for fear they may be misunderstood or mistaken for "last words*
instead of "first words". Then too, there is always the danger
of the deadening influence of crystallization. If what is out-
lined here in the form of conclusions might be regadded as a
few temporary mile-posts which will be soon passed, if the be-
ginnings of this groping for a firm fo<6ting may not lose its plals-
ticity, then conclusions are in order.
1) Musico-therapy will be a possibility in every situation
where music may be used. However, its use as a handmaid of
psychotherapy will intensify its value.
2) The specific indication of musico-therapy ihn the field
of pathology suggests that its use will be determined by the
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3 ) Ihen compared with pur© music in presen ron
,
mus i c o
-
therapy demands the highest and finest musical skill that may he
obtained. Its leaders may not function successfully short of
perfection on the side of musicianship and technique.
4) When thought of from the side of professional appl icatio|n,
its workmen may not suffer by comparison with the best ideals
and standards of excellence as seen in the fields of medicine,
religion, education, and social service. I
I
5) Musical activity is not musico-therapy . The very same
j
materials outlined in this study might cause the disintegration I
i
of personality, becoming a contributing factor in disease, that
;
musico-therapy aims to prevent and cure. Then, musico-therapy
!|
I
is achieved only when music is used purposefully in the achieve-f|
ment of the ends which we have pointed out.
j
t|
6) In looking at musico-therapy from its professional pos-
j
[
sibility, one recognizes several factors: (1), It possesses
j
qualities that challenge the utmost capacities, requiring highly
trained leaders and specialized experience; (2), It fosters in ij




for its members in the pursuit of liberty and happiness; (3),
j|
While it is a new approach to Jjroblems of disturbed pessonalityi
it will not prove to be so extreme as to be out of place or il-'
logical in its relation to other religious, educational, or
social work procedure; (4), Preparation for work in this field
|
I must include (a) general education, such as liberal arts, with
]
majors in psychology and literature during the first two years.
-ooisijn'; , aoi ax oitiL^LZ biuc djiz' fau"i„' ;.:oc *a f:»i CC
etf m/. J’.i.’-J- liioifei-.T! Jbc-.x'i fcnxs jf;;e.i^;ia caJ' ejain’.eb
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2 lri.-bi J-sed n'j xw ao 2 ii xc;,ioo /c Twllixe jo.i v >i:. iidn.A'iow es 1
• V '»
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-.;/uiilo-3 ©rfd ai V IIal©8cc'£U<. besb ai :;xsx.ir. ..orar boveirofi ai
.j-bo bcjx.xo.: . / .d ©w r'uiri*; aba© ©dd lo i..»ia
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and in music the next two years, (b)
,
graduate work in the fielc
of service selected, religion, eddcaUon, or social service, (c),
special training in musico-therapy
,
its technique and application
in the special field.
jl
7) Musico-therapy may justly claim a place in the present
j|
social plan. In practice, it expands the musical activity of
jj
the organized situation by giving it a purposeiveness and direc-j
i
tion. In application, these organized situations are the churcni,
Ij
the school, the social club, the state institutions, and dixies
jj
of mental hygiene and hospitals for mental disease. Other uniqi|e
situations where musico-therppy has become an adequate answer t|
needs are represented by groups formed by the government or by Ij
(i
II
social agencies for relief administration. The CCC camps are i|
providing relief in economic emergency for many men whose per-
j
sonality disturbance is primarily one of economic strain throug](:i
j
unemployment, but it is also true that enrollees in these camps Ij
i
include many people whose need for re-ijjtegre tion has roots
going far ddeper into their personalities than the unemployment
situation. Musico-therapy has an answer to these deeper needs
of the human personality for which the relieving of the emergent
cy provides only a temporal abatement. !
blei'i erfj- ni ejsub-.iia owj- jxen ^rij- oifjjjr.i ni Ln^ ,
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APP3NDIX A--T9Sts and IJeasureraents
.
Group Analysis Chart--for describing group situations fo
IJusico- therapy. Group consciousness, membership lim-
itations, and key attitudes.
PERSONAL RESEARCH CHARTS—for individual diagnosis,
a) PrSlirainary information
3.









1) Chronological reference chart




4. TABULATION OF EXPERIENCE TYPBS
5. CHORISTRY (QUALIFICATION TESTS
'1
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1. GROUP ANALYSIS CHART





Number of meetings per month (a) Regular (b) Called
Are meetings conducted formally Informally
Is group situation voluntary Involuntary
Field of functioning: Religious Educational Soc.Ser
Is organization sponsored by any institution or private
interest
Does it have constitution and by-laws
Purpose of organization
Is there a common group motivation, or unifying interest?
(describe)
How does it give opportunity for personal enthusiasms?
2. MSIiBERSHIP LIMITATIONS
Total number of active members
Fuiiction and name* of officers and leaders
^^ualifications of membership














Names of typical or distinctive members
lUGHC . -£
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Does organization recognize any code or standards of
behaviour?
Does group hold to any tradition?
Does it recognize authority? (describe)
Is there any corporate sense of relationship
(a) To society
(b) To achievements
Is there any corporate sense of responsibility
(a) For members
(b) For group activity
(c) For character
(d) ;P’or maintaining codes and standards or tradit
Does the nature of organization permit or forbid the
development of tradition of a positive sort?
Does the group as a group place a taboo on any sub-
|
ject or rule out specific forms of behaviour or
|
conduct? (describe) i
Are these taboos violated by common consent, or are
|
they honored? !
iIs there any recognition of members given for observ-**
ing the organizations 's standards or ideals? i
In what form is group approval manifested?
'
!
How is violation of taboos or failure to observe
j,
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2. PERSONAL RESR.''iRCH CHARTS-7for individual diagnosis
aV PRELIMINARY INPORivIATION. .
,






Relation to musico therapeutical situation
Field Type of situation Description














Mental Age Intelligence Quotient
School Grading and classification
Perannality Type
Stage of Development (underscore)
Infancy, Latency, Puberty, Early adolescence,
Late adolescence, Maturity
Environment





Social life: Relation to groups
Other conditioning factors in social environment:
1
1
(based on report of l|
Physical ExarainatimJ
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Social Case Record (Note contacts with agencies as
provided by Social Service Index, and give reference





Fitness for specific job, industrial relation,
or profession
Capacity for industrial efficiency
Handicaps
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interviews or obs ervati ons
Average617 8 10
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Formulation of the Conflict
6)
•Vi/orking Through" the conflict by Musico-therapy. .
.
(here indicate the progress of the case in brief
showing specific pages where original records were made)
YOGJOHTAH C
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g) REFSRijiNCS i^IBfflSOD (1) Chronological Roferenc© chatt.

































Puberty Late Adol Contemporyj
1
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g) R3FSRENCS METHOD (2) Emotional Reference Chart !
General Aim: l^derstand and describe Emotional Patterns
for re- interpreting symptoms and formu-
lating conflicts
I
Emotional Quality Suggested Musical Number
1 .Sxhuberanee, intoxication
8. Piety, religious devotion
3. Sweetness, loveliness, charm









;;9. Harshness, hardness, cruelty












20 . Love, tenderness
8“
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h) RELEASE METHOD: General Aim. . . Dis-association
1
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i) IDENTIFICATION METHOD: General Aim. . .Re-association
Ideals, objedt*, ideas needed by client around which to
reassociate emotions:
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4. TABULATION OF EXP3RI3NGS TYPES
148
The following list of experiences are types which the practice
of Musi CO-therapy seeks to bring about in its effort to help
P
people to live normally.
1. Experience of SUCCESSFUL TE.\MWORK with others.
a) Sense of group success in musical achievement
b) Sense of i^ersonal Success in musical achievement
E. Experience of FORi^IATIVE EXPRESSION
a) Positive affirmation of truth
b) Constructive identifications with positive imagery
c) Vi/holesome emotional stimulation
3. Experience of VICARIOUS SERVICE
a) Ministry of self for others
b) Projection of newly acquired powers for social good.
4. Experience of NORMALCY in legitimate expressions
a) Group consent to activity—recognition of mores
b) Healthy mental and emotinnal expression
5.
6 .
Experience of PHYSICAL HEALTH
a) Stimulated glandular activity
b) Established normal circulatory reactions
c) Encouraged respiratory adjustment
d) Regulated pulse
Experience of VIRILE QUALITIES through pure musical express
S) Fortitude—fortissimos and sforzandos
b) Reserve Power--sustained breath
c) Tenderness—sentiment in interpretation, manner of s
d) Poise—musical performance before others, commanding
and holding an audience
8) Self-confidence—understanding of and belief in one'
capacities as without limitation




7. Experience of IMMORTAL PURPOSEFULNESS
a) Social urge toward rightness
b) Conscious relationship with the socially good, and the
constructive
c) Conscious relationship with God—sense of sharing in
the plan of the Infinite Eternal One.
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Supervisor of Church Music
EXPLANATION OF GRADING: 1, above ordinary; 2, ox-dinary ; 3, below ordinary, requii-ing
special help; (+), positive; (-), negative when used alone. 2 -{- means below 2; 2- means above 2.






























Supervisor of Church Music
EXPLANATION OF GRADING: 1, above ordinai-y ; 2, oi-dinai-y ; 3, below oi-dinai-y, requiring
special help; (+), positive; (-), negative when used alone. 2+ means below 2; 2- means above 2.





2. Hyranody, Poetry and Literature
3 . Anthems
a) Anthems of Comfort
b) Anthems of Trust
c) Anthems of Thanksgiving
d) /uithems of Petition
e) Anthems of Praise
4. Materials for Monotones
5. Graded Musical Materials for Religious Education
First to Eighth Grades, October to April, inclusive.
6. VCC Song Preferences




7. Fifty-five Years' Minstrelsy
Ten notable songs for each year from 1880-1935.
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Benedic tlone Saint Saens
Andante Cantabile (5th Sym) Txchaikowlski arr Shackley
Aria in C Dethier
Communion in G Batiste
Londonderry Air Traditional
Solitude (Arcadian Idyls) Lemare
Priere a Notre Dame Boellmann
Meditation d * Every
Prelude Battishill




Priere aux Anges Gardiens Li szt
Vision Bibl
Spring Song Hollins
Summer Morning Hircance Barbour
"From the South'* Lemare
Woodland Idyl Karg-Elert
Fireside Tales (suite) Clokey







Prayer (from Hansel & Gretel) Humperdinck
!
Intermezzo (Cavalleria Rusticana) Mascagni
! Angelus Karg-Blert
Andante (violin sonata) Mendelssohn
1




i Largo (Xerxes) Handel
j




Grand Triumpha2i Chorus Guilmant
'
Postlude inF- '^uilmant
Pomp and Circumstance Elgar
Fantasia in C Guilmant
Grand Choeur in G Paulkes
March of the Priests Mendelssohn
Toccata (Suite Gothique) Boellmann
~w Grand Ohoeur in A Kinder
i Piece Heroique Frankk
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Fantasia on 'Ein Feste Burg'- Westbrook
Hosanna Wachs
Prologue in G minor Rogers
Marche Russe Schminke
Sortie Ropartz 1




3. HYMNODY, POETRY, AITO LITERATHHB for Musico-therapy (sources)
Allen Eastman Cross ("Pass on the Torch")
Child Jesus Sings
The Great Companion
Be Done with Doubt
The Eternal Years are in Shy Hand
Goodnight, ‘-'hildren (A Lullaby)
The Birds That Lost Their Way
The Old meeting House
The Grace of God is On The Tower
Merrifield, "Modern Religious Verse and Prose”
Slack, "Christ in the Poetry of Today”
Kerr, "The Gospel in Modern Poetry"
Hill, "The World's Great Religious Poetry"
Stewart, "An Anthology of the Cross" "RedemjDtion"
Clark, "Quotable Poems"
Smith, New Hymnal For American Youth
American Student Hymnal
Pgaise and Service




Dett, "Religious Pokk Songs of the Negro"
Tarrant, "Supreme Hours"
Brailsford, "The Spiritual Sense in Sacred Legend"
Tiplady, "Songs of a Cinema Church"
Dearmer, "Oxford Book of Carols"
Palgrave, "Golden Treasury"
Cunliffe, "Readings in English Literature"
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a) Anthems of Comfort
153
Text: "Let not your heart he troubled: ye believe in God, believie
also in me.* John 14.
j
a. •Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled* Oley Speaks (G.Sch. 12)
'
Med diff; sop solo
b. Same text; Frederick Stanley Smith (C. F. Summy 10) i
Med; within reahch of average choir. Short solo for sop
c. Same text; George Gardner (H.W.GrayCol 12)
I
Easy; ijQosolo parts.
TEXT: *and God shall wipe away all tears from their yyes; and
there shall be no more sorrow nor crying.* Rev. 21
a. *And God Shall Wipe Away All Tears* C. Whitney Coombs (G.Sdi.X2)
Med diff; interesting material for contr aolo and chorus.
b. Same text; Hubbard William Harris (Summy 12)
Med diff; no solos; best adapted for quartet use.
TEXT: *^e Lord is My Shepherd, I shall not want* Psalm 23.
a. "The Lord is My Shepherd* Beorge A. Bnndett (Ditson .05) I
Med Diff; Alto or Bar solos
b. Same text; Schubert, arr. by Remick (Birchard .11)
a cappella
C. Same text; C. B. Hwwley (John Church—Presser) .15
Easy; interesting; alto and sop solos
d. *God is My Shepherd* Anton Dvorak (Burchard) .10
^sy; no solos.
TEXT: *Come uhto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest* Mathew 11
a. *Come Unto Me” Walter Gale (John Church) Col .15
Med diff; alto solo <Sc chorus, some interesting 5 part writiiig




Med; ten or sop solo, mx voices
c. Same text; Holden ^Wm Pond) .10
Easy; hymn-anthemT no solos
TEXT: "The Lord shall comfort Zion: he will comfort all her
waste places*. Isa 51.
a. *^ITe Lord Shall Comfort Zion* Dr. Pbter C. Lutkin (Summy). 20
Med diff; ten solo & chorus, considerable 5 part writing i
b. Same text; W.R.Waghorne (Lorenz) .12)
Easy; ten solo. A prize winner in one of the recent contests
conducted by Lorenz.
TEXT: *If ye abide in me, ye shall ask what ye will, and it
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a. "If Ye Abide in He" Russell Brogghton (Ditson) .15
/Choral parts, easy; bar solo and ehorus; quartet optional
TEaT: "If ye but truly love the Lord, then shall your hearts
find rest." (Cmrapiled)
a. "If Ye But Truly Love The Lord" Horace Ellis (Suminy) .12
Hed diff; sop and ten solos
TEXT: "Cast thy burden upon the Lord; and He shall sustain thee
Psalm 55
a. "Cast Thy Burden Upon the Lord" from Elij^h^Mendlssohn
(Ditson) .08. Not diff; no solos.
H
b) Anthems of Trust
TEXT: "They that trust in the Lord shall be as Mount Zion, whicl,
cannot be removed." Psalm 125.
a. "Thou Wilt Keep Him in Perfect Peace" Dr. H. A. Mathews
(Presser) .12
A composition of deeply religious spirit which will amply
repay the effort required for its rendition. Vi/hile not
difficult inrange, and demands on the individual parts, thei
ensemble requires considerable reheKEsal.
b. Same text; Wilson (Summy( .10.
Med diff; sop solo
TEXT: "God is our refuge and strength, a very presnnt help in
trouble". Psalm 46.
a. "God Is Our Refuge" Eric DeLamarter (H.W.Gray) .15
Mx Chorus with organ acc. med diff; no solos.
b. "God Is My Strong Salvation" Ferdinand Dunkley (Ditson) .12
Med diff; non-scriptural text. Good bar soloist necessary
TEXT: "The Lord Is ray strength and song, and is became ray
salvation." Psalm 118.
a. "The Lord Is My Strength" Frank E. Ward (Ditson) .15
Hed diff; no solos.
b. "Same title; varied text; George B. Kevin (Ditson) .15
Strong bass solo, reaches a fine climax with a hhoral har-
monization of "Ein Feste Burg".
TEXT: "Blessed by the Lord my strength. . .in whom I trust" Psa.^44
a. "The Lord is My Strength" C. Whitney Cooms (Bos Mus Co) .15 L
Med diff; bar solo; organ acc. I
TEXT: "The Lord is my light and my salvation" whom shall I featf?"
Psalm 27.
||
a. There are many fine settings of this text. Among those les^
frequently heard are the works of Arthur W. Harchant (John
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Church) .15 with solo for sop; med diff; and a setting by Rollo
F. Mattland (H.W.Gray) .12 without solos; moderately diff.
TEXT: •the Lord is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer.,
in Him will I trust." (2 Sara. 22)
a. "The Lord Is my Rock" R. Huntington Woodman (G. Sch.) .12
Not diff; no solos. It is short and requires considerable
unison singing.
b. 5ame text, arr by Gottfried H. Federlein from music by
Louis Coerne (Bos Mus Co) .20
Med diff; solos for alto & sop; optional choral acc. in
5 part writing.
c) /jithems of Thanksgiving
TEXT: "give thanks unto the Lord, for He is good; for His mer|y
endureth forever." Psalm 136.
a. "0 Gdve Thanks Unto the Lord" William R. Spence (Ditson).12
Med diff; solos for sop or ten
b. Same text; Alpha Turnquitt (Summy) .15
Recent siting. Med diff; wide ranges in the voices, effec-
tive division of parts into six and 8 part harminy.
TEXT: "Sing unto God with the voice of thanksgiving, and de-
clare His works with rejoining." Psalm 107.
a. "Sing Unto God With The Voice Of Thanksgiving" Edwin A Clare
(Tullar-Meredith Co.) .12
A festival anthem; med diff; sop or ten solo.
TEXT: "We gather together to ask the Lord's blessing" Non-Scr.
A. "Prayer of Thanksgiving" arr. by Harvey Worthington Loomis
from a folksong of the-Netherlands (Birchard) .10
Widely known. Choral Parts easy. Solo for med voice
which may be sung by a jumion choir.
TEXT: "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof; the
world and they that dwell therein." Psalm 24.
a. "The Earth Is The Lord's" Samuel R. Gaines (Boston) .25
Med diff; a virile anthem for mx voices; no solos
b. Same text; Dr. J. F. Ohl (Flammer) .20
Not diff; no solos; unison voices employed to good effect
c. Same Text; James H. Rogers (Ditson) .12
Med diff; sop solo.
d. Same text; Carl Pfleuger (White-Smith Co.) .15
Easy. Sop or ten solo; ten & bass in unison
e. Same text; F. H. Brackett (Vflii te-Smith Co.) .12
Med diff; sop, ten, and bass solos.
TEXT: "Make a joyful noise unto the Lord... Come before His pre^
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ence with thanksgiving.* Psalm 100.
"Praise and Give Thanks" by Adair (Huntzinger) .15
Med diff; sop or ten solos; interesting.
a
.
d) Anthems of Petition
TEXT: *Bow down Thine ear, 0 Lord, and hear me; for I am poor
and needy." Psalm 86.
a. "Bow Down Thine Bar, 0 Lord" W. B. Owst (G. Sch.) .10
Med diff; solo for ten or sop
b. Same text; Dr. Clarence Dickinson (H. W. Gray) . 12
More difficult; scored for bass solo and mx quartet in
5 part harmojiy throughout, and should be sung a cappella
c. Same text; C. P. Morrison (Whi te-'Snith Col) .10
Easy; opens with sop solo.
TEXT: "Have Mercy upon me, 0 God, according to thy loving
kindness". Psalm 51.
a. "Have Mercy Upon Me" Harvey B. Gaul (G. Sch) .10
Med Diff; requires good bass soloist
TEXT: "Hear me, 0 God, in the multitude of thy mercy, in the
truth of thy salvation." Psalm 69
a. "Hear Me, 0 God," by J. Christopher Marks (John Church). 15
Opens with extended solo for sop or ten. Choral part is
short and not diff.
b. Same text; Bruce Steane (John Church) .15
Devotional setting; med diff; ten solo
c. Same text; Moritz E. Schwartz (H.V/.Gray) .15
Med diff; useful for trained chorus; passages for solo
quartet.
TEXT: "Hear ray cry, 0 God; attend ray prayer .. .unto thee, 0
Lord, do I lift up my soul" Psalm 61
a. "Hear My cry, 0 God," arr . by Clough-Leighter from music of
Alexander Kopyloff (Ditson) .12
Presents stirring musical content for chorus choir. While
the various patts are divided in places, it is not diff.
No solos.
b. Same text; Dr. Alfred Wooler (Ditson) .12
Easy; combines quasi-recitative; and lyric episodes,
culminating in a broad and songful movement.
TEXT: "Hear ray prayer, O Lord, and let ray cry come unto Thee"
Hide not thy face from me." Psalm 102
a. "Hear My Prayer, 0 Lord," by W.B.Owst (G.Sch.) .12
Med diff; no solos; employs considerable canonic imitation
therefore, requires coppetence in the four parts.
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b. Same text; William Berwaid {H.lW.Gray) .20
/unbitious; raed diff; bar and chorus with organ acc.
c. “Hear My Prayer", Uendelsso^
Diff motet; sop solo and chorus
TEXT: "Hear 0 Lord, and have mercy upon me: Lord, b|? Thou
my Helper"
a. "Hear, 0 Lord", by Michael Vi/atson (0. Sch. ) .12
Easy; effective; sop solo
TEXT: "Hear thou our prayer, 0 Shepherd of Israel" Adpted from
Psalm 86
a. "Hear Thou our Prayer" William Lester (Summy) .10
Med diff; short; sop or ten solo.
b"Hear Thou My Prayer" Bernard Hamblen(Huntzinger) .15
Med diff; melodious; chorus and solo quartet with organ acc
c. "Lord, Hear My '^oice" Gordon Balch Nevin (White-Smith) .12
Med diff; sop & bass solo voices, duet for "bn and bass.
e) Anthems of Praise
TEXT: "Praise the Lord, 0 my soul, and all that is within me,
praise his holy Name." Psalm 103.
a. "Praise the Lord, 0 My Sottl " Frederick C. Maker (G.Sch) .09
Not diff; solos for high and low voices
b. Same text; Roland Smart (H.W.Gray) .10
Med diff; no solos
c. Same text; F. Flaxington Harker (Sch.)15
Med length andddiff; solo for alto or bar
TEXT: "0 sing unto the Lord tith thanksgiving; sing peaises
unto our God." Psalm 147
a. "Sing Praises Unto The -^ord" Banks (Wra. Pond) .25
Festival anthem; med diff; sop solo and chorus.
TjlXT: "Sing praise to God, 0 ye kingdoms of the earth, 0 sing
praises unto the Lord." Psalm 68
a. "Sing Praise To God" Herbert W. Wareing (Vl/hite-Smith) .05
Med diff; ten or sop soloists.
b. ;iame text; Gaston Borch (John Church) .16
Med diff; a hymn setting of genuine musical worth; solo
for sop.
TEXT: "0 praise the Lord, all ye his angels, ^et that excel
in strength." Psalm 103
a. "0 Praise The Lord" Barnby (G. Sch.) .12
Med Diff; no solos.
TEXT: "0 praise the Lord, all ye natikns; praise Him all ye
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•Praise the Lord" Randegger ( Tuller-LIeredith) .12
Med diff; has solo passages for bass ixilujison and employs
the four parts inuinison to good effect. No solos.
"0 Praise The Lord" Rob Roy Peery (H.W.Gray) .12
Med diff; recent setting; no solos.
”0 Praise the Lord” arr. frorallozart
,
by H. P. Danks (WraPond)
.20. iilasy; variation of text; no solos.
T3XT: ""Praise God in his sanctuary" Psalm 150
a. "Praise God In His Sanctuary* R. Huntington Woodman
.25; For ambitious chorus choir; extended festival
Written with parts available for strings, trumpets




TEXT: "Praise the Lrdd, 0 Jerusalem, praise thy God, 0 ^ion"
Psalm 147
a. "Praise the Lord, 0 Jeruslaera" J. H. Maunder (Ditson) .15
Med diff; a spirited work for mx voices with med voice solol
TEXT: "Praise the Lord, call upon his name, declare his doings
among the people." Isa 12
a. "Praise the Lord, Call Upon His Name" George J. Blvey
(Summy) .15
Not diff; revised im this edition by John S. West; no solos
b.
Appropriate anthems on hymn text s:
"Praise my soul, the King of Heaven" J. La.mont Galbraith
(Presser) .15
Bass solo and chorus, strong anthem. Diff.
"Praise Ye the Lord", arr. from Georg Strattner by Dickmnson
male chorus. (H.W.Gray) .15 Med diff; a cappella. Passage
for male chorus and some for mixed chorus.
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Position of progressive music education: Monotone is a
problem case rather than a hopeless case. Ntture of problem
varies with different individuals.
Procedure: Try to discover just where the difficulty lies
and know to which classifba tion the client belongs.
Classification:
1. Child who has not yet found his singing voice,—that is
the child whose head tones have not yet been established. The
difficulty experienced by monotones of this type is easily
overcome by properly directed effort along the line of voice
building.
Treatment: (1) Use for imitation, calls or phrases chanted
on one tone, STARTING ON A HIGH PITBH. (Some of the children
will use only high tones, others will sing only low tones.)
Sometimes the only way to get good results is by taking the
dhild's tone and working up or down from this pitch.
(2) Games of "Train* and "Boat" may be used. The "Choo-cho<|j'
must be matched for a ride on the train. "Tod-too" must be
matched for a boat ride.
(Note) A child with a clear, sweet voice may act as teacher
to a pupii with an unmusical voice, or the musical children
may keep the call going on a light high tone while the latter
tries to make his voice match their tone. A conversation may
be carried on between teacher and pupil, thus: Teacher sings
(On a high pitch) "Did you see the robin?" Pupil replies on
*3 p.i ourjono. . :-iOij\^oube oviae^,': jo'rcr lo noij.'.co^i.
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same pitch, "Yes, I s»w him fly away,"
(Note) Raising his hand as high as he can is often an aid
to the pupil in lifting the voice. Give him the mental concept
of something "high". Pulling upwards on a lock of ihe child's
tiair when he is singing sometimes will do the trick.
Up we go— (do mi so) (As HIGH as possible)
Bloww-wind—blow--(do so do) "Can't you sing higher?”
How are you?-- (do me so)
See-saw
— (Octave using high do first)
Teacher sings— "Jim-mie"
Pupil sings—I8m here (so 3o)
Teacher sings— (Cuck-oo)
Pupil sings—Cuck-oo (so mi)
Teacher sings—Bob-white
Pu|)il sings—Bofe-wBiite (do do)
[
Teacher sings--Cock-a-do-dle— doo
Pupil sings—Cock-a-doo-dle-doo (sos so so so 33)
These intervals are merely suggestions. The teacher may
;
use any interval desired, remembering that at first it is dif-
ficult for a child to sing the smaller intervals.
One further point: The thing to avoid is str^ht line I
singing. In every phrase of poetry there are important words to|!
I
be brought out and other less important words connect the im-|i
portant words; to sing all words with equal stress whether «fith
vigorous tones or hushed tone, is bad singing in primary grades
|
or in high school.
*
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2. Child who is inattentive to pitch, or who fails to rec-
ognize changes inpitch.
Treatment; Direct child's attention to pitch changes. Have
child motion up and down with hand as teacher or class sings up
or down. Have him stand on his toes to sing high. Invent and
use devices and games in whdch child tells which of two tone® is
higher; e. g., the story of the Three Bears might be used to in-
licate three levels of pitch. Attention may also be directed b
wide differences of pitch lefel on the piano.
3. Child who lacks ooordftitional ability in the vocal muse
Treatment^ This case is harder to deal with. Procedure )|v
should be similar to that inCase # 2, exeept that more exacting
effort of attention is required. Chiid may be required to
THINK a tone very hard, and then to try to sing it. Such work
as this should never he continued for more thana very few
moments at a time.
4. Child who lacks in physical way—who has some physical
defect, such as partial deafness, adenoids, or definite speech
deficiencies of various kinds. Such troubles will not yield
to anything less than medical treatment in most cases.
PR0C3DURB IN GENERAL
es.
1. Iteke tests to discover if child is physically able to ^
'
i




for hearing by using various tones of voice inspeaking to him
i
asking him to reproduce softly spoken words. Does child breathoi
|
1
through mouth habitually? Does he speak distinctly? etc. !
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2. The musical child is one who possesses an inner urge
towards music.
3. The primary business of the music teacher is to foster
and deveia)p the “will to be musical".
4. What is inherited inconnaction with music is not a highOjy
specialized musical talent which makes its possessor almost a
psychological freak. The very musical child inherits a general
high grade personality. This is the material which nature give^
to us to transmute into an enthusiaara for and comprehensbn of
music which will be an energizing element in individual develop-|
ment and life.
5. Musical ity is not a lonely thing in mental life. It is
closely associated with a whole range of excellences. Thus
music education must recognize qlways a reciprocal relationship
between music and the whole body of culture, the one vitalizing
and anriching the other.
6. Everyone needs music. The highly endowed need it as an
avenue for noble and satisfying self-expression, a giver of
mental health. The less weil endowed need it as an agency for
Sfiiriching and humanizing a life which otherwise might be hemmed
in by drab routines.
7. The sinple yet exquisite musical interests and impulses
of the child, so different in many ways from those of the adultj
are the only proper bases for a glorious cultural structure
which will be compromised and weakeried if we try to erect it on
any other foundation.
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8. It is a fallacy to suppose that girls are more musical
than boys. Probably the reverse is true. In dealing with the
boy we need to take pains that a tradition of spurious masculin-
ity does not inhibit his will be musical.
9. We must not expect everyone to develop musically on a
common pattern. Vi/e must not desppse any individual line of
musical develo pment, or any type of musical impulse so long as
it is real and sineere. Vi/e must not set up any scheme of music
ettacation which nullifies or thwarts the sincere musical intere
of any individual.
10. iJusicality is dynamic, depending in the last analysis
on the human will. IJusic education may either stultify and
obliterate or foster and develop the essential will to be mus-
ical .
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5. GRADED MUSICAL I.ISTERIALS POP. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
Books from which hymns were selected:
lo Songs For Little People Danielson (SFLP)
Pub by Pilgrim Press, 1905 1.25
2. First Book in Hymns and Worship Thomas (Bkl)
Pub by Abingdon Press, 1922 1.00
3. Concord Hymnal Ho. 10 Huntington & ^^obinson (Concord)
Pub by E.C.Schirraer, 1923 1.00
4. Hymnal For American Youth Smith (Hyl Am Y)
Pub by Century Company, 1926 .80






Theme hymn for year:
Who made ocean, earth and sky? #90 Concord Ml'I8th-72
October
This is God's House
He cases for Me




Little 3ong of Thanks
Hymng of Thanks


























Away in a Manger
Silent Night
What Can I Give Him?
#84 Hyl /mi Y






Likving Jesus, Meek and Mid (Tune: # 25 SFLP) last prhase
Do not use these words. Use Wesley's abridged words
# 98 Concord MM 4-60
January
Jesus Loves Me #18 SFLP MM 4-52
Februayy
Jesus Loves Me
I think when I read
My Country's Flag
#18 SFLP MM 4-52
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I think when I read that sweet story #97 HylAmY MM ^-60
Be ye kind one to another # 44 SFLP Mi dotted 4-
iarch
ipril
A prayer to Jesus # 146 SFLP MM
A Springtame Prayer # 145 SFLP
God Is Love # 76 SFLP MM
Children's Saster Praise #74 SFLP MM
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Theme Hymn for year:
The Extra Prayer #
Oc tober
The Father’s Care p
Who lidade Ocean, Barth and
This Is God’s House #
Night and Day #
A Prayer
November
Little Song of Thanks #
Father, We Thank Thee #
Hymn of Thanks #
14 SFLP MIvI 4-60
17 Appendix HylAmY MM









Away in a Manger
What Can I Give Him?





I Think When I Read
My Country’s Flag
# 81 N Hyl Am Y
# 84 Hyl Am Y
#59 SFLP
Mild Tune: # 25 SFLP,
Words: # 98 Concord
#18 SFLP
# 18 SFLP
# 97 Hyl Am Y
J5.#69 SFLP
March
I think when I read # 97 Hyl, Am Y
Be ye kind one to another # 44 SFLP
April
God Is Love # 76 SFLP
Children’s Baster Praise # 74 SFLP
A Springtime Prayer # 145 SFLP
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THIRD GRADJi; SONGS
Theme Hymn for year:















October “God's Loving Care"
1 He cares for me #12 SFL?
2 Morning Hymn # 2 SFLP (review “c
3 God our Father Watch Will Keep #39 SFLP MM
4 I Want To Send A Whisper Song #104 BKI UU
5 Father, Lead Me Day by Day #141 Hyl Am Y
iJovember “Thankfulness*
6 For the Beauty of the Batth # 38 Hyl .4m Y
7 Hymn of Thanks # 19 SFL?
8-9 Ivlornigg Hymn # 2 SFLP
December “Doing For Others*
10 Christmas Song #
11 “ "
12 Silent Night #
13 H «
January “Learning To Be Like Jesus"
14 Lord Who Lovest Little Children # 21 SFLP
15 Tell Me the Stories of Jesus (v.l) #94 Hyl /on Y MM dot^-52
16 Loving Jesus, Meek and Mild Tune: # 25 SFLP
Words: f 98 Concord
17 Saviour, Hear Us We Pray # 155 Hyl Am Y
February (Continuation
18 Lord, Who Lovest Little Children # 21 SFLP
19 Father, Lead Me Day By Day # 141 Hyl Am Y
2Q « H II « l« II w n
21 Hymn of Thanks # 19 SFLP
^arch “The Heavenly Kingdom in a Beautiful
22 This is my Father's World # 46 Hyl Am Y
23 For the Beauty of the Barth # 38 Hyl Am Y
Tell He The Stories of Jesus # 94 Hyl <\ra Y
ji 24 Some song of praise (class choese)
i| 25 Fvc the Beauty of the Barth # 38 Hyl Am Y
All Things Bright and Beautiful # 15 SFLP
jj^pril “Sharing Our Love Of Jesus"
ji
26 I Want To Send A Whisper Song" # 104 Bk I
I' 27 « n II « II « it « «
28 Any good praise song, as “The Little Flowers
I
the ground". See Grades 1 and 2.
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Theme hymn for year:
Joyful, Joyful, Yi/e Adore Thee # 47 Hyl Am Y MM ^-104
Oc tober
God will take care of you p. 16 Appendix Hyl Am Y I'JII.! ^-92
Hear My Prayer, 0 Lord p. 34 " « •» »i ^-54
November
This is my Father’s world # 46 Hyl Am Y
For the Beauty of the Earth # 38 Hyl .4ra Y
December
0 Little town of Bethlehem # 80 Hyl Am Y HM ^-92
VVhat Can I Give Him? # 59 SFLP
Silent Night # 81 N Hyl Am Y
January
Tell Me the Stories of Jesus # 94 Hyl Am Y
I would be true # 170 Hyl Am Y MM ^-92
Disciples' 2ong (memorization) Tune: # 13 SFLP
February
Dare to be Brave # 175 Hyl Am Y MM >-112
Fling Out the Banner # 256 Hyl Am Y MI4 |-116
March
I think when I read that sweet story # 97 Hyl Am Y
Father, lead me day by day ^ 141 Hyl Am Y
April
Saviour Like a shepherd lead us # 162 Hyl ^im Y
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Theme Hymn for year: i
All creatures of our God and King # 45 N Hyl /jn Y MM
it 46 Hyl Am Y
# 356 Hyl Am Y
p. 16 Appendix Hyl
Oc tober
This is ray Father's world
Fling out the Banner
How Strong and Sweet
Noberaber
Love at Horae
0 Jesus, I have promised
0 Jesus, Prince of Life
We plow the fields and scatter #384 Hyl Am
December
Dare to be brave
Joy to the world, & others #71 Hyl Am Y
January
1 would be true




138 Hyl Am Y
179 Hyl Am Y
# 178 Hyl Am Y
# 170 Hyl Am Y
# 359 N Hyl Am
Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus # 303 Hyl Am
Thy Word is like a garden # 65 Hyl Am Y
February






















Just as I am, young, strong # 131 Hyl Am Y
Hear our prayer, 0 -L.ord p. 34 Appendix Hyl Am
April
Thy Word is like a garden Lord #65 Hyl Am Y
Sanctus, "Holy, Holy, Holy" p. 14 App Hyl Am Y
There is a green hill far away # 108 Hyl /on Y
Just as I am, young, strong # 131 Hyl Aa Y, vv








NOTd: The following hymns are recommedded as being of especial
worth for this group, and shoibld be used if possible in
addition to those listed for Grade 5 above:
0 Son of Man, Our Hero #199 N Hyl Am Y Mil ^-56
Joyful
,
Joyful We Adore Thee # 43 N Hyl Am Y
We plow the fields and scatter # 384 Hyl Am Y
God of our boyhood # 169 Hyl Am Y
Father in Heaven, who lovest all # 168 Hyl Am Y (Kipling)
Saviour, Hear us, we pray # 155 Hyl Am Y MM 4- 80 (Brahms)
God is working His purpose out # 366 Hyl Am Y Mi»I ^-104 (Missions)
l
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Therae ^yran for year
:
0 Son of IJan, Our Hero # 109 N Hyl Am Y
1 lOctober (Note: numbers in left margin refer to lessons)
1
1 Tell me the stories of Jesus # 94 Hyl Am ^{
i
2 Jesus Saviour, Pilot Me # 148 Hyl Am Y
3-4 0 Master, Let ^ie Vialk With Thee # 205 Hyl Am Y MM i-84
'November
!
5 Fairest uord Jesus 122 Hyl Am Y MM 1-84
MK 4-80
j
6-2 The Lord is my shepherd 61 Hyl Am Y
1
Thou Art My Ghepherd # 54 N Hyl •jn Y MM 4-54
1 8 When the Lord of love was here 98 Hyl Am Y 1 CO CD
i
9 Come ye thankful people come # 283 Hyl Am Y MM 4-92
iDec ember
:
10 Faith of our fathers # 256 N Hyl .^m Y MM 4-84
:
11 Once to every man and nation # 220 N Hyl Am Y MM 1-72
! 12 Joy to the world # 71 Hyl Am Y
Janucry
i
13 Dare to be brave 175 Hyl Am Y
' 14 I would be true 170 Hyl .’jn Y
; 15 0 Jesus, I have promised 138 Hyl .Im Y




, 17-18 Galilee, Bright Galilee 99 Hyl Aju Y
; 19 We've a story to tell # 260 Hyl /jn Y
' 20 OJesus, Prince of life # 179 Hyl ./Im Y
March
21 0 Jesus, Prince of Life # 179 Hyl Am Y
22 Come thou, almighty King # 7 Hyl Am Y MM 4-104
23 The Church's One Foundation 273 Hyl /jn Y MM 1-116
Aoril
24- 25 0 Jesus, Prince of Life # 179 Hyl Am Y
26 There is a green hill # 108 Hyl Am Y
27 There is a green hill # 108 Hyl Aon Y
28 Christ the Lord is risen today # 114 Hyl Am Y MM 4-116
NOTE: We consider these hymns of extreme importance for this gra
0 Son of Man, Our Hero # 109 N Hyl Am Y
Fairest Lord Jesus # 122 Hyl Am Y
0 dtoster of the Loving Heart Tune: # 144 Hyl Am Y MIvI ^“60
(Play in E major. Speciii text) '
Galilee, Bright Galilee # 99 Hyl ^'jn Y
Easter Oarols: Christ the Lord is risen, # 34 Concord MM |-
The Eastertide with joy was bright # 35 Concord MM
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Theme hymn for year:
Shepherd of Tender Youth # 138 N Hyl Am Y
Purity
T|iou Vi/ho Taught the thronging people # 113 N Hyl Am Y
Prayer
Father Almighty, bless us # 154 Hyl Am Y MM J-60
Choices
Once to every man and nation # 220 N Hyl Am Y MM |-80
Miracles (and a modern application)
0 Master workman of the race # 98 N Hyl Am Y MM ^-80
Teachings of Jesus
Break Thou the bcead of life # 71 N Hyl Am Y MM $-72
Prayer Responses
Sanctus # 336 N Hyl Ajn Y MM ^-40
Sanctus Page # 14 App Hyl Ajn Y
Missions
In Christ there is no east or west # 299 N Hjrl Am Y MM i-l()|4
Devotional Hymns to Christ
0 Master, let me walk with thee # 197 N Hyl Am Y MM i-80
Just as I am, Thine Own to Be # 145 N Hyl Am Y
O Son of Man, Our Hero # 108 N Hyl Am Y
EIGHTH GRADE SONGS
Theme Hymn for ^par:
Once to every man andnation # 220 N Hyl Am Y
Oc tober
The church's one foundation # 308 N Hyl Am Y
November
Faith of our Fathers # 256 N Hyl Am Y
December p
All my heart, this night rejoices # 85 N Hyl ^im Y MM i-lti)4
January ji
0 brother man, fold to thy heart # 244 N Hyl Am Y MIvI 'i-9^
February
l|
Pass on the torch P 229 N Hyl Am Y IMIl 116 Ij
March
|j
Holy Spirit, truth divine # 60 N Hyl Am Y MM |j
April l|
Easter Flowers # 126 N Hyl Am Y IM ^-58
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There's a rose that grows
Smile the while
Over there
Oh, how I hate to get up in the raorj:|iing
Hinkey Dinkdy Parlez-vous
Artillery Song
My wild Irish rose Bicycle built for two
Let Me call you wweetheart Old spinning wheel
When It's springtime in the Pockies I've been workin'





















Shine on Harvest Moon




Sunshine of your smile
Trail of the Lonesome pine
Over Soraebodyelse ' s shoulder
River, stay way from my door
That's why Darkies were feorn
Look down that lonesome road
Sailing on the Robt. iS. Lee
All I do is dream of you
No, No, a thousand times no I
Shine on. Harvest moon
Carry Me Back to old Virginny
Rhythm Songs
Happy are we
Dark Town Strutters' Ball
Alexander's Ragtime Band
An Barful of Music
Dinah Lee
Casey Jones
Llan on the Flying Trapeze
Bill Bailey, won't you piease come home
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Ten Notable Songs For Each Year from 1880-1935.
1880
All on acconnt of Eliza
Are you There, Moriarty
Cradle's Empty, Baby's gone
Golden wedding
Hear Dem Bells
In the Evening By The Moonlight
Mary Kelley’s Bean
Never Take the Ho rshoe From the Door
Oh, Dem Golden Slippers




Miranda, When We're iiade One
Miss Brady’s Piano Fortay
Paddy Duffy's Cart
Peek-a -Boo
There's Always A Seat In The Pardiflir For You
Violet From Mother's Grave
Wait Till Ibhe Clouds Roll By
Wheel the Baby Out
1888
Market On Saturday Night
Old Turnkey
Poor Irish Minstrel
Since *'icManus Went Down
Since Nellie Went Away
Vifiien the Clock In The Tower Strikes Twelve
Bold McIntyres
Bring Back My Bonnie To Me
Charleston Blues




Mother Is TheBest Friend After All
My KellSe's Blue Eyes
New Coon in Town
Only A Pansy Blossom
Rose Song
Sam Johnson^ Colored Cake Walkj^
Handful of Earth From Mother's Grave
Hurry Little Children, Sunday Morn
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1884
Listen To My Tale Of Woe
Plum Pudding
White Wings
Always Take Mother's Advice
Boodle
Climbing Up the Golden Stairs
Coming Home Prom *“eeting
Hello, Bobby
Her Golden Hair Was Hanging
Hush, Little Baby Don't You Cry
1885
Peggy O' Moore
Poverty's Tears Ebb and Flow
Stick To Your Mother
U.S. Black ivlarines
You Never Miss Your Mother Till She's Gone
Answer
Be Home Vi/hen The Clock Strikes Ten
Flying Trapeze
Get Up Jack, Sit Down 2)ohn
I had sfl5 In My Inside Pocket
1886
Johnny Get Your Gun
Letter That Never Came
My Own Sweet Nellie Bawn
Never Take No For An Answer
Bock-a-bye Baby
Sunshine Will Come Again
Why Paddy's Always Poor
Gathering the Myrtle With Mary
Her Own Boy Jack






HIrsHO! Let Her Go, Galagher
I Believe It For My Mother Told Me So
If The Waters Could Speak As They Flow
Slavery's Passed Away
ScHg That Reached My Heart
We've Both Been There Before
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1888
Mottoes That Are Framed On The Wall
Night itilaloney Landed In New York
Swing Song
When Love Is Young
Where Did You Get That Hat
Vrtiere The Sparrows and Chippies Parade
Whistlin’ Coon
With All Her Faults I Love Her Still
Convict And The Bird
Keep In The Middle Of The Road
1889








For Groodness Sake, Don't Say I Told You
Get Away From That Window
1890
Irish Jubilee
It's Naughty But It's Nice
Learning MacFadden To Walk
Oh, Mamma Buy Me That
Oh, Promise Me
Song of the Steeple










Pardon Came Too Late
Pretty Girl, A Summer's *''ight
Sights In A Dime Museum
T«-Ra-Ra-Bomm-De-E
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I'm The Ivlqn Who Broke The Bank At Monte Carlo
Pekk of Cards
Riding On The Elevated Railroad
She Lives On Murray Hill
Sweet Marie
Sweetest Story Ever Told
Tip Your Hat To Nellie
Wedding of the Lily And The Rose
Bowery
Daddy Wouldn't Bu^ He a Bow-Wow
1893
I've Been To Gay Paree
Little Johnny Dugan
Linger, Longer, Loo
Mamie Come Kiss Your Honey Boy
Private Tommy Atkins
Rosie, Sweet Rosabel
Say au revoir but Not Goodnight
Sergeant Hickey of the G.A.R.
Somebody Loves Me





She May Have Seen Better Days
Sidewalks of New York
Songs My Mammy Sang For me
Sweet Bunch of Daisies
Take Back The Engagement Ring
Dancing In The Dark
El Capitan (March)
1895
Band Played On (And The)
Down In Poverty Row
Dreams Of My ^wn Land
Grace O' Moore
Henrietta
Just Tell Them That You Saw He
My Dad ' s The Enginner
Only A Rosebud
Put He Off At Buffalo
Sunshine of Paradise Alley
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1896
Elsie From Chelsea
Going For A Pardon
H(tt Time In The Old Town Tonite
Hugh ivIcCue
I Love You In The Same Old Way
Lucky Jim
Hr. Johnson, Turn i*iie i^oose
k'y Mother Was A Lady
Song That Will Live Forever
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
1897
Break The News To Mo the
V
Eli Green's Cake Walk
Everybody Works But Father
I Don't Care If You NeverCome Back
Kentucky Babe
Letter Edged In Black
Oh, What A Beautiful Ocean
On The Banks of the Wabash
Stars and Stripes Forever (March)
Take Back Your Gold
1893
Asleep In The Deep
Because
Gypsy Love Song
It's Not What You Were, It's What You Are
Just As the Sun Went Doan
Let Me Shake The Hand That Shook The Hand Of Sullivan
Little Bit <^ff The Top
My Creole Sue
My Honolulu Lady
My Old New Hampshire Home
1899
Hands Across The Sea
Hello, My Baby
I Wonder Where She Is Tonight
Take Me Back To New York Town
Mandy Lee
i-iy Lady Lu
My Wild Irish Rose
Picture No Artist Can Paint
Smoky Mokes
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Absence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder
Bird;^in A Gilded Cage
Blue And the Gray
Down South (original)
Goodbye, Dolly Grey
I Can't Tell Why I Love You
I'd Still Believe You True
Jimmie, The Pride Of Newspaper Row
Rosary
Strike Up the Band, Here Comes A Sailor





Any Old Place, I can Hang My Hat
Baby Mine
Down Where The Cotton Blossoms Grow
Go 'Way Back ^ind Sit Down
Goodmorning, Carrie
Hello Central, Give Me Heaven
Maiden With The Dreamy Lyes
Mighty Lak' A Rose
My Castle On The River Nile





Bill Bailey > V/on't You Please Come Home
Heidleberg Stein Song
In The Good Old Summer 'i-’ime
It's Always Fair Weather
Oh, Didn't He Ramble
Old Flag Never Touched The Ground
Please Let Me Sleep
Song That The Anvil Sings
Under The Baiaboo Tree




Always In The Way
Hiawa tha
j' Can't Do That Sum
Lazy Moon
Maid Of Timbuctoo
March Of The Tyys
Pale Hands I Loved
Toyland
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Back, Back To Baltimore
Blue Bell
Down Where The Silvery Mohawk Flows
I Wonder If You Miss Me
I>dan With The Ladder And Hose
Saftest o' The Family
Sammy
Stop Your Ticklin' Jock
Teasing




I Want What 1 Want When I Want It
In The Shade Of The Old £pple Tree
Mother, Pin A Rose '^n Me
Tammany
Waith Till The Sun Shines, Nellie
What You Going To Do When The Rent Comes Ruund?
When The Bell In The Lighthouse Rings
Will You Love In December As You Do In I^iay^
1906
At Dawning
gee. But This Is A Lonesome Town
He Walked Right In, Turned Around, And Walked Right Out
Hottentot Love Song (Again
I Love A Lassie
Love Me And fhh World Is Mine
My Very Own




Be Good (If You Can't Be Good, Be Careful}
Every Little Bit Added To What You've Go4 Makes Just a
I'm Afraid To Go Home In The Dark (little Bit More)





Tipperary (not War Song)
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1908
Cuddle Up A -^ittle Closer
Daisies Won't Tell
Down Among The Sugar Cana
I Am Longing To Love Someone
In The Garden Of My Heart
Red, Red Rose
Shine On, Harvest Moon
Sunbonnet Sue
When I Get Back To Bonnie Scotland
Yip- I-Addy- I-Ay
1909




Every Little Movement Has A Meaning Of '•ts Own
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now
I've Got rings On My Fingers
Meet Me Tonight In Dreamland
My Pony Boy
Put On Your Old Gray Bonnet
1910
Chinatown, My Chinatown
Down By The Old Mill Stream




Some of These Days
Steamboat Bill
Stein Song
Sweet Mystery of Life
1911
Alexander's Ragtime Band
Everybody ~s Doing It
I Want A Girl Just Like The Girl
Littie Gray Home InThe West
My BeatiTliiful Lady
My Hose Of Honolulu
Oh, You Beautiful Doll
Roamin' In The Gioarain'
Somewhere A Voice Is Calling
Till The Sands Of The Desert Grow Cold
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After All That I've Been To You
After You're Gone
Goodnight Nurse
I'm On My Way To Dublin Bay
It's A Long Way To Tipperary
Moonlight Bay
Peg O' My Heart
Sweetheart Of Sigma Chi
Sympathy
Waitin' For the Robt. B. -^ee
When -^rish Byes Were Smiling
1913
All Aboard For Dixie
CUBse of An Aching Heart
Get Out And Get '^nder
Honeymoon Lane
I i»Iiss You Most Of All
Marcheta
Snooky Ookums
Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Wondering
You Made Me Love You
1914
By TheBeautiful Sea
Can't ^ou Hear ^^e Callin' Caroline?
I Want To Go Back To Michigan
Missouri Vi/altz
Sari Waltz
There's A Little Spark Of Love Still Burning
When I was A Dreamer
When You Vi/ore A Tu|)ip And I Wore A Big Red Rose
When You're Away
Who Paid -The Rent For ^-^rs. Rip Van Winkle?
1915
Are You From Dixie?
Down In Bora Bom Bay
Keep The Home Fires Burning
Kiss Me Again
Mademoiselle From Armentieres
Pack Up Your Troubles In Your Old kit Bag
3caddle-de-Mooch
There®s A Long Long Trail
Underneath the Stars
i=&y Fl^s^ His Ukulele
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America, I Love YqU
Down Among The Sheltering Palms
Goodbye, Bood luck, God Bless You
Hello Hawaii, How Are You?
I Ain't Got Nobody
If I Knock The "1" Out Of Keily
Ireland LIust Be Heaven






For 'JiQ And My Gal
Hail, Hail The Gang's All Here
I Don't Want To Get Well




What Do You Want To Make Those Eyes At Me For
You're In The Army Now
1918
Beautiful Ohio
Dear Old Pal Of Mine
Goodbye Broadway, Hello France
I'm Always Chasing Raimbows
I'm Soory I Made You Cry
Jeannine
Just A Baby's Prayer At Twiligyt
K-K-K-Katy
That Tumble-Down Shack In Athlone
Till We Meet Again
1919
Alice Blu^ Gown
Everybody s Hapyy Now
How Ya Gonna Keep Down On The Farm
Let The Rest Of The World Go By
Love Sends A Little Gift Of Roses
Oh, What A Pal V/as Mary
Peggy
Rose Of No Man's Land
Tell Me
World Is Vifaiting For The Sunrise
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I'll Be With You In Apple Blossom 'I'ime
Little Town In The Old County Down
Love Nest
Margie
That Old Irish Mother Of Mine
Rose Of Washington Square
Old Man Jazz
1921
Ain't We Got Fun?
April Showers




Say It With Music
Second Hand Rose
Sheik
Tuck Me To Slepp
1922
Carolina In The Morning
Chicago
In The Little Old Red Schoolhouse
Jolly Peter
Kiss In The Dark
Mr. Gallagher, and ivir . Shean
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
Stumbling
You Remind Of My Mother




I Won't Say I will. But I Won't Say I Won't
Just a Girl That Men Forget
Just For Tonight
Last Night On The Back Porch
Nutsey Fagan
So This Is Love
That Old Gang Of mine
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I Wonder What's Become Of Sally
L;emory Lane





When Day Is Done





Just A Cottage Small
Manhattan
March of the Vagabonds
Only A Rose
Remember





Birth of the Blues
Black Bottom
Girl Friend
He Knows His Groceries
I'd Climb The Highest Mountain
Just A Memory
Play Gypsies, Dance Gypsies
Reaching For the Moon







Girl Of My Dreams
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Button Up Your Over coat
I Can't Give You Anything But -ove, Baby
I*ve Got A Rainbow Round My Shoulder
Lover, Come Back To «ie
Moonlyght And Roses
Precious Little 1'hing Called Love
Pomona
You're The Cream In My Coffee
I Kiss Your Hand, Madame
1929
Broadway Melody
Happy Days Are Here Again
I'm Just A Vagabond Lover




Song of the Islands
Vi/hat Is This Thing Called Love?









Would You Like To Take A Walk
Thank Your Father
Two Hearts That Beat In Waltz (3/4) Time
1931
Horae
Bet's Sit And Talk About You
Mama Don't Vtent No Peas And
Rice And Cocoanut Oil
Mama Inez
Marta
Night Was Made For Love
She Didn't Say Yes, She Didnt
say No
That's Why Darkies V/ere Bom
This Is The Missus
1932
Brother, Can You Spare A Birae
Home On The Range
How Deep *^s The Ocean
I Love A Parade
Let's Put Out The Lights
and Go To Sleep
Play Fiddle Play
Say It Isn't So
There's A Shanty In Old
Shanty Town
Tip-toe Through The Tulips
, Vi/e Ju SC Couldn't Say Goodbye
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Have You iiiver Been Lonely
I'm Hopelessly In Love
Lazybones
,
Love Is The Sweetest thing
Shadow Waltz ‘
I




' Night And Day






Stars Fell On Alabama
Two Oigarettes In The Dark
I Saw Stars
Love Thy Neighbor
Stay As Sweet As t’ou Are
Old Spinning Wheel
I Believe In Miracles
Good Ship Lolli-pop
1935
When I Grow Too Old To Dream
I V/on't Dance





Rhythm Of The Rain
Soon
Restless
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APPENDIX C: Original Compositions and Arrangeraaniis
1. •Festival Kymn*,
Text And Arrangement of Sonata in A for Violin I
I
'









I 'iMusical creativity by the Ivanhoe Children s
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l|
Summer Choir, describing characters in "The !
Snow Witch" by Constance d'Arcy Mackay.
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Percy Grainger and others.
Lutkin, Peter Christian, Hymns and Hymn Singing. Pa.mphlet pub.
by Northwestern University in bulletin form, 1928.
Leavens and Leavans, Great Companions. Beacon Press, Inc., 1933,
^ 678 pp. Inspirational, devotional readings and exceppts
from many sources in literature and dddcational sources.
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For Young Peoole. Arranged for use in the grammar grades.
i
New York, Holt & Co., 1989, 239 pp. The Snow Witch is to
j
be found in this volume. '
iiarks, Edward B., The All Sang. New York, Viking Press, 1934;
321 pp. From Tony Pastor to PhAdy Villee as told to Abbott
J. Liebling by Edward B. Narks.
wason, Daniil Gregory, and Thomas Whitney Surette, liusic Apprec-
iation (5 vols) NewYork, H. W. Gray & Co., 1907 - 1918.
^idwest Confefence On Character Development, Feb. 1930, The Child's
l!
Emotions. Chicago, Univ of Chicago press, 1930; 406 pp.
i|
!!
A compilation of reports of papers and speeches delivered
l|
I at the above conference.
191
Mursell, James Lockhart and Glenn, Mabelle, Psychology of School
Music Teaching. New York, Silver Burdttt & Co. 1931, 378 pp.
Describes new method of teaching bycprocess of synthesis,
analysis, syhthesis. Also helpful on creative music.
I
Powell, Alma Webster, Music As A Human Need. New York, 1914.
Submitted .. .for degree of doctor of philosophy at Columbia
Univ. 147 pp. A psychological and historical study of
music with a view to gaining national subsidation.
Pratt, Waldo Selden, Musical Ministries In The Church. New York,
Scribner, 1915; 213 pp. Studies in the history, theory
I
and administration of sacred music.
I
jP.andall, Mailinson, Choirmaster's Guide To The Selection of
I
Hymns and .\nthems For the Services of the Church. New York,
H. W. Gray & Co. 1911; 119 pp.
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R-C-A-Victor Co. Inc., ilusic “'ppraciation For Children, 1930,
320 pp. Pull outlines and teaching plans for first to
sixth grades, inclusiiag. "Learning to listen, and listen-
ing to learn.*
Richmond, Mary Frances, Social Diagnosis, New York, Russell Sage
Foundation, 1921, 511 pp.
Richmond, Mary Prances, "l/Vhat Is Social Case Work?* New York,
Russell Sage foundation, 1928, 268 pp.
Seabury, David, Growing Into Life. New York, Boni and Liveright
1928, 715 pp. *A Magna Charta of Youth". Presnets outline
of neurosis, its causes and cure, and the psychological
approach to the problems of youth.
Schoen, Max, The Effects of Music. London, Kegan Paul, Trench
Trubner & Co
. ,
Ltd., 1927, 273 pp. a series of essays.
Smith, Henry Augustine, Lyric Religion, The Romance of Immortal
Hymns, NewYOrk, The Century Co., 1931, 517 pp.
Smith, Henry Augustine, The New Hymnal For American Youth,
New York, The CHBtury Co., 1930.
Thomas, Bdith Lovell, First Book In Hymns and Worship, New Yorjc,
Abiggdon Press, 1922.
Wilkinson, Bonaro, (Overstreet, Henry Allen, prefacer). The
Poetic Way of Release. New York, lOiopf, 1931, 374 pp. !
On the nature of poetry.
’•Vheeler, Raymond, Gestalt Psychology, Lawrence, Kansas, Univ.
of Kansas
.
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Hospitals. New York, National Bureau For Advimcement of
Muiic
,
1924; 67 pp. A report on the application of music
in the treatment of the morally and mentally afflicted.
Zahniser, Charles Reed, Case Work Bvangelism.
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